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The middle to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics form
the volcanic core or basement rocks in the Rock Creek-Green
Mountain area.
TiO

They consist of a thick sequence of high

tholeiitic basalt, basaltic andesite, and andesite

subaerial flows and breccias.

Detailed mapping,

petrography, major oxide plots, magnetic polarity, and
radiometric age dating prove that the volcanic rocks that
form the Green Mountain outlier are an upthrown, more
fractionally differentiated basement block of Tillamook
Volcanics.

Geochemical plots, regional geology, and field

relationships indicate that the Tillamook Volcanics erupted
in a forearc tectonic setting and formed an extensive,
moderate relief, rugged oceanic island of overlapping
shield volcanoes.

Subsequent transgression and subsidence of the

Tillarnook Volcanics, perhaps due to thermal cooling of the

crust, resulted in deposition of upper Narizian (upper
Eocene) beach to high energy inner shelf, mollusc-bearing,
basaltic boulder conglomerate and basaltic sandstone of the
Roy Creek member of the Hamlet formation (informal).
Petrography, geochemisty, pebble count data, and
stratigraphic relationships show that the coarse- to
fine-grained basaltic sandstone and conglomerates were
derived from the underlying Tillamook Volcanics and were
probably deposited along a rocky coastline composed of sea
stacks and headlands much like Oregon's coastline today.
Micaceous lithic arkosic sandstone and siltstone and
minor basaltic sandstone and volcanic debris flow interbeds
of the overlying Sunset Highway member of the Hamlet
formation (informal) were deposited in an inner to middle
shelf environment.

The extrabasjna]. micaceous arkosic

sands were derived from granitic/metamorphic source areas
in eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, and Idaho.

They

were transported via an ancestral Columbia River drainage
system to the shoreline where they interfinger with
basaltic debris flows and basaltic sandstone that were
locally eroded from rocky Tillamook basalt headlands.
Broken and abraded molluscan fossils, parallel lamination
and hummocky cross-bedding, moderately well sorted
character of the sands, and sheet-like sandstone geometry
indicate a high energy, storm-dominated, shallow marine
depositional environment.

Extensive diagenesis of the highly chemically reactive
Roy Creek basaltic sandstone has resulted in significant
porosity and permeability reduction after burial due to
formation of chloritic and smectite clays and locally
zeolite and calcite filling intergranular pore spaces.
Thin section and scanning electron microscopy, however,
show only minor thin smectite clay coats and scattered
quartz overgrowths in the less chemically unstable
micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway member.
This has resulted in the preservation of much primary
intergranular porosity.

Further transgression and/or subsidence of the upper
Eocene shelf sands resulted in deposition of micaceous and
carbonaceous silty mudstones and minor thin-bedded
turbidite sandstone unit of the Sweet Home Creek member of
the Hamlet formation in a middle to upper slope
depositional environment.

Bathyal benthic foraminiferal

assemblages collected are assigned to an late Narizian age.
Thin interbeds of graded micaceous arkosic sandstone with
Bouma B, C, and D divisions were derived from adjacent
Sunset Highway shelf deposits resuspended by storm waves
and transported by turbidity flows into upper slope
environments.

Thin dikes and thick irregular-shaped sill-like bodies
of calc-alkaline Cole Mountain basalt intrude the Sweet
Home Creek member.

The coarse-crystalline (microgabbroic

to gabbroic) to finely crystalline basalt is composed of

phenocrysts of calcic plagioclase and augite in a clay
altered intersertal to hyalopilitic groundmass.

The Cole

Mountain basalt is petrographically and chemically distinct
from the high Ti02 and low Si02 basalt flows with
pilotaxitic texture that form the older Tillamook
Volcanics.

They are more similar to the arc-derived

caic-alkaline Goble Volcanics of southwest Washington.

Regression and/or progradation resulted in deposition
of thick sheet sandstones of the Cowlitz Formation.

Trough

cross-laminations indicate paleocurrent transport
directions were to the west and northwest prior to
clockwise tectonic rotation.

Parallel to trough

cross-laminations, the high degree of rounding and sorting,
and the low degree of bioturbation indicate deposition
occurred in a high energy, storm-dominated, inner and
middle shelf environment.

Uplift of the Oregon Coast Range forearc region that

was initiated in the late middle Miocene resulted in
subaerial weathering and differential erosion of the softer
sedimentary rocks in contrast to the resistant basaltic
rock units.

Minor alluvial basaltic stream gravels and

sands formed along major, low gradient streams.

Recent

rock fall/landslide debris occurs along the south side of
Quartz Creek.

The regional structure consists of a northwardplunging gravity high or structural upwarp of Tillamook
Volcanics that transects the middle of the thesis area.

This structural high is cut by a series of major east-west
striking high-angle normal faults that are offset by a
younger set of northwest-trending right-lateral and
The

northeast-trending left-lateral oblique-slip faults.
conjugate oblique-slip pattern of faulting is
characteristic of wrench faulting perhaps due to a

north-south shear couple created by oblique subduction of
the Juan de Fuca oceanic plate beneath the North American
continental plate.

The downwarp of upper Eocene Hamlet

sedimentary rocks preserved between the isolated upthrown

block of Tillamook Volcanics at Green Mountain on the north
from the main Tillamook highland on the south may be a
pull-apart depression formed by oblique-slip motion on
these fault-bounded upthrown volcanic basement blocks.
This pattern is much like the structure of the Mist Gas
Field in the subsurface to the northeast.
Continued commercial production from the upper Eocene
Cowlitz Formation (Clark and Wilson sandstone) since 1978
in the Mist Gas Field, has resulted in renewed interest in
the hydrocarbon potential of the Northwest Oregon.

The

micaceous sandstones of the Sunset Highway member of the
Hamlet formation could also serve as an attractive deeper
reservoir target based on porosity and permeability
analysis and may equate to the "Clatskanie" sandstone in
the subsurface at Mist.

Total organic carbon values and

woody kerogen from carbonaceous mudstone from the Sweet
Home Creek member suggest it as a potential source rock for

wet gas in the subsurface.

Local thermal heating of the

Hamlet mudstone by upper Eocene Cole Mountain basalt sills
has created some high vitrinite reflectance values and
represent a potential "quickf lash" maturation mechanism
for gas.
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GEOLOGY OF THE ROCK CREEK-GREEN MOUNTAIN AREA,
SOUTHEAST CLATSOP AND NORTHERNMOST TILLAMOOK
COUNTIES, NORTHWEST OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Obj ectives

The objectives of this thesis study are:
to produce a geologic map of the Rock Creek-Green

iountain area (scale 1:24,000) and to determine the

stratigraphic and structural rt1zionsnins of the middle
to upper Eocene sedimentary rocks to the Eocene Tillamook
Volcanics and the Eocene Goble Volcanics;
to describe the ljthofacies within the thesis area

and interpret the depositional environments, paleocurrent
dispersal patterns, and sandstone geometries;
to determine the provenances and ages of the
sedimentary rocks and the ages of the volcanics;

to correlate the proposed units in the thesis area
with the formalized stratigraphy of northwest Oregon and
southwest Washington;

to delineate the pattern and age of faulting in the
area;

to evaluate the mineral potential of the volcanics;
to evaluate the source rock and reservoir potential
of the sedimentary rocks exposed in the thesis area.
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Location and Accessibility

The 156 square kilometer study area is in southeast
Clatsop County and northernmost Tillamook County and is
(Plate 1).

bounded by Columbia County on the east (fig. 1)

It is approximately 67 km northwest of the city of Portland
and 42 km east of the city of Seaside.

The area is

included on parts of the Birkenfeld and Saddle Mountain
U.S. Geological Survey 15-minute quadrangle maps and lies
at latitude 45°50' N and longitude 123° 30' W.

Road access

into the area is provided by U.S. Highway 26 which crosses
the southwest corner of the area and Military Creek and

Green Mountain logging roads which traverse the northern
part (Plate I).

Rock Creek and McGregor logging roads

provide access to the central part of the area.

Numerous

secondary logging roads offer additional access.

Geographic Features

Prominent topographic features include Green Mountain,
elevation 755 meters, occupying the northernmost part of
the area, and the summit of the Oregon Coast Range,
elevation 490 meters, along U.S. Highway 26 (Plate I).
Maximum vertical relief of the area is approximately 360
meters where Rock Creek has downcut through mountainous
Tillamook Volcanics.

Base level within the area is

River

Columbia

Astoria

OR0

JMist gas field
Mist

Tbesis
Area

-

Clatsop

Columbia

Cavity

Hamlet

County

Ti I lamook

County

N

N
N

N

Map showing the location of the thesis area
(outlined) and the location of the Mist Gas Field in
northwest Oregon.
Fig. 1.
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approximately 350 meters along Rock Creek and maximum
elevation is 880 meters atop Rock Ridge in the southern
Archeological features

part of the thesis area (Plate I).

include two abandoned logging camps, Camp Olsen and Camp
McGregor.

The nearest settlement is Elsie on U.S. Highway

26, 6.5 km to the northwest (Plate I).

Previous Work

The first study of the geology of the Pacific

Northwest was done by Dana (1849) while accompanying the
Wilkes exploration expedition.

He described the lithology

and structure of the strata at Astoria.

Conrad (1849)

identified molluscan fossils collected during the
expedition to be Miocene in age.

Diller (1896) described a

sequence of Eocene basalts and overlying Eocene to Miocene

basaltic sandstones and mudstones along Rock Creek to the
east of the thesis area.

A portion of these sedimentary

rocks were later named the Keasey Formation by Schenck
(1927).

The Pittsburg Bluff Formation was named and

described by Hertlein and Crickmay (1925).

Washburne

(1940) reported on the geology and oil prospects of
northwest Oregon.

Another reconnaissance investigation of

the oil and gas potential of northern Oregon was conducted
by Warren et al.

(1945).

They differentiated Tertiary

sedimentary rocks from Eocene Tillamook basalts in the
thesis area at a scale of 1:143,000.

Wells and Peck (1961)
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compiled a geologic map of Oregon west of the 121st
meridian (scale 1:500,000).

They differentiated the

Miocene Astoria Formation in northwestern Clatsop County,
but left all other Eocene and Oligocene strata
undifferentiated in the eastern part of the county.

They

also showed Tillamook basalts separate from the younger
upper Eocene Goble Volcanics outlier in the thesis area.
Beaulieu (1973) undertook a regional study of
potential geologic engineering hazards of Tillamook and
Clatsop counties.

He mapped two high-angle,

northwest-trending faults in the study area that
downdropped upper Eocene undifferentiated sedimentary rocks
in a graben between the Eocene Tillamook Volcanics to the
south and an uplifted unit of Eocene volcanic rocks to the
north.

This implies that the upper Eocene sedimentary

rocks overlie only the Tillamook Volcanics, and the Goble

Volcanics and the Tillamook Volcanics previously mapped by
Wells and Peck (1961) as separate units are in fact the
same unit repeated by faulting.

Newton and Van Atta

(1976), however, in their geologic evaluation of the oil

and gas potential of the Nehalem Basin that included the
thesis area, did not recognize these faults.

They mapped

upper Eocene Cowlitz sandstone as overlying, underlying,
and interfingering with the upper Eocene Goble Volcanics in
the Green Mountain area.

The determination of the

stratigraphic relations between the Cowlitz Formation and
the Goble and upper Tillamook Volcanics has important
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implications for petroleum exploration in Clatsop and
Columbia counties.

Do potential sandstone reservoirs exist

beneath the Goble Voláanics and the upper Tillamook
Volcanics as Newton and Van Atta suggested, or are the

volcanics the economic basement in the thesis area?

One of

the objectives of this thesis is to solve the stratigraphic

problems and the age relations of the upper Eocene
sedimentary rocks to the Goble Volcanics and upper
Tillamook Volcanics in the study area.
Since 1973, Dr. Alan R. Niem and Oregon State
University graduate students have undertaken detailed
geologic investigations in Clatsop and northernmost
Tillamook counties of northwest Oregon (Cressy, 1973;
Smith, 1975; Neel, 1976; Tolson, 1976; Coryell, 1978;
Cooper, 1980; Nelson, M., 1978; Penoyer, 1977; Murphy,
1981; Olbinski, 1983; Peterson, 1984; Nelson, D., 1985;
Rarey, 1986; Mumford, 1988)

(fig. 2).

Graduate students

under the direction of Dr. Robert Van Atta, Dr. Dick Toms,

and Dr. Tom Benson, all of Portland State University, have
studied the stratigraphy, sedimentology, and structure of
the Tertiary units of Columbia and Tillamook counties
adjacent to the study area.

Theses by Timmons (1981),

Kadri (1982), Jackson (1983), and (Shaw, 1985) all of

Portland State University, describe the stratigraphy and
sedimentology of the Cowlitz Formation in Columbia and
Tillamook counties.

This study will be integrated with the

findings of these earlier theses.
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Fig. 2. Map showing the location of O.S.U. M.S.
geo1oglca1 theses areas in Clatsop County.

Mist
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Wells and others (1983) published a U.S.G.S. open-file
map that included the findings of this thesis.

Niem and

Niem (1985) published a DOGAMI oil and gas investigation
map which also included the thesis area.

Procedures

Field work was accomplished during the summer of 1982
and the spring and summer of 1983.

Field data were

recorded on U.S. Forest Service topographic base maps at a
scale of 1:24,000.

State of Oregon high altitude and diazo

photographs, year 1978 scale 1:63,360 and 1:32,000
respectively, were used as aids for location while in the
field.

Lineations on high altitude U-2 infrared

photographs were used to identify possible faults and
intrusives in the field.

An outcrop map was prepared and updated during the
mapping process.

Outcrops are predominantly in stream

beds, road cuts, and rock quarries.

A geologic map was

constructed from the outcrop map and field notes and shows
the distribution of the different lithofacies (Plate I).
The geologic map of the thesis area is a final synthesis of
several preliminary maps.

Measurements of three representative stratigraphic
sections of the upper Eocene sedimentary units were made
using a Jacobs staff and Abney level.

Clastic sedimentary

rocks were described using standard grain size charts, the
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Geological Society of America rock color chart, and
followed stratification and cross-stratification
terminology of McKee and Weir (1953).

Sedimentary

structures in turbidite sandstones were described following
the sequence defined by Bouma (1962).

Over 50 sedimentary

rock samples were collected for petrography, heavy mineral
analysis, source rock maturation, porosity and
permeability, molluscan fossils, microfossils
(Foraminifera, diatoms, and coccoliths), and trace fossils
(see Appendices).

Over 75 samples of the Tillamook

Volcanics were collected for K-Ar radiometric dating, major
oxide geochemistry, petrography, and determination of
paleomagnetic polarity.

The locations of these samples

appear in appendix VI and on Plate I.
Laboratory work included:

disaggregation of 15 samples for microfossil recovery;

heavy mineral analysis and provenance interpretation
by point counts of 10 sandstone thin sections and
grain mounts;

preparation of basalt samples for geochemical
analysis;

petrography of over 50 basalt and sandstone thin
sections; and

scanning electron microscopy of clay minerals.

Mudrock samples were dissaggregated using the boiling
in water and wet sieving method of McDougall.

Samples of

Foraminifera obtained from these samples were sent to Dr.
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Kristin McDougall of the U.S. Geological Survey and to
Weldon Rau of Washington State Department of Mineral

Resources for identification, age determination, and
paleoecologic interpretation.

Molluscan fossils were

identified by Dr. Ellen Moore, diatoms by Dr. John Barron,
and coccoliths by Dr. David Bukry, all of the U.S.
Geological Survey in Menlo Park.

Trace fossils were

identified by Dr. Kent Chamberlain, of the University of
Wisconsin.

Porosity, permeability, and source rock

maturation analyses were provided by Dr. Terry Mitchell of
Amoco Production Company, Denver, Colorado.

Friable sandstone samples were impregnated with epoxy
resin and thin sections were cut from the billets.

Heavy

mineral separation was performed using tetrabromoethane,
specific gravity 2.94, to separate heavy minerals from
sieved 2 -. 4 phi size fractions.

Feldspar staining

techniques were performed on thin sections to aid in
feldspar identification (Laniz et al., 1964).

Modal

analyses were made and the rocks classified following Folk
(1974).

Sandstone petrographic and tectonic associations

were interpreted following the method of Folk (1974) and
Dickinson and Suczek (1979).

Chemical analyses of 31 samples for 11 major oxides
were performed by Dr. Peter Hooper of the Washington State
X-ray Fluorescence Facility.

The International basalt

standard was used on these samples (looper, 1983, personal
communication).

Chemical classifications are based on Cox
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et al., 1979, Irvine and Baragar (1971), Taylor (1979), and
Pearce et al.

(1977).

Igneous compositions and igneous

rock textures were classified following Williams, Turner,
and Gilbert (1954).

Determination of magnetic polarity of

oriented basaltic andesite samples was done using a
fluxgate magnetometer following the procedures of Doell and
Cox (1964).

Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive

X-ray analysis (EDX), performed by the Department of Botany
at Oregon State University, was used to determine the
composition and distribution of clay and zeolite cements
(Welton, 1984), and diagenesis in the sandstones following
Galloway (1979).
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REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHY

The northern Oregon Coast Range is a broad,
northward-trending basement uplift cut by numerous
east-west-trending, high angle normal faults and northeastand northwest-trending oblique-slip faults (Niem and Van
Atta, 1973; Niem and Niem, 1985).

A few low amplitude,

broad and gentle, northwest- and northeast-trending folds
with flank dips typically 10

to 20

also occur in the area

(Newton and Van Atta, 1976).

Nine volcanic and sedimentary formations form the
bedrock units of the northern Oregon Coast Range.
are:

These

middle to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics, middle to

upper Eocene Goble Volcanics, middle to upper Eocene Hamlet
formation, upper Eocene Cowlitz Formation, upper Eocene
Keasey Formation, upper Eocene to Oligocene Pittsburg Bluff
Formation, Oligocene to lower Miocene Smuggler Cove
formation, and middle Miocene Astoria and Scappoose
formations (fig. 3).

Of these only the upper Tillamook

Volcanics, Hamlet formation, Cowlitz Formation, and
Tertiary intrusives crop out in the study area.
The Siletz River and Tillamook Volcanics form the
volcanic core or basement of the Oregon Coast Range
(Snavely et al., 1970, 1973; Niem and Niem, 1985).

The

Tillamook Volcanics, as defined by Snavely et al. (1970),
consisted of three units:

(1) a lower unit of unknown

thickness of lower to middle Eocene tholeiitic pillow
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basalts, tuffs, and breccias;

(2)

760 meters of middle to

upper Eocene tuffaceous siltstone and subordinate basaltic
sandstone and pillow lavas; and (3) 1500 meters of upper
Eocene submarine to subaerial tholeiitic to alkalic
basaltic andesite flows and minor sedimentary interbeds.
Wells and others (1983) in their regional mapping of the
northern Oregon Coast Range restricted the lower unit to
the Siletz River Volcanics, the middle unit to the Yamhill
Formation and unnamed volcanics, and the upper unit to the
entire Tillamook Volcanics.

Only the upper unit occurs in

the thesis area.

The Siletz River Volcanics probably represent accreted
oceanic crust and oceanic islands formed at the Farallon
spreading ridge (Snavely et. al., 1980, 1973; Duncan,
1982).

They were rotated up to 50° clockwise during the

middle Eocene accretion to the North American continent
according to paleomagnetic studies of Simpson and Cox
(1977) and Niem and Niem (1984).

The overlying Tillamook

Volcanics represent an oceanic volcanic island formed on
the accreted crust in a forearc basin tectonic setting
(Wells and Coe, 1985; Rarey, 1986).

The middle to upper Eocene Goble Volcanics of northern
Oregon and southwest Washington consist of up to 914 meters

of alkalic and tholeiitic subaerial basalt flows, pillow
lavas, breccias, and minor interbedded basalt conglomerates, mudstones, and sandstones (Wilkinson et al.,

1946; Henriksen, 1956; Van Atta, 1971; Niem and Van Atta,
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1973; Wells, 1981)

(fig. 3).

Whole rock radiometric ages

reported for the Goble Volcanics in southwest Washington
range from 45.0 +1- 1.4 to 32.2 +1- 0.3 million years
(m.y.)

(Beck and Burr, 1979).

The basaltic lava flows and

breccias of the type Goble Volcanics may represent arc
tholeiites (Beck and Burr, 1979).

The middle to upper Eocene Cowlitz Formation was named
for deltaic micaceous and arkosic sandstone, subbituminous
coal deposits, and minor deep marine mudstone exposed in
southwest Washington (Weaver, 1937; Henriksen, 1956; Yett,
1979)

(fig. 3).

In the northeast Oregon Coast Range the

Cowlitz Formation consists of 305 meters of micaceous and
arkosic sandstone, siltstone, and minor basaltic sandstone

which unconformably overlie the Tillamook Volcanics (Warren
and Norbisrath, 1946).

The depositional environment has

been described as a littoral to sublittoral shallow marine
deposit in a wave-dominated environment in outcrops in the
northeastern Oregon Coast Range (Van Atta, 1971; Newton and
Van Atta, 1976; Timmons, 1981; Olbinski, 1983; Jackson,
1983; Nelson, 1985).

Interpretation of water depth is

based on the presence of carbonaceous plant debris,
lithology, trace fossils, and microfossils.

Small scale

channeling, hummocky cross-bedding, and discontinuous
strata suggest wave-dominated conditions.

McKeel (1979),

however, interpreted rnicrofaunas from a well to the north

of the study area to indicate a transgressive sequence from
open marine bathyal to neritic environments for the upper
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Cowlitz Formation.

Bruer (1980) interpreted the Cowlitz

Formation in the Mist gas field as forming in a deep marine
gorge comparable to the modern Strait of 3uan de Fuca
between Vancouver Island and the Olympic peninsula.
Whereas Alger (1985) believes the Cowlitz Formation in the
Mist gas field is shallow marine.

One of the objectives of this thesis is to determine
the depositional environment and map the facies variations
of the middle to upper Eocene strata in southeast Clatsop
County.

Knowing the depositional environment and geometry

of these units is important to petroleum exploration in
both Columbia and Clatsop counties.

The Cowlitz Formation

forms the reservoir sandstone (Clark and Wilson sandstone)
in the highly-faulted Mist Gas Field approximately 16 km to
the northeast of the thesis area (Bruer, 1980).
In northwest Oregon the middle to upper Eocene
sediments, previously mapped as the Cowlitz Formation by
Olbinski (1983), Nelson (1985) and Jackson (1983), have
been renamed the Hamlet formation (fig. 3).

The renaming

was first proposed by Niem and Niem (1985) and Rarey (1986)
due to differing lithology, age interpretation, and
depositional environment from the type Cowlitz Formation of
southwest Washington.

The Hamlet formation can be divided

into three informal members in northwest Oregon.

The Roy

Creek member consists of a basal basaltic boulder
conglomerate overlain by coarse- to fine-grained basaltic
sandstone.

The Sunset Highway member consists of thin
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bedded to cross-bedded, micaceous arkosic sandstone and
subordinate basaltic sandstone and basaltic breccia
The Sweet Home Creek member consists of

interbeds.

structureless to thinly laminated, micaceous mudstone and
siltstone and includes a thin (25 m) turbidite deposit near
the top.

Thickness of the Hamlet formation ranges up to

300 m, increasing away from the Tillamook highlands into
the forearc basin.

The Cowlitz Formation has been

restricted to an overlying upper Narizian arkosic sandstone
unit (Clark and Wilson sandstone)
Niem, 1985).

(Wells, 1981; Niem and

In addition, Bruer et al.

(1984) restricted

the Cowlitz Formation to this sandstone and overlying shale
member in the subsurface of northwest Oregon.
The Cole Mountain basalt intrudes and overlies the
Hamlet formation in northwest Oregon.

This informal unit

consists of porphyritic, vesicular to amygdoloidal basalt
and basaltic andesite dikes, irregular-shaped sills,
submarine flows, and local hyaloclastites.

Rarey (1985)

has recognized two distinct stratigraphic levels of basalt
intruding the upper part of the Sweet Home Creek member.
The lower level is denser, less vesicular, and less
porphyritic than the upper level.

The unit is chemically

and petrographically distinct from the Tillamook Volcanics
and chemically similar and stratigraphically correlative to
the type Goble Volcanics in southwest Washington.
The Keasey Formation unconformably overlies the
Cowlitz Formation and is divided into three members by
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Warren and Norbisrath (1946) and Van Atta (1971) in the
northeast Oregon Coast Range.

The lower member consists of

183 to 214 meters of glauconitic, tuffaceous mudstone and
minor calcareous, pebbly, volcanic sandstone.

The middle

member consists of 550 meters of massive tuffaceous,
fossiliferous siltstone.

The upper member consists of 30

to 60 meters of stratified tuffaceous, sandy siltstone.
the northwest of the thesis area, Nelson (1985) separated
the Keasey Formation into three informal mappable units:

a

lower unit of laminated to thinly bedded tuffaceous
mudstone (Jewel? member); a middle unit of interbedded

bathyal, carbonaceous siltstone and fine-grained turbidite
sandstone (Vesper Church member); and an upper unit of
shallow to deep marine, fossiliferous, non-micaceous
siltstone.

Niem and Niem (1985) assigned the Vesper Church

member to a separate formation called the Sager Creek
formation.

The upper unit noted by Nelson (1985) js now

allocated to the Smuggler Cove formation (formerly called
Oswald West mudstones).
tinconformably overlying the Keasey Formation is the

Pittsburg Bluff Formation.

Van Atta (1971) divided the

Pittsburg Bluff Formation into two units.

The lower unit

consists of 153 meters of structureless to finely
laminated, bioturbated, arkosic and tuffaceous sandstone
and siltstone.

The upper unit is composed of approximately

107 meters of basaltic conglomerate, cross-bedded
feldspathic sandstone, and minor coal lenses (Niem and Van
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Atta, 1973).

North and west of the Nehalem River Valley,

the Pittsburg Bluff sandstone and the Keasey mudstones
grade laterally into the deep marine Smuggler Cove
formation (Oswald West mudstone of Cressy, 1974).
Armentrout (1973) considered the Pittsburg Bluff Formation

to be late Eocene (Refugian), but More (1976), based on
molluscan fossils, considers the Pittsburg Bluff Formation
to be early Oligocene.

Oswald West mudstones were informally named for a 500
meter thick section of deep water, open marine tuffaceous
mudstone and siltstone along the seacliffs at Short Sands
Beach in Oswald West State Park (Niem and Van Atta, 1973;
Cressy, 1974).

Neel (1976), Penoyer (1977), and Smith

(1975) divided the Oswald West mudstone into three parts.

The lower part consists of thick-bedded mudstone with minor
siltstones and tuff beds.

The middle part consists of

thick-bedded tuffaceous mudstone interbedded with sandy
siltstone, glauconitic sandstone, and tuff beds.

The upper

part is composed of laminated to structureless, burrowed,
tuffaceous sandy siltstone and very fine-grained sandstone.
Peterson (1983) includes a summary of all the facies
variations in the Oswald West mudstones in Clatsop County.
Niem and Niem (1985) renamed the informal Oswald West
mudstones the Smuggler Cove formation because the name
Oswald E. West from the state park is not acceptable to the
U.S. Geological names committee (Niem, 1985, personal
communication).

In their remapping of the Oswald West,
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Njem and Niem (1985) included a micaceous and carbonaceous
thin turbidite-rich middle member.

The mudstones contain Foraminifera, scaphopods,
pelecypods, and many trace fossils which indicate an age
ranging from middle and late Eocene (Narizian and Refugian
stages) to early Miocene (Saucesian)

(Niem and Niem, 1985;

Neel, 1976; Peterson, 1983; Rarey, 1986; Tolson, 1976; M.
Nelson, 1978).

The graded sandy siltstones and very

fine-grained sandstones may indicate transport of coarse
detritus by turbidity currents.

The depositional

environment may have been a seaward extension of the coeval
deltaic Scappoose Formation to the east (Cressy, 1974).
The shallow marine Scappoose Formation disconformably
overlies the Pittsburg Bluff Formation in the northeastern
Oregon Coast Range (Warren et al., 1945; Van Atta, 1971;
Niem and Van Atta, 1973).

According to Warren et al.

(1945) the Scappoose Formation is composed of Oligocene to
lower Miocene (Zemorrian to Saucesian) tuffaceous sandstone
and mudstone of varying thickness.

These strata are capped

by subaerial flows of middle Miocene Columbia River basalt.
Kelty (1981) and Van Atta and Kelty (1985) in a restudy of
the Scappoose Formation, however, noted that the unit
contains clasts of Columbia River Basalt based on
geochemistry.

They restricted the definition of the

Scappoose to interbeds within the middle Miocene Columbia
River Basalt Group.

The lower to middle Miocene Astoria Formation crops
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out in three marine embayments (the Newport, Tillamook, and
Astoria areas) in the western Oregon Coast Range (Snavely
and Wagner, 1963; Cooper, 1981).

The.formation has been

subdivided into several informal, mappable units based on
lithology and depositional environments.

These units are:

the Angora Peak member, a deltaic facies (Cressy, 1974);

the Big Creek sandstone, a shallowmarine unit (Coryell,
1978; Cooper, 1981); the Silver Point member, a deep water
mudstone with rhythmically bedded turbidite sandstone in
its lower part (Smith, 1975; Penoyer, 1977); and the
Pipeline member, a submarine channel sandstone or canyon
head deposit (M. Nelson, 1978; Coryell, 1978).

These

informal members have been recently renamed Angora Peak

member, Wickiup Mountain member, Cannon Beach member, and
Youngs Bay member as many of these informal member names
were pre-empted based on information by U.S. Geological
Survey Geologic Names Committee (Niem, 1985, personal
communication).

The middle Miocene Columbia River Basalt Group
unconformably overlies the upper Eocene to middle Miocene
strata (Snavely and Wagner, 1963).

On the northeast flank

of the Oregon Coast Range, there are several subaerial
flows of Grande Ronde, Frenchman Springs, and Pomona
basalts (Snavely et al., 1973; Swanson et al., 1979;
Murphy, 1982; Goalen, 1987).

These tholeiitic lavas were

erupted on the Columbia Plateau, as much as 500 kilometers
east of Clatsop County (Swanson et al., 1979), and flowed
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down an ancestral Columbia River to the middle Miocene
strandline (Murphy and Niem, 1982).

They formed thick

sequences of pillow lavas and breccias overlain by
subaerial flows in the northern Oregon Coast Range (Snavely
and Wagner, 1963; Murphy, 1981; Murphy and Niem, 1982).

Numerous dikes and sills of Depoe Bay Basalt and Cape
Foulweather Basalt intrude Eocene, Oligocene, and Miocene
strata in northwest Oregon.

The Depoe Bay Basalts are

aphanitic to finely crystalline with well developed
columnar jointing.

These basalts are similar in chemical

composition, age, and petrology to the Grande Ronde Basalt
of the Columbia River Group of eastern Oregon and
Washington (Snavely et al., 1973; Swanson et al., 1979).

The younger Cape Foulweather Basalts are characterized by
sparse, 2 cm long, light yellow plagioclase phenocrysts in
a dark, aphanitic groundmass.

These basalts are chemically

identical to the Frenchman Springs Basalt of eastern Oregon
and Washington (Snavely et al., 1973; Swanson et al.,
1979).

Beeson and others (1979) suggested that these two

coastal basalt types are invasive flows of the Grande Ronde
and Frenchman Springs basalts.

These flows flowed down an

ancestral Columbia River gorge into the marine environment
where they formed large breccia piles and pillow basalts.
The lavas sank into and invaded semiconsolidated middle

Miocene to Eocene marine sediments at the strandline
forming invasive sills and dikes.
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BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE

The biostratigraphic framework used in this thesis is
the time scale of Berggren et al.
Prothero and Armentrout (1985)

(1985) as modified by

(fig. 4).

West Coast

benthic Foraminifera stages and local assemblages

(Rau,

1981), calcareous nannoplankton zones (Martini, 1971), and
molluscan stages and assemblages (Armentrout, 1975, 1981),
are correlated to the revised chronostratigraphic chart for
Oregon and Washington.

The benthic Foraminif era and

nannoplankton biochronologies are directly correlated to
the worldwide geologic time scale by using local magnetic
polarity patterns and radiometric dates.

This provides

more reliable radiometric and biostratigraphiC control and
improves interregional correlations.

The revision to the time scale by Prothero and
Armentrout (1985) has changed the absolute ages of the
stage and epoch boundaries of Armentrout
Pacific Northwest.

(1981) in the

The Narizian Foraminifera Stage has

been shifted to middle and early late Eocene.
Narizian/Refugian boundary is set at 38 Ma.

The

The Refugian

Foraminifera Stage is late Eocene and earliest Oligocene.
The Refugian/Zemorrian boundary is set at 35 Ma.

The

Zemorrian Foraminifera Stage is most of the Oligocene.
Eocene/Oligocefle boundary is set at 36.5 Ma.

The

There is

still some disagreement on the dates of the Foraminifera
stage boundaries on a worldwide basis.
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TILLAMOOK VOLCANICS

Nomenclature and Distribution

Warren et a]..

(1945) and Warren and Norbisrath (1946)

named a thick, widespread sequence of middle to upper

Eocene basaltic flows and minor tuffs in northwest Oregon
as the Tillamook Volcanic Series (fig. 3).

The main

Tillamook outcrop belt (Tillamook Highlands) is in
Tillamook and Washington counties, south of the thesis
area.

They also included the upper Eocene subaerial basalt

flows and breccias on Green Mountain in the thesis area in
the Tillamook Volcanic Series.

On the geologic map of

western Oregon, Wells and Peck (1961), alternatively showed
the Green Mountain volcanic rocks as part of the upper

Eocene Goble Volcanic series of the northeastern Oregon
Coast Range.

Snavely et al. (1970) divided the Tillamook

Volcanics into three units:

a lower and middle Eocene unit

consisting of tholeiitic pillow basalts, tuffs, and
breccias interbedded with minor foraminifer-bearing
siltstones equivalent to the Siletz River Volcanics; a

middle Eocene unit consisting of 762 meters of tuffaceous
siltstone and subordinate basaltic sandstone and pillow

basalt; and an upper Eocene unit consisting of more than
1400 meters of subaerial tholeiitic to alkalic basaltic
flows and minor sedimentary interbeds.
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Van Atta (1971) used petrography, lithology, and
stratigraphic relationships to correlate the middle and
upper Eocene Green Mountain volcanics in Columbia County to
the Goble Volcanics of southwest Washington of Livingston
(1966) and to the type Goble at Goble, Oregon, on the
Columbia River (Wilkinson et al., 1946)

(fig. 3).

In the

type section, the Goble Volcanics are interbedded with the
Cowlitz Formation.

Newton and Van Atta (1976) mapped the

rocks on Green Mountain as the Goble Volcanics, a separate
formation from the Tillamook Volcanics.
More recently, Wells et al.

(1983) redefined and

restructured the definition of the Tillamook Volcanics.

They divided the upper part of the Tillamook Volcanics into
two units, a submarine basalt unit and an overlying
subaerial basalt unit.

The submarine basalt unit is

equivalent to the upper part of the middle member of
Snavely et al. (1970), and the subaerial basalt unit is
equivalent to the upper member of Snavely et al.

(1970).

The lower volcanic member and the lower sedimentary part of
the middle member of Snavely et al. (1970) have been mapped
as the Sjletz River Volcanics and the Yamhill Formation
respectively (Soper, 1974; Wells et al., 1983).

Ray Wells

of the U.S. Geological Survey is presently mapping in
detail the main Tillamook Highlands to the south of the
thesis area in Washington, Tillamook, and Polk counties (R.
Wells, 1984-87, personal communication).
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Two main bodies of volcanics occur in the thesis area.
In the northern half of the area is part of the Green
Mountain outlier; in the southwest corner of the area is
the northern tip of the Tillamook Highlands (fig. 5)
I).

(Plate

The volcanics are typically highly faulted and form

resistant ridges and stream-dissected hills and gorges
surrounded by less resistant upper Eocene sedimentary
strata.

Quarries on Green Mountain and Rock Ridge provide

excellent exposures of sequences of basalt and basaltic
andesite flows (sec. 34, T5N R6W and sec. 4, T3N R6W, Plate
I).

Numerous logging road cuts along Weed Creek Road,

McGregor Road, and Military Creek Road expose basalt flows
and breccias.

Steep stream-cut valleys such as Rock Creek,

Quartz Creek, and the North Fork of Wolf Creek offer

excellent exposures of fault and depositional contacts with
the overlying strata.

Litho logy

The volcanics in the thesis area are composed of

aphyric and porphyritic subaerial basalt and basaltic
andesite flows and breccias with minor andesite flows.
Dikes and volcanic debris flows are locally abundant (10%
of the stratigraphic section) on Green Mountain.

In the

southern part of the area the flows are dominantly
tholeiitic basalts '(i.e. 51.18% Si02, NW 1/4 sec. 36, T4N
R7W).

On Green Mountain in the northern part of the area
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and in the uppermost part of the Tillamook Highlands there
are also some platy andesite flows which are more siliceous
(58.02% Si02, NE 1/4 sec. 12, T4N R6W).

The flows range

from 3 to 8 meters thick with basal flow breccias (0.5
meters) and vesicular flow tops (0.6 meters).

The flows

commonly display platy cooling joints reflecting a
pilotaxitic flow microtexture (i.e. alignment of
plagioclase microlites).

The Green Mountain quarry best

displays the lithologic variation of flows and the platy
cooling joints (fig. 6).

A few more mafic flows along Weed

Creek road show poorly developed columnar jointing (SW 1/4
sec. 3 and NE 1/4 sec. 9, T4N R6W).

They are more

porphyritic and lack a well developed pilotaxitic flow
texture.

Approximately 300 m of subaerial basalt and

basaltic andesite flows are exposed on Green Mountain.
The interior of the freshest flows is composed of
dense, dark gray (N3) to grayish black (N2) lava.

The

phenocrysts are plagioclase with glomerocrysts of
plagioclase and augite.

Extensive paleo-weathering and

hydrothermal alteration of the more porous upper and basal

flow breccias change the colors to light brown (SYR6/4) to
dark yellowish orange (1OYR6/6) with formation of abundant
iron oxides (ex. hematite, limonite, goethite), zeolites,
and smectite clay minerals.

An example of a hydrothermally

altered or weathered area is along Military Creek road
(sec. 7, T4N R6W).

The softer basal flow breccias are

generally composed of an heterogeneous mixture of
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Fig. 6. Platy basaltic andesite flows of the Tillamook
Volcanics on Green Mountain (sec. 35, T5N R6W)
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varicolored, altered, angular mafic lava fragments.
Fractures are commonly filled or lined with sparry calcite
and chalcedony.

The contact with the underlying basalt

flow may be planar and abrupt or the contact may be
undulating and erosional.

The flow tops are generally highly vesicular to
amygdaloidal.

Vesicles are commonly filled with green

chioritic or smectite (nontronite) clay, chalcedony,
calcite, and zeolites.

One of the most common zeolites has

a fibrous radiating habit suggestive of thomsonite (Rarey,
1986).

Some of the zeolites and plagioclase phenocrysts

alter to white (N9) or light gray (N7) clays.

This

hydrothermal alteration or paleo-weathering is best exposed
along Green Mountain road (S 1/2 secs. 33 and 34, T5N R6W).

On Green Mountain two flows are separated by a one
meter-thick zone of dark reddish brown (10R314) oxidized
clay or paleosol (fig. 7).

The clay contains fine sand to

silt-size, weathered fragmental volcanic debris and tiny
carbonized plant rootlets and carbonaceous debris.

The

paleosol represents a long period of subaerial exposure
where an oxisol developed which was later covered by a lava
flow.

Paleosols are usually developed on thin (0.6 meter)

interbeds of basaltic pyroclastics composed of reworked
basaltic tuffs or mafic volcanic debris flows.

The few dikes that intrude the volcanics are in many
exposures fresher than the host rocks (Plate I).

They are

composed of microphyric, dark gray (N3) to grayish black
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Oxidized clay or paleosol between subaerial
Fig. 7.
basaltic andesite flows of the Tillamook Volcanics on Green
Mountain (sec. 34, T5N R6W).
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(N2) basalts with sparse plagioclase phenocrysts.

Several

are lithologically similar to the surrounding flows.

The

dikes range from 1 m to 20 m thick and display columnar
The

cooling joints with thin (2-4 cm) chilled contacts.
best example is the 20 meter-thick dike that trends

northwest through sections 8, 9, and 16, T4N R6W (Plate I).
The dike is exposed at the quarry at station 85 as large
subvertical columns of grayish black, microphyric basalt.
It intrudes less resistant flows of porphyritic basalt and

basaltic breccias composed of angular to subrounded
lapilli-size clasts.

Other workers have described rare

dikes and possible eroded cinder cones in the Green
Mountain outlier and northern Tillamook Highlands (Jackson,
1983; Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985; Rarey, 1986).

Wells

(1984, personal communication) has mapped numerous

northwest-trending basaltic dikes in the lower Tillamook

pillow basalts to the south and a few dikes in the upper
part of the pile.

In addition, dacitic intrusions, flows,

and rare ignimbrite flows occur in the subaerial upper part
of the Tillamook Volcanics in the highlands to the south.
The volcanic debris flows are heterogeneous mixtures
of vesicular, aphyric, and porphritic basaltic andesite and
andesite clasts in a volcaniclastic silty clay matrix (fig.
8).

C last sizes range from angular to subrounded pebbles

to boulders up to one meter in diameter and are in
framework to matrix support.

The altered, frothy,

lapilli-size scoria fragments in some debris flows were
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Volcanic debris flow consisting of angular to
subrounded pebble- to boulder-sized clasts in a volcaniclastic sand matrix (sec. 6, T4N R6W).
Fig. 8.
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probably formed as mafic pyroclastic material from local
vents associated with steam or phreatic eruptions.

Debris

flows are 3 mto 6 m thick and are locally channelized (eg.
sec. 9, T4N R6W).

Debris flows generally can be traced for

limited lateral and aerial extent (eg. < 1/2 km).

The

mixture of angular and subrounded basalt and andesite
cobbles and boulders suspended in a silty clay matrix
indicates transport by catastrophic super-concentrated

viscous fluids with matrix supporting mechanisms (Middleton
These flows were able to move large

and Hampton, 1973).

quantities of heterogeneous volcanic debris derived from
steep upland volcanic slopes for limited distances down
canyons before rapid deposition due to gradient changes
and/or fluid losses.

Volcanic debris flows appear to fill

in topographic lows created by stream erosion into
resistant lava flows.

Some debris flows may have been

contemporaneous with volcanic activity (lahars) or may have
been associated with later flash floods of weathered flows
and soils washed off steep upland slopes occurring between
periods of more andesitic volcanism around Green Mountain.

Most of the thickest and widespread debris flows are
located near the top of the Tillamook Volcanic section on
the south flank of Green Mountain (Nelson, 1985; Olbinski,
1983, this study)

They are less abundant to rare deeper in

the section on the Tillamook Highlands (Rarey, 1986;
Jackson, 1983; Mumford, 1988).

This suggests they became

dominant in the late stage of building of the volcanic
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ediface when higher relief, lack of vegetation, and stream
downcutting existed in this late Eocene subtropical
environment.
flank.

They gently dip 5 _100 southward off the

Contacts with the Tillamook flows are generally

unconformable with the flows dipping more to the north.
Hence the field relationships of dominantly basalt to
andesite flows, some dikes, and debris flows with north and
south dips suggests Green Mountain may have been a small
shield volcano with debris flows flowing down shallow,
incised canyons.

The unconformable contact between the debris flows and
the basal basaltic boulder conglomerate of the Hamlet

formation is seen in the U.S. Highway 26 measured section
(sec. 11, T4N R7W)

(fig. 16) and the Camp McGregor measured

section (sec. 20, T4N R6W)

(fig. 21).

At the Camp McGregor

measured section over 60 m of interbedded volcanic debris
flows and basalt flows are exposed.

Several of the basalt

flows along the Camp McGregor measured section are

separated by thin interbeds of mudstone and angular, fineto coarse-grained, basaltic sandstone and light gray,
frothy lapilli-size debris.

Jackson (1983) also reported

several minor fluvial basalt conglomerates with rounded

clasts and basaltic sandstone interbeds within the
Tillamook Volcanics to the southeast.

The altered

lapilli-size scoria fragments were probably formed as mafic
pyroclastic material from local volcanic (basaltic and
andesitic) vents associated with steam or phreatic
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eruptions.

They were later reworked and deposited in

epiclastic fluvial sediments and debris flows as evidenced

by scour-and-fill structures, moderate rounding and
sorting, and thin parallel laminations.

Petrography

Thirty-two samples were thin-sectioned for
petrographic analysis.

Most samples were selected from the

interior of flows with little or no alteration.

Sample

locations are described in appendix VI and shown on Plate
I.

Two different flow textures were distinguished in thin

section study:

1. pilotaxitic; 2. intersertal.

The first

is characterized by a prominent pilotaxitic flow texture of
plagioclase microlites (fig. 9).

Most samples are

microphyric to sparsely phyric (1-2%) or glomeroporphyritic.

Scattered phenocrysts are generally less than

3 mm long and average 1.5 mm in length.

Phenocrysts are

predominantly plagioclase ranging in composition from

andesine (Ar0 to Ar0) to labradorite (An
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to An

6.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are lath-shaped and euhedral to
subhedral in outline.

Augite phenocrysts are less abundant

than plagioclase phenocrysts and occur as glomerocrysts
with plagioclase.

Augites are generally colorless to pale

green and have low birefringence.

They have a subhedral to

equant shape and inclined extinction.

Titaniferous augite

identified by its pale purple pleochroism occurs in a few
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Photomicrograph of pilotaxitic flow texture in
basaltic andesite lava of the Tillamook Volcanics (sample
54, sec. 6, T4N R6W)
Fig. 9.
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samples.

Opaque phenocrysts of ilmenite and/or magnetite

are rare, but do occur as glomerocrysts with plagioclase
and augite phenocrysts.

Olivine was not observed in any of

the samples.

The groundmass is composed of plagioclase microlites,
subhedral augite, and magnetite-ilmenite. The groundmass
texture is typically intergranular and pilotaxitic.
Plagioclase composition is andesine (An55 to An65).
apatite occurs in several samples.

Minor

Dark to light brown

basaltic glass (tachylite) is rare in fresh samples.

Smectite clay, green to brown in color, is more common and
encloses phenocrysts, and is interstitial among the
microscopic minerals in the groundmass.

Phenocrysts

comprise 2% to 10% of the samples with plagioclase
predominant.
groundmass.

Plagioclase microlites form 60% to 70% of the
Augite comprises 5% to 10% of the groundmass

and opaques and clay altered glass each comprise from 5% to
:I5%.

The second flow texture differs from the first by
lacking pilotaxitic flow texture.

The phenocrysts are

larger and arranged in an intersertal texture (fig. 10).

Phenocrysts are comprised of predominantly lath-shaped
crystals of plagioclase (75% to 85%).

Carisbad-Albite twinning is common.

Albite and combined
Plagioclase

compositions range from andesine (An40 to An48) to
labradorite (An

to Ar8) which overlaps the first

compositional textural type.

Plagioclase phenocrysts range
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Photomicrograph of plagioclase phenocrysts
arranged in an intersertal texture of plagioclase
microlites (crossed nichols).
Fig. 108. Photomicrograph of augite phenocryst showing
well developed cleavage and birefringence (crossed nichols)
(sample 258, sec. 13, T4N R6W)
Fig. 1OA.
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up to 7 mm in length, but average 3 mm in length.
Oscillatory zoned plagioclase crystals are more abundant
than in the first textural type.

Augite phenocrysts

(10-20%) generally occur as glomerocrysts with plagioclase
(fig. 9).

Opaque phenocrysts of ilmenite-magnetite (1% to

5%) occur as glomerocrysts with augite and plagioclase
phenocrysts in some samples.
any of the thin sections.

Olivine was not observed in

Mumford (1988) reports rare

olivine-bearing ankeramite flows to the southwest in the
Tillamook Volcanics.

The groundmass is composed of randomly oriented
plagioclase microlites (60-70%) , augite (10-20%),

magnetite-ilmenite (5-10%), and dark brown volcanic glass
(tachylite) and its clay alteration products (5-15%).

There is no obvious flow alignment of the microlites, but
an intersertal texture predominates.

The groundmass makes

up 30% to 50% of the rock.

These two major flow textures can also be recognized
in outcrop.

More fluid laminar flows reflect the

pilotaxitic flow texture by their horizontal platy
jointing.

More viscous flows that are more porphyritic and

less glassy tend to be more blocky and irregularly jointed.

This suggests the higher abundance of phenocrysts inhibited
development of platy flow textures.

Alteration of the Tillamook Volcanics is best noted in
vesicular and porphyritic flows.

The principal deuteric

alteration is replacement of plagioclase and augite by
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green-brown smectite (nontronite) clays and iron oxides.
Smectite clays may completely replace crystals or surround
crystals as corroded boundaries.

Mumford (1988) identified

these clay types by morphology and quantitative chemical
analysis with SEM and EDX analysis.

Ilmenite is also commonly replaced by leucoxene due to
hydrothermal or groundwater alteration.

Complete

alteration in the groundmass (up to 10%) results in
vesicular flow tops with a light gray appearance in hand
sample (S 1/2 secs. 33 and 34, T5N R6W).

This alteration

is best seen in flows with platy jointing which provide
access for groundwater movement.

The subaerial volcanics from the Green Mountain
outlier are generally petrographically similar to those

collected from the northern part of the Tillamook
Highlands.

Both the Green Mountain outlier and the

Tillamook Highlands consist primarily of glomeroporphyritic
basaltic andesite with the pilotaxitic flow structure.

Many aphyric samples examined are similar petrographically
to the Tillamook Volcanics described by Jackson (1983) to
the southeast of the thesis area and Rarey (1986) and
Mumford (1988) to the west of the thesis area.

However,

many of these flows are tholeiitic basalts, while in the

thesis area on Green Mountain the flows are basaltic
andesites suggesting chemical differentiation or
fractionation of a portion of the volcanic island edifice
(Mumford, 1988)
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Geochemistry

Warren and Norbisrath (1945) originally mapped the
volcanic flow rocks on Green Mountain as part of the middle
Newton and Van Atta

to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics.

(1976) mapped these rocks as the middle to upper Eocene
Goble Volcanics.

Near the type section along the Columbia

River in northeastern Columbia County, the Goble Volcanics
overlie and interfinger with the upper Eocene Cowlitz
Formation, which in turn overlies the Tillamook Volcanics
(Wilkinson et al., 1945; Warren and Norbisrath, 1946;
Henricksen, 1956).

One of the objectives of this thesis is

to determine if the volcanic rocks that form Green Mountain
in the thesis area are Goble Volcanics or an upthrown
basement block of Tillainook Volcanics.

Thirty-one basalt, basaltic andesite, and andesite
samples were analyzed for major oxide chemistry using X-ray
flourescence performed by Dr. Peter Hooper of Washington
State University (Appendix V).
on Plate I and appendix VI.

Sample locations are shown

Three of the samples are from

the basal basaltic boulder conglomerate of the overlying
Roy Creek member.

Eight of the samples are from dikes and

sills of the Cole Mountain basalt.

Billets (1 cm

)

were

cut from fresh flow interiors, ultrasonically cleaned, and
sent for analysis.

Major oxide abundances for samples of the Tillamook
Volcanics and other volcanic units in the thesis area were
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plotted on a number of diagrams to geochemically
differentiate the units.

Figure 11 is a Harker silica

variation diagram of the basaltic, basaltic andesite, and
andesite flow rocks and the intrusive rocks in the thesis
In general major oxide abundances of the basaltic

area.

andesite flow rocks from the Green Mountain outlier, and
basaltic flow rocks from uplifted fault blocks, plot close
to those of the basaltic flow rocks collected from the
Tillamook Highlands.

On this diagram the Tillamook

Volcanics in the thesis area can be divided into two
distinct geochemical groups.

Group I has Si02 values from

48.92% to 54.99% and is chemically classified as basalt and
basaltic andesite (Cox, 1979).

Group II samples have Sick

percentages from 58.02% to 66.18%.

Total alkalies (Y20 +

Na2 0) for all groups range from 3.29% to 8.11%, and average
5.18%.

Most samples have Tick between 2.0% and 3.5%.

MgO%

ranges from 0.13% to 4.52%, and CaO% from 3.05% to 10.73%.
Most samples have high total iron (FeO + Fe2 c

),

ranging

from 5.70 to 12.70%.

Samples from group I have lower
MgO, CaO, and T±

0, Na2 0, and higher

percentages than group II samples.

These samples were collected from the lower part of the
volcanic pile in Green Mountain and from the Tillamook
Volcanics in the southern part of the thesis area.

Samples

that have a pilotaxitic flow texture are classified as
basaltic andesites.

They are typically aphyric to

glomeroporphyritic with plagioclase phenocrysts of andesine

Silica variation diagram for upper Eocene
basalt, basaltic andesite, and andesite samples from the
thesis area. Note the two groups based on silica values.
Dots represent basalt samples from the Tillamook
Highlands, squares from uplifted fault blocks, and
triangles from the Green Mountain outlier. The x's
represent basaltic intrusives from the Cole Mountain
Fig. 11.
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to labradorite (An

to An
40

flows plot as basalt.

).

The more porphritic, blocky

65

Phenocrysts of andesine to

labradorjte (An40 to An) and augite are arranged in an
intersertal groundmass of calcic plagioclase microlites and
volcanic glass.

Group II samples are predominantly from the Green
Mountain volcanic pile.

Sample 270 is from just below the

contact with the basal Roy Creek conglomerate (sec. 4, T3N
R6W) and sample 30 is from an uplifted fault block of
Tillarnook basalt (sec. 30, T4N R6W).

Sample P33 is from

the basal basaltic boulder conglomerate of the Roy Creek
member on Green Mountain (sec. 10, T4N R6W).

These samples

are classified as andesites and dacites due to their high
silica contents (Cox, 1979).

They are characteristically

pilotaxitic intergranular and aphyric to glomerporphritic,
similar texturally to samples classified as basaltic
andesite.

Plagioclase composition is andesine (An

to
40

An50).

Sample 108 is classified as a dacite; however, it

lacks quartz, hornblende, and oligoclase found in most

dacites (Jackson, 1970), and is probably a hydrothermally
altered andesite.

When compared with geochemical data from samples of
the Tillamook Volcanics from adjacent areas, the results of
this study plot within or along trend with the previously
established fields (Rarey, 1986; Mumford, 1988).

This

suggests that the volcanic rocks of the Green Mountain
outlier are not chemically distinct from the Tillamook
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Instead a

Volcanics in the southern part of the area.

continuum in chemical composition exists between the

geochemical groups of the Tillamook Volcanic samples from
the Tillamook Highlands and the Green Mountain outlier.
Using data from the thesis area and adjacent areas, Rarey
(1986) also show that the volcanic rocks on Green Mountain
are geochemically distinct from the type Goble Volcanics of
southwest Washington.

The flows on Green Mountain tend to

be more silicic than in the main Tillamook Volcanic pile.
This suggests that they are a later, more differentiated or
It is

fractionated part of the volcanic island edifice.

possible that several magma chambers were involved, some

having a longer time to evolve than others or a single
magma chamber where magma lower in the chamber underwent
fractional crystalization and was erupted later in the
formation of volcanic highlands (Kuno, 1969).
On the silica versus total alkali (K

+ Na20) diagram

of Irvine and Baragar (1971), the Tillamook Volcanics from
the thesis area plot as subalkaline (fig. 12A).

The

intrusive rocks tend to be slightly lower in total alkalies
than most flow samples and slightly higher than the average
silica content of the flows.

They also plot in the

subalkaline field.

Subalkaline rocks can be divided into tholeiite and
calc-alkaline.

The plot of Si02 against total alkalies of

Taylor (1979) was used to distinguish between tholeiite and
calc-alkaline suites (fig. 12B).

The Tillamook Volcanics
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Fig. 12A.

Silica vs. total alkalies plot of Irvine and
Baragar (1971) for upper Eocene volcanic units in the
thesis area.
Fig. 123. Silica vs. ratio of total alkalies plot of
Taylor (1979) used to distinguish between tholeiitic and
calc-alkaline suites for volcanic units in the thesis
area.
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from the thesis area plot along trend with the tholeiite
series.

This is in agreement to samples plotted by Rarey

(1986) and Mumford (1988) on an AFM ternary diagram (Irvine
and Baragar, 1971), which also shows the Tillamook
Volcanics are tholeiitic in nature.
The MgO-FeO-Al203 ternary diagram of Pearce et al.
(1977) was used to determine the tectonic setting of the
Tillamook Volcanics (fig. 13).

Analysis of samples of

Tillamook Volcanics from the thesis plot in the spreading
center island field.

Petrochemical study of major and

selected trace-elements from basalts of the Washington

Coast Range by Globerman (1981) indicate that the Coast
Range basalts resemble those of tholeiites from Iceland and
Galapagos Island.

He stated that the composition of the

parent magmas became less primitive (more fractional

crystalization) as they moved away from the spreading
center axis.

Jackson (1983) also used trace elements to determine
the tectonic setting of the Tillàmook Volcanics.

He

compared rare earth element patterns of the Tillamook
Volcanics to REE patterns of volcanic rocks from various
tectonic settings.

He considered the Tillamook Volcanics

to be most like Icelandic volcanics.

He also reported that

the Tillamook Volcanics are petrographically similar to

volcanic rocks from Iceland and Galapagos Islands described
by Carmichael et al.

(1974).

Data presented by Rarey (1986) indicates the Tillamook
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Ternary diagram of Pearce et al. (1977). The
Fig. 13.
upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics plots in the spreading

center island field and resembles tholeiites from Iceland
and Galapogos Island.
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island covered an area of about 5000 square kilometers.
The presence of thin, laterally extensive flows, moderate
relief, and overlying shallow marine basaltic sandstones
suggest the Tillamook Volcanics erupted in a forearc basin
forming broad, overlapping shield volcanoes.
These diagrams also show that the Tillamook Volcanics
in the thesis area are chemically distinct from the Cole
Mountain basalt.

The upper Eocene Cole Mountain basalt

intrudes and overlies the Hamlet formation basaltic
conglomerates, basaltic and arkosic sandstones, and
mudstones which in turn overlie the Tillamook Volcanics.
Cole Mountain basalts are lower in total iron, total

alkalies, TiO), and higher in SiQ2 than the Tillamook
basalts (fig 11).

In addition they are higher in MgO, and

have a wide range of CaO, FeO, and I % .

When compared

with major element chemistry for the Cole Mountain basalt
in adjacent theses areas, the samples plot within or near
the basalt chemical field established by Rarey (1986).

Extensive hydrothermal alteration of some Cole Mountain
samples has significantly changed the chemistry of the

basalts when compared to fresh samples causing them to plot
outside established chemical fields.

The altered samples

are gabbroic with most of the plagioclase and augite

phenocrysts altered to authigenic smectite clay and
calcite.
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Contact Relationships

The subaerial middle to upper Eocene Tillamook

Volcanics in the thesis area are nonconformably overlain by
upper Eocene beach to inner shelf basaltic boulder
conglomerate and shallow marine basaltic sandstones of the
Roy Creek member of the Hamlet formation.

The overlying,

regionally extensive, basal basaltic boulder conglomerate
contains rounded cobbles and boulders with identical
chemistries and textures to the underlying subaerial
Tillamook Volcanics indicating a period of subaerial
erosion.

On Green Mountain some subaerial Tillamook

basaltic flows dip to the south indicating an angular
unconformity with the strata.

There was no evidence of

interfingering between volcanic and sedimentary units in
the field area.

The basal contact of the Tillamook Volcanics is not
exposed in the thesis area.
al.

Cameron (1980) and Wells et

(1983) state that tá the south of the thesis area the

lower contact is conformable upon the lower Narizian
Yamhill Formation.

Magnetostratigraphy

A fluxgate magnetometer was used in the field to
determine the orientation of the remnant magnetic field on
21 volcanic rock samples.

The sample numbers and locations
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are listed in appendix VII (Plate I).

The freshest samples

were selected to achieve accurate and strong readings.
Tectonic rotation of 450 (McGill et al., 1981; Nelson,
1985) and structural deformation by oblique-slip faulting
were accounted for in the reorientation of the sample.
The Tillamook Volcanjcs in the thesis area are
generally normal magnetized.

A few samples (samples 54,

84, 53, 57, 138) collected from around Green Mountain
produced weak reverse orientations.
reported by Rarey (1986).

Similar findings were

He also recognized an older

reversely magnetized sequence of flows lower in the
Tillamook Volcanic section.

Samples collected from the

volcanics on Green Mountain and the upper Tillamook
Volcanics in the southern part of the thesis area show no
difference in magnetic polarity (Plate I).

This supports

the interpretation that the Green Mountain outlier and the
Tillamook Volcanics to the south represent the same
volcanic sequence dislocated by faulting.

Age and Correlation

The Tillamook Volcanics represent the basement rocks
in the northern Oregon Coast Range.

Kristine McElwee of

the School of Oceanography, Oregon State University, has
performed K-Ar radiometric dating on several samples of
Tillamook Volcanics (appendix XI).

Samples were collected

from fresh subaerial flow interiors of the Green Mountain
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outlier and the Tillamook Highlands in the southern part of
the outcrop area.

Samples from the Green Mountain quarry, NW 1/4 sec.
35, T5N R6W, yielded ages of 36.8 +1- 0.4 rn.y. and 37.1 +10.4 m.y.., and samples from along Ginger Creek, SE 1/4 sec.

2, T4N R6W, yielded an age of 39.1 +1- 0.4 m.y.

Uplifted

volcanic flows along McGregor Road (sec. 26, T4N R6W) and
Rock Creek Road (sec. 16, T4N R6W) yielded ages of 37.3 +10.5 m.y. and 40.2 +1- 0.4 m.y. respectively.

From the

Tillamook Highlands along Weaver Road, NE 1/4 sec. 4 T3N
R6W, a 36.4 +/- 0.4 m.y. date was obtained.

West of the thesis area radiometric dates of 36.7 +/0.4 m.y. and 42.5 +1- 0.4 m.y. were measured for the upper
Tillamook Volcanics (Mumford, 1988).

Southeast of the

thesis area a 38.2 +/- 1.9 m.y. date was reported from
along Wolf Creek (Jackson, 1983).

Radiometric dates from

the Green Mountain outlier outside of the thesis area

included 37.2 +/- 0.4 m.y. from the Rocky Point quarry and

42.4 /- 0.4 m.y. to the northwest (Nelson, 1985).
Radiometric dates from the type Goble Volcanics were
obtained by Beck and Burr (1979).

The Goble Volcanics have

a wide range in age from 32.2 +/- 0.3 m.y. to 45.0 +/- 1.4.
The sample from the Green Mountain quarry was also
sent to the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo Park.

They

obtained a 40.1 +/- 1.2 m.y. date (Leda Beth Pickthorn,
1984, personal communication).

This disagrees with the

previous radiometric date of 37.1

0.4 m.y. received.
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This age disparity may be due to:

(1) inhomogenity of

potassium distribution in the sample; (2) differences in
percent radiogenic argon recovered;

(3) argon loss due to

HF treatment performed by the U.S.G.S.; (4) differences in
the degree of uncertainty for each of the dates; and (5)
different standards used in the calibration of the sample
if the two are not precisely calibrated to one another.

One way to solve potassium inhomogeneity is to perform
stepwise Ar 40/Ar 39 heating.

This involves using the same

sample rather than splitting the sample and performing
different analyses (one part for potassium and one for
argon).

By incremental heating, the analysis will show

whether there is excess or deficient argon and will give a
more accurate age.

This method would also help to verify

the possibility of argon loss due to devitrification of
volcanic glass and explain the young ages received.

Many of these dates are inconsistant with
biostratigraphic data.

Prothero and Armentrout (1985)

propose the Narizian/Refugian Foraminiferal Stage boundary
to be 38 Ma.

Calcareous nannofossil assemblages collected

from the overlying Hamlet formation (Rarey, 1986) indicates
that the Tillamook Volcanics must be older than 39 Ma.
Several ideas may help explain the wide range in age of the
volcanics.

Cessation of volcanism may have not been

abrupt, but may have lasted several million years during
the time that the Hamlet formation was being deposited on
the margin of the volcanic island.

Further analyses using
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Ar/Ar heating may also indicate that alteration and argon
loss and inhomogeneous distribution of potassium may cause
samples from the same flow to have widely differing ages.
Further analyses must be done to solve this discrepancy.

The similarity in K-Ar dates between Green Mountain
and the Tillamook Highlands suggests that the flows on

Green Mountain represent uplifted blocks of Tillamook
Volcanjcs.

Both the northern part of the Tillamook

Highlands and the Green Mountain outlier have a similar

+/-

0.4 m.y. to 42.4 +1-

0.4 m.y., the Tillamook Highlands 36.4

0.4 m.y. to 42.5

Green Mountain outlier 36.8

ages:

+1- 0.4 m.y.

This interpretation is also supported by

geochemical and petrographical analyses.

The younger age

dates of the Goble Volcanics and the interfingering of the
Goble Volcanics and the Cowlitz Formation of southwest
Washington indicates a later period of volcanic eruption.

Regionally several formations correlate with the upper
Tillamook Volcanics.

They include the Yachats Basalt

(Snavely and MacLeod, 1974), the basalt at Cascade Head
(Barnes, 1981), and the Nestucca Formation (Snavely et al.,
1969).

The Yachats Basalt and the basalt at Cascade Head

represent local upper Eocene eruptive centers and are
predominately composed of subaerial basalt flows and
breccias.

The Nestucca Formation underlies and overlies

the Yachats Basalt and is composed of tuffaceous
siltstones, mudstones, and sandstones.
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HAMLET FORMATION

Cowlitz Problem

The sedimentary rocks in the thesis area are part of a
new formation informally called the Hamlet formation.

They

represent a 200 m to 900 m thick, transgressive sequence of
upper Narizian (late middle to upper Eocene) basaltic
conglomerates, basaltic and micaceous arkosic sandstones,
mudstones, and a thin turbidite.

In southern Clatsop

County, southern Columbia County, and northern Washington
County, this sequence has been traditionally mapped as the
Cowlitz Formation (Warren and Norbisrath, 1946; Wells and
Peck, 1961; Van Atta, 1971; Newton and Van Atta, 1976;
Jackson, 1983; Wells et al., 1983).

I will show that with

a new restricted definition of the Cowlitz Formation, this

name is no longer applicable to the strata in northwest
Oregon and in the thesis area and a new formational name is
warrented.

Weaver (1912) first proposed the name Cowlitz
Formation for 60 meters of upper Eocene marine strata
exposed along the Cowlitz River east of Vader, Washington
(Big Bend locality).

Weaver (1937 and 1945) later expanded

the type locality of the Cowlitz Formation to include 1310
meters of upper Eocene sandstones, coals, and mudstones
exposed along Olequa Creek in southwest Washington (fig.
3).

With the study of Foraminifera collected from the
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Cowlitz River locality, Beck (1943) confirmed the Eocene
age of the Cowlitz Formation.

Henriksen (1956) expanded

Weaver's type section (1937) of the Cowlitz Formation to
include strata exposed along Stillwater Creek westward to
the contact with the upperlying basalt flows of the middle
Eocene Metchosin Volcanic Series (fig. 3).

The type

section thus consists of more than 2400 meters of upper

Eocene strata and subordinate volcanic rocks exposed along
Stillwater and Olequa creeks as far south as the Cowlitz
River.

Henricksen (1956) divided the Cowlitz Formation into
four members:

(1) the Stillwater Creek Member consisting of

marine tuffaceous siltstones, mudstones, and sandstones
with minor basalt flows and basaltic sandstones;

(2) the Pe

Eli Volcanics Member composed of lapilli tuff, agglomerate,
breccia, and tuffaceous siltstones;

(3) the Olegua Creek

Member composed of brackish water, marine, and terrestrial
siltstones, sandstones, mudstones, and intercalated coal

beds; and (4) the Goble Volcanics Member which consists of
basalt flows, flow breccia, and subordinate pyroclastic
rocks.

Henricksen considered the contact between the

Metchosin Volcanics and the Stiliwater Creek Member of the
Cowlitz Formation as conformable because there is no
stratigraphic break in the area.

Warren and Norbisrath (1946) first mapped these rocks
as undifferentiated Tertiary sedimentary rocks in the upper
Nehalem River Basin of northwest Oregon.

They correlated
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these strata to the type Cowlitz Formation using

megafossils common to each, and through age correlation
using Foraminif era studied by Beck (1943).

They divided

the rock unit in northwestern Oregon into four members:
a basal basalt conglomerate;
(3)

(1)

(2) a lower "shale" member;

a sandstone member; and (4) an upper "shale" member.

Deacon (1953) considered the upper Eocene strata along
Rock Creek to be lithologically distinct from the type
Cowlitz Formation in southwest Washington.

He proposed the
Van

informal name Rocky Point formation for these strata.

Atta (1971), in his detailed lithologic study of the
Cowlitz Formation in Columbia County, Oregon, concluded
that the Cowlitz Formation in northwest Oregon was more
similar than different from the Cowlitz Formation at the
type locality in southwest Washington.

He proposed that

the name should be retained as used by Warren and
Norbisrath (1946).
Beaulieu (1972) mapped these rocks as undif f-

erentiated Eocene sedimentary rocks stratigraphically
between two Eocene volcanic units and in fault contact with
them.

The volcanic rocks on Green Mountain were mapped as

a younger, but separate unit from the volcanic rocks of the
Til lamook Highlands.

Newton and Van Atta (1976) extended the Cowlitz
Formation nomenclature into Clatsop County and mapped the
volcanic rocks at Green Mountain as Goble Volcanics.

They

described the upper Eocene Cowlitz sandstones as overlying,
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underlying, and interfingering with the upper Eocene Goble
Volcanics in the Green Mountain area.
Wells (1981) in following Weaver's (1912 and 1937)

original description of the Cowlitz Formation as mainly a
sandstone-dominated unit, disregarded Henricksen' s (1956)
expanded definition.

He restricted the Cowlitz Formation

in southwest Washington to a sequence of upper Narizian

sandstones and referred to the older lower Narizian
mudstone as along Stillwater Creek as the McIntosh
Formation.

In the subsurface in northwest Oregon, the

Cowlitz Formation and an overlying thinner mudstone also
has been recently restricted to a sandstone-dominated unit
(i.e. the Clark and Wilson sandstone)
(fig. 3).

(Bruer et al., 1984)

This arkosic sandstone is the producing interval

in the Mist Gas Field 16 km to the northeast of the thesis
area.

Bruer et al.

(1984) show that there is a regional

unconformity at the base of the sandstone member of the
Cowlitz Formation of Warren and Norbisrath (1945).

Underlying the Clark and Wilson sandstone, wells penetrate
deep marine mudstone which Bruer et al. (1984) call Yamhill
Formation.

The Yamhill Formation is composed of

thin-bedded mudstone and siltstone and rare interbeds of
graded basaltic sandstone and poorly sorted tuffaceous
sandstone (Baldwin, 1981).

The type section is along Mill

Creek and the Yamhill River in the central Oregon Coast
Range.

Foraminiferal ages for the Yamhill Formation range

from Ulatizian to late Narizian (Gaston, 1974).
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I propose that most of the sedimentary rocks exposed
in southeast Clatsop County are lithologically distinct
from the original sandstone-rich type Cowlitz Formation of

Weaver (1912 and 1937), which most authors follow based on
(1) the presence of a basal basaltic

certain criteria:

conglomerate representing a major unconformity in northwest
Oregon;

(2) the presence of basaltic sandstones interbedded

with the arkosic sandstones;

(3) the presence of thick

bathyal mudstone with thin turbidite sandstone;

(4) the

absence of flows of Goble Volcanics interbedded with the
sedimentary rocks; and (5) the absence of coal beds and
terrestrial strata.

I prefer to restrict the name Cowlitz

Formation to sandstone-dominated facies as Weaver first
defined and as Wells (1981), Bruer et al. (1984), and Niem
and Niem (1985) recently used on the surface and subsurface
in southwest Washington and northwest Oregon.
I am opposed to calling the upper Eocene sedimentary
rocks exposed in southeast Clatsop County the Yamhill
Formation due to:

(1) a differing stratigraphy and

depositional environment from the type Yamhill Formation;
(2) differing microfauna which are younger than those of
the type Yamhill strata (Rau and McDougall, 1984, personal
communication);

(3) the presence of abundantly micaceous

and carbonaceous sedimentary rocks in southeast Clatsop
County differing from the Yamhill strata; and (4) differing
stratigraphic positions.

Wells et a?.

(1983) restricted

the Yamhill Formation to mudstones which overlie the Siletz
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River Volcanics and underlie and interfinger with the
Tillamook Volcanics.

Nomenclature and Distribution

This thesis follows Rarey (1986), Mumford (1988), and
Niem and Niem (1985) in calling most of the upper Eocene
(Narizian) sedimentary rocks in southeast Clatsop County
the Hamlet formation (fig. 3).

in southern Clatsop County 1

Hamlet is a small community
km south of U.S. Highway 26

and 15 km east of the thesis area.

Rarey (1986) and

Mumford (1988) show that the Hamlet formation can be
divided into three informal members (fig. 14):

the Roy

Creek member consisting of a basalt conglomerate and
basaltic sandstones; the overlying Sunset Highway member
consisting predominantly of arkosic sandstone and minor
interbedded basaltic sandstone and siltstone; and the Sweet

Home Creek member consisting of thick, deep marine
mudstones and a thin turbidite unit.

Unconformably

overlying the Hamlet formation is the Clark and Wilson
sandstone which will be'ref erred to as the Cowlitz

Formation as defined in the subsurface of Columbia and
Clatsop counties by Bruer et al.

(1984) and Niem and Niem

(1985)

Regionally the Hamlet formation crops out in an
arcuate pattern around the uplifted basement rocks of the
Tillamook Volcanics in northern Tillamook, southern
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Clatsop, southern Columbia, and northern Washington
counties (fig. 5).

The southern extent of the formation is

suggested to be near Tillamook Bay on the coast and near

Gales Creek on the northeast side of the Oregon Coast Range
bordering the Willamette Valley.

The Hamlet formation

extends from the west-northwest corner to the southeast
corner of the thesis area.

It lies between the highly

faulted volcanic highlands of the Green Mountain outlier to
the north and Rock Ridge to the south.

A narrow band of

the Hamlet formation (0.75 km wide) is downdropped against
the Tillamook Volcanics on the south flank of Green
Mountain.

Isolated exposures of the basal Roy Creek

basaltic sandstone member occur as erosional remnants on
several ridgetops.

The Hamlet formation is freshly exposed

in the study area in major creek valleys, such as Quartz

Creek, Rock Creek, and the North Fork of Wolf Creek (Plate
I).

Other major exposures occur along U.S. Highway 26,

Music Road, and McGregor Road.
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ROY CREEK MEMBER

Nomenclature and Distribution

The Roy Creek member of the Hamlet formation was
informally proposed by Rarey (1986) and Mumford (1988) for
a widespread basal basalt conglomerate and basaltic
sandstones that nonconformably overlie the Tillamook

Volcanics in southern Clatsop and northernmost Tillamook
counties.

The 75 meter-thick type section is located near

Roy Creek along the Southern Pacific Railroad in
northernmost Tillamook County (NW 1/4 sec. 31, T3N R9W)
(Rarey, 1986).

The Roy Creek member has been previously

mapped as the basal conglomerate and basaltic sandstone
member of the Cowlitz Formation (Nelson, 1985; Olbinski,
1983; Jackson, 1983; Timmons, 1981).

The Roy Creek member is generally well indurated and
erosionally resistant.

It caps several ridgetops and

fills in topographic lows between mountainous ridges and
hilltops of subaerial Tillamook Volcanics.

The best

exposures in the thesis area are measured stratigraphic
sections along U.S. Highway 26 west of the Quartz Creek

bridge (NW 1/4 sec. 11, T4N R7W) and along Rock Creek Road
(NE 1/4 sec. 20, T4N R6W)

(Plate I).

Regionally the

basalt conglomerate unit can be traced around the northern
edge of the Tillamook Highlands throughout northwest
Oregon (Wells et al., 1983; Niem and Niem, 1985).
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Litho logy

Along U.S. Highway 26 (NW 1/4 sec. 11, T4N R7W) the
14 m thick Roy Creek member consists of a fining upward
sequence of a basal boulder to pebble conglomerate, a
middle coarse-grained basaltic sandstone, and an upper
The

fine-grained basaltic sandstone (figs. 15 and 16).

basal conglomerate is composed of 1 to 2 meter thick
amalgamated beds of disorganized, boulder- to pebble-size
Tillamook basaltic to basaltic andesite clasts in a
basaltic sand matrix (fig. 17).

Boulders tend to be

subangular while cobbles and pebbles are typically
subrounded.

The basaltic clasts are poorly sorted and in

framework support.

The basaltic sand matrix is very

coarse- to coarse-grained and poorly sorted.
Stratification varies from unstratified to horizontal
(Harms et al., 1975).

Grading is usually absent, but

normal grading is poorly exposed in some outcrops.

Pebble counts and measurements of the 5 largest
clasts were made at several localities (fig. 18).

Clast

compositions include less than 1% sandstone or mudstone,
10-20% vesicular basaltic andesite, 20-80% highly
porphyritic basaltic andesite and andesite, and 10-80%
dense dark gray (N3) microphyric basalt and basaltic
andesite.

Pebble geochemistry indicates that the

conglomerate on Green Mountain contains predominantly
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Sketch map of the U.S. Highway 26 measured
Fig. 15.
section. Type section of the Sunset Highway member of the
Hamlet formation.
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Thin interbedded graded micaceous arkosic
sandstone and bathyal foram-bearing
mudstone; Bouma BCD intervals
Cover interval, possible fault
Massive, poorly sorted coarse-grained
basaltic sandstone and pebble conglomerate
Very fine- to fine-grained arkosic sandstone
Parallel laminated to thin-bedded
Highly carbonaceous and micaceous
Bioturbated and friable
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Location of fig.
Very coarse-grained basaltic sandstone
with angular basalt cobbles in matrix support
Peoble lag deposit at the base
Medium-grained micaceous arkosic
sandstone. Parallel laminated to thin
bedded.
Moderately well sorted
Bluish gray to pale yellowish brown
Friable and bioturbated
Contains shallow water molluscan fossils of
Pitar califcrnaiana (Conrad) and
3racidontes cowlitzensis (Weaver and Palmer)
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and trace fossils Cvinorchnus and
Teichchnus
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Coarse-grained poorly sorted pebbly basaltic
sanstor.e. Contains Solen fossil cast
Fine- to nedju:n-;raineu, nod, sorted,
micaceous and carconacecus arosic sandstone
Parallel and trou; cross-laminated
Coarse-grained well indurated pebble-bearing
Parallel end microbasaltic sandstone.
trough cross-laminated.
Medun-grained, nod. scrtad, basaltic sandston.L
Micro-trough cross-laminated lenses

Ccarse-rained, gayisn olive basaltic
Jell indurated and calcite cenente
Basalt boulder-peobie conglomerate. Subangular
to rounded clasts in a coarse basaltic sand
Poorly sorted and matrix supported
matrix.
Unconformity
Tillamoc volcanic flow breccia with angular
nicrophyric and vesicular basalt boulders
wit.n a coarsa-grained casaltic sand matrx.
Overlies suaerial basalt flows exposed
downstream in uart:
sandstone.

Sunset Highway member type section, sec. 11, T4N
Fig. 16.
Section measured by Dan Mumford and myself in 1983.
R7W.

Fig. 17. Pebble- to boulder-sized Tillamook basaltic and
basaltic andesite clasts in a coarse-grained basaltic sand
matrix.
Clasts are subangular to rounded, framework
su..orted (sec. 11, T4N R7W).
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7W

im
Pebble counts and measurements of the five
Fig. 18.
largest clasts from conglomerates of the Roy Creek member.

Aphyric and microphyric (A) and porphyritic (P) percentages of basalt clasts are show in the pie diagrams. The
size of circles represents the average size of the basalt
Numbers and contours represent the average
clasts.
thickness of the conglomerate over the area. The clast
composition is related to the chemistry of the surrounding
flows of the Tillamook Volcanics.
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porphyritic basaltic andesite and andesite boulders
locally derived from underlying subaerial Tillamook
basaltic andesite and andesite flows.

Conglomerate

exposed along U.S. Highway 26 contain pebbles-boulders of
aphyric to glomeroporphyritic basalt with less amounts of
porphyritic basaltic andesite and andesite derived from
the Green Mountain outlier.

Boulders up to 2 meters in

diameter are present in the very coarse-grained
conglomerates (fig. 19).

The large size suggests limited

transport and reworking by storm waves.

Very coarse-

grained basaltic sandstones form lenticular, 5 to 10 cm
thick interbeds within the boulder conglomerate.
The conglomerate unit varies from 3 to 5 meters thick
in the thesis area.

The thickness increases to the north

and south of the thesis area.

Source areas are the

basaltic to andesitic Tillamook lavas of the Green
Mountain outlier and the basaltic Tillamook Highlands
respectively.
is sheet-like.

Generally the geometry of the conglomerate
Thicker sequences with the largest

boulders may be located adjacent to ancient Eocene
headlands or sea stacks of Tillamook basalt.

Rarey (1986)

and Van Atta (1971) reported shallow marine molluscan
fossils in the conglomerate.

Jackson (1983) measured

approximately 30 meters of interstratified cobble to
boulder conglomerate and pebble-cobble basaltic sandstones
along the Southern Pacific railroad track in Washington
County (sec. 25, T3N R6W).
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The largest boulder clast in the basal,
coarse-grained basaltic conglomerate unit of the Roy Creek
member (Ginger Creek Road, sec. 2, T4N R6W).
Fig. 19.
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Overlying the basalt conglomerate is a very coarseto fine-grained, shallow marine basaltic sandstone unit.
This unit is best exposed along U.S. Highway 26 west of
the Quartz Creek bridge (fig. 16) and near Camp McGregor
along Rock Creek (figs. 20 and 21).

Along U.S. Highway

26, coarse-grained, thick-bedded, horizontally stratified
to structureless basaltic sandstone is draped over

polished, rounded to subangular basalt cobbles and
boulders.

The contact is gradational with the basaltic

sandstone filling in depressions between boulder and
cobble clasts in the conglomerate.
beds range from 1 to 2 m thick.

Basaltic sandstone

The coarse-grained,

subrounded basaltic sandstones are moderately sorted and

contain scattered angular to subrounded basalt pebbles and
cobbles.

This unit is erosionally resistant being tightly

cemented with chlorite clay and sparry calcite.

The

sandstones are grayish olive (10Y4/2) to grayish olive
green (5GY3/2) when fresh and weather to moderate

yellowish brown (1OYR5/4) due to oxidation of iron-rich
chloritic clays.

Abraded shallow marine molluscan fossils

(pelecypods, Brachydontes cowlitzensis (Weaver and Palmer)

and Macrocallista williamson Weaver and Palmer and
gastropod, Calyptraea sp.) and barnacle plates are
commonly present (sec. 11, T4N R7W)

(Ellen Moore, 1984,

written communication).

This unit grades upward into medium- and fine-grained
basaltic sandstone.

The medium-grained sandstone is
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Sketch map of the Camp McGregor measured
Fig. 20.
section, Rock Creek Road.
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Thin laminated arkosic sandstone,
medium-grained, micaceous and
carbonaceous, mod. well sorted
Massive to thinly laminated,
micaceous mudstone. Weathers
pale yellowish brown
Debris flow containing subangular
to subrourided, poorly sorted,
basaltic cobbles and boulders in
a mud and fine sand matrix
Coarse-grained, parallel laminated,
well indurated basaltic sandstone
Debris flow containing boulders and
cobbles of microphyric basaltic
andesite in a basaltic sand matrix,
channelized lower contact
Structureless coarse-grained
basaltic sandstone with scattered
subrounded pebbles and cobbles of

basaltic andesite

Mediurn-grained micaceous arkosic
sandstone with hurnmocky cross-

stratification, yellowish brown
Interbedded coarse-and finegrained basaltic sandstone
Parallel laminated to cross-bedded
micaceous arkosic sandstone
Coarse-grained basaltic sandstone,
grayish olive color, poorly sorted,
scattered well rounded pebbles
Basalt pebble conglomerate
Coarse-grained basaltic sandstone
Basaltic boulder conglomerate
clast supported, disorganized
Unconformity
Tillamook volcanic flow breccia,

subaerial basalt flows, and a thin

sill

(

Fig. 21. Camp McGregor Measured Section of the Roy Creek
and Sunset Highway members of the Hamlet formation, Rock
Creek Road, SE 1/4 sec. 20, T4N R6W
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parallel laminated to trough cross-laminated and ranges
from 0.3 to 1.3 m thick.

Fine-grained sandstones and

siltstones are 5 to 15 cm thick.

Thin structureless

mudstone overlies the fine-grained sandstone in places.
The sandstone is composed of moderately sorted, subrounde.d

Tillamook basaltic rock fragments and is calcite cemented.

Carbonaceous plant debris is abundant along some bedding
planes.

The fine-grained sandstone is typically

unfossiliferous.

Overlying this are very coarse-grained, poorly sorted
basaltic sandstones with subrounded basalt pebbles.

Trough cross-laminations of 10 cm amplitudes are defined
by entrained pebbles and coarse sand grains.

Shell lags

of molluscan and barnacle plates occur near the base.

Gradationally overlying the dark grayish green basaltic
sandstone are the light yellowish brown, fine- to

medium-grained micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Sunset
Highway member.

Pe trography

Three basalt clasts from the basal conglomerate were
analyzed for major oxide chemistry.

Five thin sections

from the Roy Creek basaltic sandstone were analyzed
petrographically.

The composition of the basalt clasts ranged from
microphyric basaltic andesite to andesite (fig. 11).
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Petrographically they are pilotaxitic intergranular.

Glomerocrysts of plagioclase and augite are scattered
throughout the groundmass of parallel oriented plagioclase
microlites, augite, and opaque minerals.

The pebbles are

similar in chemical composition and texture to surrounding
Tillamook Volcanic subaerial flows.
The coarse-grained basaltic sandstones are poor to
moderately sorted and are composed predominantly of
basaltic rock fragments (65-85%).

Grains of augite

(1/2-1%), plagioclase (1-3%), quartz (1%), and opaque
minerals (1-2%) form the remainder of the framework
minerals (fig. 19).

Radial, pore-filling chloritic clays

observed in thin section are the most common cement
(10-35%).

Minor amounts of calcite cement are due to

dissolution of aragonite molluscan fossil fragments and
reprecipitation in adjacent intergranular pore spaces.
Basaltic rock fragments commonly display a
pilotaxitic intergranular flow texture (70-80%)
et al., 1954).

(Williams

Other volcanic textures include

intersertal (1-5%), porphyritic (2-10%), and vesicular
(7-15%).

The vesicular rock fragments are interpreted to

be diagenetically altered scoria fragments (fig. 23).

They are irregular in form and are sparsely to highly
vesicular.

The vesicles are spherical to oval and

comprise 10% to 80% of the clast by volume.
little or no evidence of compaction.

There is

Some vesicles are

partially to completely filled by fibrous chlorite or
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Photomicrograph of coarse-grained basaltic
sandstone composed of subangular to subrounded basaltic
rock fragments and minor quartz, plagioclase, and opaque
minerals surrounded by pore-filling chloritic clay cement
Sample 07, sec. 11, T4N R7W.
(uncrossd nichols).
Fig. 22.
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Photomicrograph of diagenetically altered scoria
fragment from coarse-grained basaltic sandstone of the Roy
Creek member (uncrossed nichols). Vesicles are filled by
Sample 07, sec. 11,
fibrous chlorite or smectite clays.
Fig. 23.

T4N R7W.
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iron-rich smectite clay minerals growing radially inward.
The centers of some vesicles are filled with sparry
calcite.

The groundmass is composed of opaque basaltic

glass (tachylite) and may contain plagioclase microlites.
The scoria fragments suggest an explosive phreatic
eruptive source (eg. cinder cone) or vesicular tops of
lava flows.

Similar altered amygdaloidal basalt scoria

fragments are found in submarine volcaniclastic turbidite
sandstones derived from oceanic basaltic seamounts and

volcanic islands in middle to upper Miocene strata off the
southern California continental borderland (Gretchin et
al., 1981).

The softer basalt rock fragments occur as subrounded
sand-sized clasts.

More abrasionally resistant

plagioclase, augite, and quartz sand-sized grains are
subangular to subrounded.

The albite-twinned plagioclase

is andesine to labradorite in composition.

as monocrystalline vein quartz grains.
sharp to slightly undulose.
elongate.

Quartz occurs

Extinction is

Grain size is equant to

Sorting is poor to moderate (Folk, 1974).

The fine-grained basaltic sandstones are also
composed predominantly of basaltic rock fragments (40-65%)
(fig. 24).

Monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz and

albite-twinned plagioclase grains constitute a larger
percentage of the remaining framework (10-25% and 5-15%
respectively).

Augite (0-1%) and opaque minerals (1-2%)

are also present.

The sand-sized grains are subrounded

Photomicrograph of fine-grained basaltic
sandstone of the Roy Creek member composed of basaltic
rock fragments and a larger percentage of subrounded
quartz and plagioclase grains (crossed nichols). Sample
80 Camp McGregor measured section, sec. 20, T4N R6W.
Fig. 24.
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and moderately sorted.

The dominant cement is sparry

calcite comprising 15% to 50% of the sample.

Chlorite and

smectite form clay rims around altered basaltic rock
fragments.

Pilotaxitic flow texture is the dominant

texture of the basaltic rock fragments.

There are fewer

vesicular basaltic scoria fragments probably due to
reworking by strong wave action which would have broken
down these less abrasionally resistant volcanic fragments.

The presence of quartz with undulatory extinction is
suggestive of vein quartz.

Heavy minerals from the coarse- to fine-grained
basaltic sandstones consist of predominantly augite,
magnetite/ilmenjte, and pyrite.
and subangular.

The augite is light green

Minor amounts of apatite, zircon,

epidote, biotite, muscovite, tourmaline, and garnet were
collected from the fine-grained basaltic sandstones near
the top of the section where micaceous arkosic sandstones
of the Sunset Highway member interfinger.

The composition and cement of the basaltic sandstones
is slightly influenced by grain size.

The coarse-grained

sandstones contain a higher percentage of volcanic rock
fragments and are generally cemented by chlorite and
smectite clays.

The fine-grained sandstones contain

larger percentages of plagioclase and quartz and a lower
percentage of volcanic rock fragments.

They are tightly

cemented by sparry calcite and better sorted.

The higher

percentages of plagioclase and quartz reflect further
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intense weathering of chemically less resistant volcanic
debris in the source area and prolonged abrasion of the
"softer" volcanic rock fragments by waves and ocean

currents in the depositional basin; thus concentrating the
finer more abrasionally and chemically resistant quartz
and plagioclase grains.

Using the classification of Folk (1974), these
sandstones would be called litharenites (fig. 25).

A more

descriptive term would be to call them basaltic arenites
or basaltic-andesite arenites.

Provenance

The conglomerate and sandstones of the Roy Creek
member consist of basaltic rock fragments, plagioclase,
augite, magnetite/ilmenite, pyrite, and quartz.

pebbles and cobbles have similar SiO

The

and other major

2

oxide contents to surrounding Tillamook Volcanic flows on
Green Mountain and the Tillamook Highlands.

Basaltic rock

fragments have similar plagioclase compositions (andesine
to labradorite) and the pilotaxitic intergranular flow
texture is identical to that of the basaltic andesite
flows of the Tillamook Volcanics.

Plagioclase, augite,

and opaques magnetite/ilmenite form all the phenocrysts in
the Tillamook basalt flows.

The erosional unconformity

between the two units further supports that the Tillamook
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Lithic Arhase
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Litharenite

C

Rou Fragmenz3

Sandstone classification diagram of Folk (1974)
for basaltic sandstone samples of the Roy Creek member.
They are classified as basaltic or basaltic andesite
arenites.
Fig. 25.
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Volcanics was the dominant source of the Roy Creek
conglomerate and basaltic sandstones.

According to Dickinson and Suczek (1979), sandstone
compositions are influenced by the plate tectonic setting
which in turn controls the compositional character of the
provenance, the nature of the sedimentary processes within
the depositional basin, and the kinds of dispersal paths
that link provenance to basin.

Modal analyses of the Roy

Creek sandstones were plotted on QFL and QmFLt triangular
diagrams that relates known plate tectonic setting to
sandstone composition (fig. 26).

On the QFL triangular

diagram emphasis is on grain stability.

This is

influenced by weathering, provenance relief, and transport
mechanism as well as source rock.

The Roy Creek member

plots in the undissected volcanic arc field in a plate
convergence-zone due to the high proportion of volcanic
rock fragments.

Undissected volcanic arcs, like the

Cascades, are those where active volcanism is occurring or
those where limited erosion has not exposed the granitic
batholithjc roots that fed these volcanoes.

The abundance

of chemically unstable volcanic rock fragments suggests
that the Roy Creek basaltic sandstones are compositionally
immature suggesting a rugged, high relief volcanic source
area where physical weathering dominated over chemical
weathering (Folk, 1974).

Volcanic arcs such as the

Cascades could be the source for some of the Roy Creek
basaltic sandstones.

However, it is clear that the Roy
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Creek sandstones are locally derived from the Tillamook
Volcanics which are unusual high titanium basaltic
volcanics formed in the forearc basin.

Suczek

acknowledged that the QFL plate tectonic plots do not
always work due to unusual circumstances like basaltic
volcanics in the forearc basin.

Minor mixing occurred from phreatic eruptions of
cinder cones contemperaneous with or not long before
deposition of the sandstones.

This is shown by the

presence of abundant vesicular scoria fragments in some of
the coarse-grained basaltic sandstones.

Olbinski (1983)

identified a possible basaltic cinder cone near Green
Mountain to the north.

Scoria fragments would be quickly

destroyed by wave action and/or easily altered to smectite
clays in the source area unless rapidly deposited or
buried.

Near the upper boundary heavy mineral

compositions and interfingering of arkosic sandstone of
the overlying Sunset Highway member indicate mixing of
detritus from an acid igneous-metamorphic source area.
Pebble counts from the conglomerate within the thesis
area and in adjacent areas indicate that the cobbles were
deposited near the source area (fig. 18).

The clasts from

conglomerates and surrounding flows on Green Mountain are
more andesitic and porphyritic (plagioclase and augite

phenocrysts) than those basalt clasts to the south and
west.

Boulders ranging up to 2 meters in diameter with

pebbles in the basal conglomerate nearby suggest nearby
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source area with steep relief seacliffs.

The better

sorted character and degree of rounding of the overlying

mollusc-bearing shallow marine basaltic sandstones suggest
some transport and reworking by storm wave action.

Depositional Environment

The following interpretation of the depositional
environments are based on regional lithofacies, stratification types, sedimentary structures, and fossil
paleoecolog.y.

The Roy Creek member is a fining upward

basaltic conglomerate to fine-grained basaltic sandstone
sequence that reflects a gradual deepening from a

beach/shoreline surrounded by rugged basaltic headlands to
a high energy inner shelf environment.

The unit reflects

transgression over and subsidence of the underlying middle
to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanic oceanic island.

Petrographic and geochemical data show that the basalt
clasts were entirely derived from the underlying subaerial
Tillamook Volcanics.

Pebble count data and measurement of

the five largest clasts from selected outcrops indicate

deposition occurred near the source with limited transport
and reworking.

The broken and abraded molluscan fossil

shell fragments, the continuity of bedding, and the

presence of horizontal, moderately well sorted basaltic
sandstone beds, and lamination and segregation of
individual, even pebble layers in outcrop are indicative
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of deposition in a high energy beach or shoreline
environment rather than a fluvial environment (Clifton,
1973; Rarey, 1986).

Braded river gravels and bar

depositis are, in contrast, typically lenticular in nature
and contain scour-and-fill structures.

Large scale trough

cross-bedding and down current imbrication is also
characteristic of fluvial gravels (Reineck and Singh,
1980).

These sedimentary features are missing in the Roy

Creek member.

The regional, near uniform thickness of the

Roy Creek member over the thesis area differs from
subaerial alluvial fan gravels which are generally wedgeshaped, of varying thickness, and consist of reddish
oxidized, stream-deposited continental debris (Reineck and
Singh, 1980).

Field mapping of the elevation of the Roy Creek
member shows that the basal basaltic pebble-boulder
conglomerate was deposited on an irregular topography of
subaerial lava flows and breccias.

Large (2 meter

diameter) angular basaltic boulders and pebbles were shed
by landslide and rockfall off rugged volcanic highlands
and sea cliffs and deposited in adjacent intertidal areas.
Some fluvial gravel input may also have occurred.

Olbinski (1983) and Nelson (1985) mapped some thick
fluvial debris flows within the basal Roy Creek to the
west and north of Green Mountain.

Thicker deposits of

basaltic conglomerate possibly accumulated in pocket
beaches adjacent to steep sea cliffs or around offshore
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sea stacks of Tillamook Volcanics, much like those along
the present Oregon coast.

Steep subaqueous slopes

surrounding these volcanic headlands allowed for
resedimentation of unstable volcanic debris by storm waves
and strong longshore currents in the inner shelf
environment.

Intense wave abrasion created rounded

pebbles and boulders and winnowed out coarse basaltic sand
to be redeposited in deeper shelf depths between the
fairweather wave base and low tide line.

The larger

angular boulders derived from landslide and rock fall off
steep sea cliffs were too large to be reworked by wave
action (fig. 19).

The overlying coarse-grained basaltic sandstones are
interpreted to have been deposited in a wave-dominated,
nearshore to inner shelf environment.

They are

horizontally bedded to structureless and poorly to
moderately sorted suggesting high energy conditions.

Burns and Ethridge (1979) suggested that pore-filling
chioritic cement in these sandstones is best formed in
clean porous high energy nearshore lithic sandstones.

Abraded and broken molluscan fossils collected from the
basaltic sandstones include barnacle plates, fragments of
crab carapaces, gastropod, Calyptraea sp., pelecypods,

Brachydontes cowlitzensis and Macrocallista williamson
commonly found in high energy, wave-dominated,
littoral-inner shelf and offshore bar deposits (Ellen
Moore, 1984, written communication).

Rarey (1986) and
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Mumford (1988) also collected a number of shallow marine
to intertidal molluscan fossils from this unit in adjacent
study areas in southeast Clatsop County.

The gradationally overlying medium- to fine-grained
basaltic sandstones are parallel laminated to trough
cross-laminated and are bioturbated.

Some beds contain

low angle hummocky or swaley cross-stratification.

These

sedimentary structures form by wave action during storms
on the inner shelf (Dott and Bourgeois, 1980).

These

features suggest that the fine-grained basaltic sandstones

were deposited at or just below fair weather wave base in
an inner shelf environment.

Similar bedding structures

and laminations are commonly preserved in modern Oregon
inner shelf sands, whereas bioturbation generally destroys
any primary wave or current formed structures in Oregon
outer shelf sands below wave base (Kuirn et al., 1975).

The basaltic conglomerate to sandstone facies of the
Roy Creek member is similar to the outer planar zone of
coarse sediments found on the high-energy, non-barred,

storm-dominated modern Oregon coastline described by Kumar
and Sanders (1974).

They described a typical sequence of

a coarse basal lag followed by a horizontal laminated sand
sequence.

This sequence is similar to the fining upward

sequence of the Roy Creek member.

Horizontal laminations

and low angle lamination (hummocky cross-stratification)

represent upper stage (storm wave-generated) plane bed
flow regime (Reineck and Singh, 1980).

This occurs under
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conditions of intense bottom shear during waning of the
storm surge onto the shoref ace.

Thin discontinuous mud

lenses overlying hummocky to micro cross-laminated

basaltic sandstones indicate deposition during fair
weather conditions.

Previously deposited storm gravels

and fair weather mud deposits are susceptible to scouring
and redeposition by subsequent storm events (Kumar and
Sanders, 1974).

This could explain the presence of

coarse-grained basaltic sandstone and debris flows higher
in the stratigraphic section.

Contact Relations

The Roy Creek member nonconformably overlies the
Tillamook Volcanics as seen in the U.S. Highway 26 and
Camp McGregor measured sections (figs. 16 and 21).

There

is no evidence of interfingering between Tillamook flows
and Roy Creek conglomerates in the thesis area.

The

conglomerate contains subangular to subrounded basalt
cobbles and pebbles that are geochemically identical to
basaltic andesite flow rocks of the Tillamook Volcanics.

The change from a subaerial environment to a submarine
environment involved a period of erosion and reworking of
the basalt flows prior to deposition of the conglomerate
unit of the Roy Creek member.

The nonconformable

relationships can also be seen to the north and northwest
where dikes and debris flows in the Tillamook Volcanics
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are truncated by the basal Roy Creek conglomerate unit
(unit Tcl of Nelson, 1985).

The upper contact is

conformable and gradational with the arkosic sandstones of
the Sunset Highway member in the thesis area and the Sweet
Home Creek member to the west (fig. 14)

(Rarey, 1986;

Mumford, 1988; Nelson, 1985; Olbinski, 1983).

Age and Correlation

The Roy Creek member is late middle Eocene to late
Eocene (late Narizian) in age (Rarey, 1986).

A late

Eocene K-Ar age date of 40.1 +1- 1.2 m.y. was obtained
from the Tillamook Volcanics in Green Mountain quarry
(sec. 34, T5N R6W) in the northwest part of the thesis
area (Leda Beth Pickthorn, U.S. Geological Survey, 1984,
written communication).

K-Ar dates as young as 36.4 +1-

0.4 m.y. have been obtained from the upper part of the

Tillamook Volcanics in the thesis area (Kristin McElwee,
0.S.U. School of oceanography, 1983, personal communication).
age.

These would be Refugian or latest Eocene in

No age diagnostic fossils were collected from this

unit in the thesis area; however, all the molluscan
fossils collected are typical of the upper Eocene Cowlitz
Formation (Ellen Moore, 1983, written communication).
Identifications of molluscan fossils collected from the
adjacent areas support a late Narizian age

(Warren et al.,

1945; Deacon, 1953; Rarey, 1986; Mumford, 1988).
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Regionally the Roy Creek member is correlative to
portions of the Nestucca, Coaledo, Cowlitz, and
Skookumchuck formations of western Oregon and southwestern
Washington (Armentrout et al., 1983)

(fig. 3).
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SUNSET HIGHWAY MEMBER

Nomenclature and Distribution

The Sunset Highway member of the upper Narizian
Hamlet formation was informally proposed by Rarey (1986)

and Mumford (1988) for an approximately 50-meter thick
sequence of micaceous arkosic sandstones and siltstones.

This member overlies the Roy Creek member of the Hamlet
formation (fig.14).

The type section measured by Dan

Mumford and myself is located 0.5 km west of the Quartz
Creek bridge and 2 km east of the town of Elsie along U.S.
Highway 26 in southeast Clatsop County (secs. 10 and 11,
T4N R7W)

(fig. 16 and Plate I).

This unit was previously

mapped in northwest Oregon as the lower "shale" unit of
the Cow],jtz Formation (Warren and Norbisrath, 1946), the

sandstone/mudstone unit of the Cowlitz Formation (Tc3 of

Olbinski, 1983), and the lower sandstone unit of the
Cowlitz Formation (Tc2 of Nelson, 1985).

I measured two representative sections of the Sunset
Highway member along McGregor Road (sec. 20, T4N R6W) and
along Ginger Creek (sec. 2, T4N R6W).

Isolated exposures

of arkosic sandstone occur along Rock Creek and Military
Creek roads.

Fresh exposures can also be found in the

major creek valleys of the North Fork of Wolf Creek, Rock
Creek, and Quartz Creek.

The regional distribution of the Sunset Highway
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member is restricted to eastern Clatsop and Columbia
counties (Rarey, 1986; Mumford, 1988).

Van Atta (1971),

Timmons (1980), Jackson (1983), and Shaw (1986) have
studied lithologies equivalent to the Sunset Highway
member east of the study area.

Jackson (1983) described

the unit as the heterolithic lithofacies of the Cowlitz
Formation.

Currently, Tom Berkman of Oregon State

University and Leonard Farr of Portland State University

are extending the Hamlet formation nomenclature into
Columbia County (1988, personal communications).

The friable to moderately well consolidated arkosic
sandstones form steep slopes and fill in topographic lows

between steep ridges of more resistant subaerial basaltic
flows of the middle to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics
and upper Eocene intrusions of the Cole Mountain basalt.

Lithology

The thickest and most continuous section of the
Sunset Highway member is readily accessible for approximately 1 km along U.S. Highway 26, starting at the west
end of the Quartz Creek bridge (secs. 10 and 11, T4N R7W)
(fig. 16).

At the type section measured by Dan Mumford

and myself, the unit is more than 35 meters thick.

The

Sunset Highway member is juxtaposed by faulting against
thin-bedded arkosic turbidite sandstones and mudstones of
the overlying Sweet Home Creek member in a stabilized
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slump (sec. 4, T4N R7W).

Strike and dips range from N2OW

to N4OE, dipping to the SW to NW respectively at angles of
8° to 100.

This 35-meter thick section consists of

interbedded 1- to 3-meter thick, moderately indurated to
friable, micaceous arkosic and lithic arkosic sandstones
and subordinate dark gray sandy siltstones (fig. 27).

Well indurated 1- to 3-meter thick basaltic sandstones and
pebbly volcanic breccias are present in places.

The lower

part of the unit consists of friable, fine- to
medium-grained, parallel laminated to thin bedded,
micaceous arkosic sandstones.

This is interstratified

with thin 1- to 3-cm thick carbonaceous silty mudstones.

Truncated lenses of low angle (10°) trough cross-laminated
arkosic sandstone are draped with muddy siltstone
interbeds.

The low dipping cross-beds are interpreted to

be hummocky or swaley cross-stratification as described by
Harms and others (1975) and Dott and Bourgeois (1982).

Tabular beds of fine- to medium-grained micaceous arkosic
sandstone up to 2.5 m thick are present in the middle and
upper parts of the Sunset Highway member (fig. 13).

The

sandstones are well sorted, structureless, and extensively
bioturbated.

The framework grains are subangular to subrounded and
moderately well sorted.

This suggests long periods of

reworking by storm wave action.

The presence of scattered

subrounded basaltic rock fragments with pilotaxitic flow
texture in thin section indicates close proximity to the
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Highway cut of micaceous and carbonaceous
arkosic sandstone and siltstone (top of photo) and well
indurated basaltic sandstone and pebbly volcanic breccia
Type
(bottom of photo) of the Sunset Highway member.
section along U.S. Highway 26, sec. 3, T4N R7W.
Fig. 27.
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underlying upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanic source rocks
and rapid burial.

Basaltic rock fragments are commonly

destroyed over long transport distances and by extensive
reworking by waves.

The sandstones are friable to

moderately well indurated.

Petrographic, SEM, and EDX

analyses indicate that secondary diagenetic smectite
(nontronite) clay rimming the framework grains is the
principal cementing agent.

Locally calcite tightly

cements the sandstones and forms concretions that are
resistant to weathering.

Large flakes of muscovite and

biotite (up to 5 mm in diameter) and disseminated
carbonaceous plant debris are abundant on bedding planes.
Carbonized wood fragments range up to 8 cm in length.
amount of carbonaceous debris decreases upsection.

The

Deep

weathering and creep typically form a massive to crumbly
appearing outcrop.

Color of the sandstones ranges from

bluish gray when fresh to pale yellowish brown when
weathered.

Ferruginous oxides and Liesegang rings result

in weathered outcrops that are streaked and banded in
various shades of red, brown, and yellow.

The middle and upper part of the section contains
minor interbeds and lenses (up to 2 meters thick) of
pebbly basaltic grits and breccias.

The basaltic

interbeds appear to be thicker and more numerous in the
upper part of the member (fig. 16).

They are thin- to

thick-bedded, very coarse-grained to coarse-grained, and
poorly sorted with thin pebble lag deposits at the base.
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They contain scattered, subangular to subrounded pebbles
of microphyric Tillamook basalt.

Basal contacts are sharp

and erosive with upper contacts gradational into overlying
parallel laminated fine-grained lithic arkosic sandstones.
These well indurated, calcite-cemented basaltic grits are

more resistant to physical and chemical weathering than
the arkosic sandstones and form ledges.

The basaltic

sandstones are lithologically similar to those of the

underlying Roy Creek member and are also derived from the
subaerial basaltic flows of the underlying Tillamook
Volcanics.

Trace fossils and scattered disarticulated molluscan
fossils were collected from the middle and upper part of
the unit (fig. 16)

(Appendix IV).

Vertical to subvertical

burrows were identified by Dr. Kent Chamberlain (1983,
personal communication) as Cy1indrichnus
Planolites,

Teichchnus, and

Bioturbation may completely homogenize the

sandstones causing a structureless to massive appearance
with most primary sedimentary structures completely
destroyed.

Molluscan fossils identified by Ellen Moore

(1983, personal communication) include pelecypods, Pitar

californaiana (Conrad), Brachydontes cowlitzensis (Weaver
and Palmer), Macrocallista williamson (Weaver and Palmer),
and gastropod Calyptraea diegoana (Conrad).

Warren and

Norbisrath (1946) also collected various other megafossils
from outcrops along U.S. Highway 26.

They identified

Glycymeris eocenica (Weaver), Barbatia suzzaloi (Weaver
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and Palmer), Ostrea griesensis Effinger, Volsella

cowlitzensjs (Weaver and Palmer), and Pitar eocenica
(Weaver and Palmer).

Fossil leaf impressions of Equisetum

and willow are found in the fine-grained arkosic
sandstones (NW 1/4 sec. 11,. T4N R7W).

These plant fossils

indicate warm, subtropical climates (Jackson, 1983).

A partial reference section of the Sunset Highway
member was measured along Rock Creek Road 5 km from the
abandoned Camp McGregor logging camp and 3 km north of
U.S. Highway 26 (sec. 20, T4N R6W) (figs. 20 and 21).

The

measured section begins in Tillamook Volcanic breccia,
subaerial basalt flows, and a one meter-thick sill.

This

is unconformably overlain by 9 meters of basalt pebble-

boulder conglomerate and coarse-grained basaltic sandstone
of the Roy Creek member of the Hamlet formation.

More

than 20 meters of medium-grained, micaceous arkosic

sandstone and interbedded coarse-grained, basaltic
sandstone and debris flow volcanic breccias of the Sunset
Highway member are exposed (fig. 28).

The arkosic

sandstones are moderately well sorted and parallel
laminated to trough cross-laminated, interpreted as
hummocky to swaley cross-stratification.

The low-angle

cross-bedding (10°) ranges up to 30 cm in amplitude.

The

contact with the overlying coarse-grained basaltic
sandstone and volcanic debris flow breccias is sharp and
erosional.

Subrounded pebbles and cobbles of aphyric

basaltic andesite derived from the subaerial Tillamook
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Fig. 28.

Parallel laminated, fine-grained micaceous
arkosic sandstone of the Sunset Highway member exposed in
the Camp McGregor measured section, sec. 20, T4N R6W.
Trough cross-lamination is interpreted as hummocky or
swaley cross-stratification suggesting storm deposition.
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Volcanics are scattered throughout the poorly sorted
basaltic sandstones.

Overlying the basaltic sandstones are two 4- to
5-meter thick basaltic debris flow breccias (fig. 18).
They are composed of subangular to subrounded basaltic
clasts ranging in size from pebbles to boulders up to 1
meter in diameter.

The clasts are poorly sorted and

matrix-supported in a micaceous mudstone and fine-grained
basaltic sandstone.

Clast textures include pilotaxitic

and glomeroporphyritic basalt and highly porphyritic
basaltic andesite.

Clast composition implies a Tillamook

Volcanic source from the Green Mountain area where
compositionally similar lava flows occur (see Tillamook
Volcanics section).

The matrix-supported debris flows are

channelized into the underlying basaltic sandstones and

have irregular upper contacts.

This suggests rapid

deposition of disorganized coarse-grained volcaniclastic
detritus from scouring viscous flows.

The debris flow

deposits are localized on and around Green Mountain in the
northern part of the thesis area (Plate I).

Structureless

to thinly laminated rnicaceous and carbonaceous mudstone

overlies the debris flows.

The mudstones weather into

small, pale yellowish brown flakes.

This is overlain by

thinly laminated, medium-grained, micaceous arkosic
sandstone.

A second reference section of the Sunset Highway
member was established along Ginger Creek (sec. 2, T4N
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R6W)

(figs. 29 and 30).

This section is part of an

upthrown block of Hamlet formation on the south flank of
Green Mountain conformably overlying a covered interval
and coarse-grained parallel laminated Roy Creek basaltic
sandstone.

Thin laminated micaceous and carbonaceous

siltstones of the Sunset Highway member are interbedded

with discontinuous lenses of basaltic grits up to 20 cm
thick.

This is followed by a 5 meter-thick covered

interval and 5 meters of medium-grained, micaceous, and
carbonaceous arkosic sandstones.

They are well indurated

with the cementing material being pore-filling greenish
brown smectite clays.

These arkosic sandstones are

compositionally and texturally more mature and better
consolidated than those exposed along U.S. Highway 26.

This is due to a lower percentage of unstable basaltic
rock fragments and better rounding and sorting due to
extensive reworking by storm waves.

Petrography

Five thin sections of Sunset Highway strata were
analyzed petrographically.

The samples studied range from

silty, very fine-grained to medium-grained arkosic and
lithic arkosic sandstones.

The arkosic sandstones are

composed of moderately sorted, subangular to subrounded
grains of quartz, plagioclase and potassium feldspars,

biotite and muscovite, assorted heavy minerals, and
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Fig. 29.
Sketch map of the Ginger Creek measured section,
sec. 1, T4N R6W.
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Medium-grained, rnicaceous, arkosic
sandstone. Parallel laminated to
thin bedded. Pale yellowish brozn.
Well indurated

Interbdded thinly laminated micaceous
arkosic sandstones and 1 to 3 cm thick
micaceous and carbcnaceous mudstories

Thin parallel laminated miccous and
ca:bonaceous sandy siltstonas with 10
to 2C cm thick interbeds of coarsegrained basaltic grits

Coarse-grained, parallel laminated
basaltic sandstones
U nc o nf a rii ty

Tillarnook Volcanic debris flow
containing subangular cobbles to
boulders of basaltic andesite in a
coarse-grained basaltic sand matrix

An upthrown block
Fig. 30 Ginger Creek measured section.
of the Hamlet Fromation on the south flank of Green
Mountain, sec. 1, T4N R6W.
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basaltic and rarer plutonic rock fragments.

On the

classification diagram of Folk (1974), the rocks are
arkose and lithic arkose (fig. 31).

Arkosic sands form

due to high relief and rapid erosion of uplifted granitic
and metamorphic source areas.

Lithic grains reflect

sources of sedimentary or volcanic cover (Folk, 1974).

The quartz grains are predominantly subangular
monocrystalline (25-40%) with straight extinction (fig.
32A).

Polycrystalline and microcrystalline quartz (chert)

are minor constituents (3-7%).

In the polycrystalline

quartz grains, individual crystallites may be either
elongate or subequant and have straight to slightly
undulose extinction typical of vein quartz (Folk, 1974).
They are interconnected along straight common boundaries

with the small quartz crystals present between larger
quartz crystals.

Some quartz grains display secondary

quartz overgrowths.

The original rounded grain is

outlined by a thin layer of clay and iron oxides.

The

overgrowth may show a well developed crystal shape and is
in optical continuity with the original grain.

Plagioclase is the dominant feldspar (15-24%) with
orthoclase and microcline also present in minor amounts
(1-3% and 0.1-0.5% respectively) in stained thin sections.

Plagioclase grains display Albite twinning or less
commonly combined Carisbad-Albite twinning.

Composition

ranges from oligoclase to andesine (Ar6 to Ar4).
Orthoclase is distinguished from quartz by its cleavage
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quartz

A

Quartzzrenite

3

Subarkase
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Sandstone classification diagram of Folk (1974)
for micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway
They are classified as arkose and lithic arkose.
member.
Fig. 31.
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Photornicrographs of micaceous arkosic
Fig. 32A and B.
sandstone from the Sunset Highway member (crossed
nichols). Note the presence of angular to subangular
mono- and polycrystalline quartz (Q), microcline (M),
plagioclase (P), epidote (E), biotite (B), and basaltic
rock fragments (V). Ginger Creek measured section, sec.
2, T4N R6W.
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and cloudy appearance due to partial decomposition to clay
minerals.

Microcline feldspar exhibits characteristic

gridiron or cross-hatch twinning (fig. 32B).
Muscovite and biotite flakes are tabular to feathery
and commonly crenulated or deformed by compaction by
surrounding framework grains.
varieties also occur.

Although undeformed

Biotite is more abundant than

muscovite (3-5% vs 1-3%) and is recognized by its light
yellow to brown pleochroism, color, and high
birefringence.

Rock fragments are a minor constituent in the arkosic
sandstones comprising 2 to 8% of the total framework
minerals.

Basaltic rock fragments are the most abundant

and consist of microphyric to porphyritic basaltic
andesite.

They are commonly altered and stained by

yellowish brown iron oxides.
pilotaxitic to intergranular.

Textures are predominantly
These are similar in

texture to the subaerial basalts of the underlying
Tillamook Volcanics.

Sedimentary rock fragments consist

of rounded chert and quartz grains with rounded
overgrowths.

Rare metamorphic rock fragments consist of

elongate phyllite and schist grains.
Most samples contain a detrital clay matrix (3-5%)

which clogs the interparticle pore spaces and pore throats
between framework grains.

The clay matrix is so fine-

grained that its mineral composition cannot be accurately
determined, but an iron-rich smectite clay such as
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nontronite is suspected.

The clay matrix may also be

stained to a reddish brown color by secondary iron oxides.
Heavy mineral assemblages were identified from 4
grain mounts of the Sunset Highway member (Appendix VIII)
(fig. 33).

Epidote is the dominant heavy mineral

comprising 81% to 85% of the samples.

Nelson (1985) and

Mumford (1988) also found epidote a common heavy mineral
is Sunset Highway sandstone.
are:

Other common heavy minerals

apatite (2-7%), euhedral zircon (3-5%), garnet

(1-3%) ,

rutile (0.7-2%) , biotite (0.5-1%) , muscovite

(0.4-1%), brown tourmaline (0.3-1%), green hornblende
(0.1-1%), augite (0.1-0.3%), and opaques (magnetite,
hematite, and pyrite)

(1-5%).

Epidote is commonly

yellowish green and has the concoidal fracture and
anomolous interference colors under crossed nichols

(Mimer, 1962).

Apatite resembles quartz but has a higher

relief and imperfect cleavage.

Zircon is commonly

subrounded to euhedral, colorless, short stubby crystals
with its characteristic bipyramid terminations.

Pink

garnet is recognized by being isotropic and having high
relief.

Tourmaline forms elongate pleochroic green

crystals with parallel extinction.

Hornblende has

extinction angles of 12° to 30°, has well defined
cleavage, and is pleochroic.
and light green in color.

Augite is usually subangular

Hematite is an alteration

product after magnetite and pyrite is a secondary mineral
associated with carbonaceous debris.

Typical heavy mineral assemblage from micaceous
arkosic sandstone of the Sunset Highway member (crossed
nichols).
Note the presence of epidote (E) , zircon (Z)
and green hornblende (H). Sample 19, sec. 11, T4N R7W.
Fig. 33.
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Provenance

Petrographic, heavy mineralogy, and field studies of
the Sunset Highway member indicate a change in provenance
from a dominant basaltic andesite source for the Roy Creek
member to a mixed granitic-metamorphic-basaltic provenance
for the Sunset Highway member.

Monocrystalline unstrained

quartz, oligoclase, potassium feldspar and microcline, and
coarse-grained flakes of biotite and muscovite indicate
granitic source rocks.

Granite, granodiorite, and/or

porphritic andesite are a source for green hornblende.
Some porphritic basalt, such as the Tillamook Volcanics,
contain abundant pyroxenes.

The presence of strained

quartz (undulatory extinction), abundant biotite and
muscovite, and rare schistose rock fragments indicate high
rank metamorphic source rocks.

Common heavy minerals of

moderate to high grades of metamorphism and acid igneous
plutonic rocks include epidote, brown tourmaline,
almandine garnet, rutile, and zircon.

The mineralogy can also be related to their relative

hardness and resistance to destruction by the processes of
chemical weathering and abrasion during transport (i.e.
compositional maturity) (Dickinson, 1982).

Common

chemically stable and abrasionally resistant minerals in
sediments include quartz, muscovite, and potassium
feldspar.

Calcium-rich plagioclase feldspars (eg.
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labradorite) decompose more quickly than those plagioclase
richer in alkalies (albite and oligoclase).

Ferro-

magnesiom minerals such as pyroxenes and hornblende tend
to be easily altered or destroyed by weathering.

Other

resistant heavy minerals such as tourmaline, epidote,
zircon, rutile, and garnet survive considerable chemical
alteration and comminution by abrasional processes.

The

presence of chemically unstable augite, volcanic rock
fragments with pilotaxitic flow textures, and plagioclase
feldspar (labradorite) in the Sunset Highway arkosic
sandstones, basaltic sandstones and debris flows indicate
a nearby Tillamook Volcanic source where there was minimal
transport or extensive chemical alteration by weathering
in the high relief source area.

The abundance of more

chemically stable minerals such as quartz, micas,
tourmaline, and garnet in the Sunset Highway sandstones
indicates long transport distances from acid plutonic and
metamorphic source areas.

Van Atta (1971) suggested the Jurassic to Cretaceous
Idaho (Bitterroot and Pioneer dome) and Wallowa batholiths
as a potential source area for the abundant acid plutonic

heavy mineral and framework mineral assemblage of the
arkosic sandstones.

Possible sources for the high rank

metamorphic heavy mineral assemblage include the

pre-Tertiary phyllites and gneisses of central and
northeastern Oregon, the gneissic complexes of the
Okanogan highlands in north-central Washington, and the
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north-central Cascades of northwestern Washington
(Mumford, 1988).

The rounded quartz overgrowths may be

derived from Pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary
quartzites of Montana and Idaho.

The sediments were

possibly transported down an ancestral Columbia River
prior to development of the Cascade Range which determines
the present course of the river.

They were then deposited

in a wave-dominated shallow marine environment (Van Atta,
1971)

Another potential metamorphic-plutonic source area is
the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains of southwestern Oregon and
northern California.

Sediment dispersal patterns along

the Oregon coast show a northward wave and current
transport of several 100 km of Kiamath Mountain-derived
sand on the Oregon outer shelf (Kuim and Scheidegger,
1979).

Characteristic heavy minerals from this provenance

include blue green hornblende, actinolite-tremolite, and
epidote.

Glaucophane is a diagnostically important

mineral because it is found mainly in rivers draining the
Kiamath Mountains.

Minor glaucophane schist also occurs

in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon (Oles and Enlows,
1971).

The absence of glaucophane in the arkosic

sandstones of the Sunset Highway member indicates that
this was not a major source area.

Basaltic sandstone and conglomerate interbeds and
debris flow deposits represent a local basaltic source
area similar to that for the Roy Creek member.
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Microphyric basaltic fragments with pilotaxitic flow
structures and abundant opaques in the groundmass are
identical to the subaerial basaltic andesite flows of the
underlying Tillamook Volcanics.

The coarse size of the

basaltic clasts, the presence of hyaloclastic scoria
fragments, and the poor sorting suggest rugged emergent

volcanic highlands with rapid erosion and deposition with
little or no reworking.

Modal analyses of the Sunset Highway member were
plotted on QFL and QmFLt ternary diagrams of Dickinson and
Suczek (1979) to help determine plate tectonic provenances
(fig. 34).

Quartzo-feldspathic sands are derived from

highly stream-dissected volcanic arc segments where major
uplift and erosion have produced extensive exposures of
granitic batholiths and surrounding metamorphic basement
rocks (like the Sierra Nevada batholith is today).

Volcanic lithic fragments are derived from undissected arc
segments where there is still extensive volcanic cover
(like the high Cascades of western Oregon and Washington).

The arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway member plot
in the basement uplift and dissected arc fields near the

boundary with the recycled orogenic field on the QFL
diagram.

Sandstone compositions are less volcanic-rich

than sandstones of the Roy Creek member.

They also

contain a larger percentage of quartz, feldspar, and
micas.

This reflects a change in provenance from a

dominant Tillamook Volcanic source area (undissected
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volcanic forearc provenance) to a predominantly acid
plutonic-metamorphic source area (dissected arc such as
the Idaho batholith).

This diagram does not however

illustrate the fact that the Sunset Highway sands were
derived from two distinct source areas, not one volcanic
arc in an advanced stage of erosion and exposure of
basement rocks.

Contact Relations

The contact with the underlying basaltic sandstone and
conglomerate of the Roy Creek member is conformable and
gradational with a distinct change in sandstone
composition from a dominantly dark olive green basaltic
component to an overwhelmingly clean, yellowish brown
micaceous arkosic component.

The upper contact of this

unit is difficult to define due to a gradual decrease in
the sand-silt ratio with the overlying Hamlet mudstone and
turbidite sandstone (Sweet Home Creek member of Rarey,
1986).

The upper contact is not exposed in the type

section due to faulting (fig. 16).

Along Music Road (sec.

27, T4N R6W) the exposed contact is interpreted to be

conformable and gradational over several meters into very
fine-grained thinly bedded micaceous arkosic siltstones
and silty mudstones of the Sweet Home Creek member of
Rarey (1986).

Best estimates indicate that the unit

ranges in thickness from 50 m to 75 rn in the Quintana
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"Watzek" 30-1 well (Olbjnskj, 1983).

The unit can be

distinguished from the overlying Cowlitz Formation (Clark
and Wilson sandstone) by its greater induration, greater
number of basaltic sandstone and pebbly basaltic breccia
interbeds, lack of abundant cross-bedding, more abundant
trace fossils, bioturbation and molluscan fossils, and by
its stratigraphic position above the Roy Creek basaltic
sandstone and Tillamook basalts and below the upper Eocene
Hamlet mudstone.

Depositional Environment

Lithology, texture, sedimentary structures, and trace
and molluscan fossils in the Sunset Highway member suggest
a high energy, storm-dominated, inner to middle shelf
depositional environment.

Longshore tractive currents and

waves brought in arkosic sand adjacent to rocky basaltic
Tillamook headlands.

The unit is largely composed of

moderately well sorted, very fine- to medium-grained
micaceous arkosic sandstones, poorly sorted basaltic
gritty sandstone, debris flow boulder-cobble breccias, and
thin sandy siltstone interbeds.

This grades upward to

thicker, bioturbated to ripple laminated siltstones
reflecting an overall transgression.

Sandstone strat-

ification in the lower part of the unit is predominantly

parallel to slightly inclined laminations reminiscent of
storm-generated hummocky to swaley cross-stratification
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(Bourgeois and Dott, 1982).

Low-angle (10-20

)

hummocky

or swaley cross-laminations are truncated as the overlying
parallel laminated sand is deposited under lower energy
(eg. sheet-like) flow conditions.

Individual arkosic

sandstone beds are laterally extensive.

These arkosic

sandstone beds are interstratjfjed with subordinate thin,

bioturbated sandy siltstones which may represent fair
weather conditions (Bourgeois and Dott, 1982).

Articulated valves of shallow marine pelecypods and
gastropods collected in the bioturbated arkosic sandstone
inhabited water depths of intertidal to 50 meters water
depth (Moore, 1983, personal communication).

Some are

disarticulated in the laminated arkosic sandstone
suggesting reworking by waves.

Large storm-generated waves are thought to lower the
fair weather wave base and generate suspension clouds of
beach and shoreface sediments.

Some sands may be carried

by return flowing storm and ebb tidal currents from the
shoreface onto the shelf and settle out of suspension
below fair weather wave base (Harms et al., 1982; Reading,
1978)

(fig. 35).

The high degree of sorting and parallel

laminations in the Sunset Highway sandstones is inferred

to be a product of deposition out of suspension and
traction under conditions of intense bottom shear during
storm processes (Kumar and Sanders, 1976).

This occurs

within the transition from the upper flow regime to lower
flow regime (Reineck and Singh, 1980).

When bottom shear
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decreases, low-angle trough cross-lamination, interpreted
as hummocky and swaley cross-stratification forms.

This

sedimentary structure generally forms between middle shelf

and nearshore facies in water depths up to 80 meters (Dott
and Bourgeois, 1982).

The gradational upper Contact of

sandstone to bioturbated siltstone represents deposition

during periods of fair weather low energy conditions in
the outer shoreface and transition zone.

Subvertical to vertical escape burrows of Teichichnus
and Thalassjnojdes in the laminated arkosic sandstones

reflect fluctuating energy conditions associated with
storm and wave action and times of fairweather deposition
(Chamberlain, 1978).

Infauna in some Sunset Highway

sandstones apparently burrowed through overlying storm
wave sand deposits and completely homogenized fair-weather
deposits of the overlying bioturbated siltstones.

High

density of horizontal burrows in some arkosic sandstones

and bioturbated siltstones indicates lower energy middle
to outer shelf environments (eg. below wave base).

Bedding and lamination occur in modern inner shelf sands
due to constant reworking by waves whereas middle to outer
shelf sands are extensively homogenized by bioturbation
due to generally lower energy conditions (Kulm et al.,
1975).

Carbonaceous plant debris (twigs and leaves) was

carried as plumes of fresh water over less bouyant salt
water onto the shelf from the shoreface and from river
mouths by ebb tidal currents and as return water buildup
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caused by storms.

Water logged carbonaceous plant debris

and micas slowly settled out of suspension and were
concentrated on bedding planes by wave action.
Jackson (1983) reported similar sheet-like arkosic
sandstones in his Cowlitz Formation heterolithic lithofacies (a lateral facies of the Sunset Highway member) in
Columbia County.

The laminated to hummocky bedded arkosic

sandstones alternate with bioturbated thin siltstones.

Basal contacts of the sandstone beds with the underlying
bioturbated siltstones are sharp and erosional and contain
concentrations of broken molluscan shells formed by storm
wave action.

They also have parallel to low angle trough

hummocky or swaley cross-lamination which is, in places,

completely destroyed by extensive bioturbation and escape
traces.

The thick interbeds and lenses of poorly sorted,

pebbly, coarse-grained, locally cross-bedded basaltic
sandstone and subangular to subrounded pebble-boulder
conglomerates are interpreted to have been reworked from
adjacent shoref ace deposits of the Roy Creek member
(Rarey, 1986).

They may have been directly eroded from

local basaltic headlands and/or sea stacks of the
Tillamook Volcanics.

These basaltic sands and gravels

were rapidly transported by returning storm surge ebb
currents from nearshore basaltic sand deposits and from
around basaltic headlands and redeposited in inner to
middle shelf environments temporarily interrupting the
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normal shelf sedimentation of fine-grained micaceous
arkosic sands.

The matrix-supported, poorly sorted basaltic breccias
in the upper part of the Sunset Highway member are
interpreted to be local debris flow deposits.

Clasts of

Tillamook basalt are angular to subrounded pebbles to
boulders that were carried in suspension by highly
concentrated fluidized masses (Reading, 1978).

The

gravity-driven debris flows may have followed submarine
channels cut into shelf sands after forming submarine and
subaerial landslides around sea stacks.

Nelson (1985),

Olbinski (1983) and this study noted that debris flows

containing porphritic basaltic andesite and aphyric basalt
and andesite clasts are concentrated on and around
Tillamook Volcanic lavas of similar composition that form
Green Mountain (sec. 35, T5N R6W) suggesting it as the
probable source area.

The Sunset Highway sequence is similar to the storm
sequences off the modern Oregon coast described by Kumar
and Sanders (1976).

They described a basal lag of pebbles

or coarse shell debris followed by plane-parallel
laminated sand of variable thickness.

This had a

fair-weather capping of burrow mottled sediment when
seaward of fair weather wave base.

The lack of a well

defined basal lag for each storm deposit could be related
to the type of sediment source material.

The fair-weather

deposit was usually reworked by the next storm and
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redeposited as laminated sand forming thicker deposits of
amalgamated laminated sandstones.
Aigner and Reineck (1982) describe ternpestites (storm
sands) from the North Sea Helgoland Bight.

The Sunset

Highway member is similar to proximal storm sands they
described.

Both units locally contain basal contacts of

proximal storm sands which are erosional, scoured, and
paved with shells.

Internally both sandstones consist of

parallel to slightly inclined laminated sands.

Most

proximal laminated beds are overlain by a thin bioturbated
mud or silt which was deposited during the waning phase of
storms.

Age and Correlation

The Sunset Highway member is late middle Eocene to
late Eocene (late Narizian) in age (Mumford, 1988).

Molluscan fossils identified by Dr. Ellen Moore of the
U.S. Geological Survey (1983, personal communication)
(pelecypods, Pitar californaiana Conrad, Brachdontes

cowlitzensis Weaver and Palmer, gastropod, Calyptraea
diegoana Conrad) were not age diagnostic but are typical
of the upper Eocene Cowlitz Formation.

Molluscan fossils

collected from the unit in adjacent areas (eg. Rock Creek
in Columbia County) support a late Narizian age (Warren et
al., 1945; Deacon, 1953).

Mudstones of the overlying Sweet Home Creek member of
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the Hamlet formation contain foraminiferal assemblages
assigned to the middle to late Narizian stage (late
Eocene) by Weldon Rau (1984, personal communication).
This restricts the age of the Sunset Highway member to a
late Eocene age.

The Sunset Highway member has been previously mapped
as the lower arkosic sandstone unit (heterolithic
lithofacies) of Jackson (1983) and as unit TC2 Nelson
(1985) and Olbinski (1983) of the Cowlitz Formation
(Warren and Norbisrath, 1946).

Regionally the Sunset

Highway member is correlative to portions of the middle
upper Eocene Nestucca, Coaledo, and Skookumchuck
formations in western Oregon and southwestern Washington
(Armentrout et al., 1983).
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SWEET HOME CREEK MEMBER

Nomenclature and Distribution

The Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet formation

was informally named by Rarey (1986) for a 100 to 400 m
thick mudstone-dominated unit (fig. 14).

The proposed

type section is located along Sweet Home Creek in southwest Clatsop County (sec. 20 and 29, T4N R8W).

This unit

was previously mapped as undifferentiated upper Eocene to
Oligocene sedimentary rocks by Wells and Peck (1961), and
as the Cowlitz Formation in southeastern Clatsop, western
Columbia, and northwestern Tillamook counties (Nelson,
1985; Olbinski, 1983; Jackson, 1983; Wells et. al, 1983).

This unit correlates with the Yamhill Formation in the
subsurface in northwest Oregon (Bruer et al., 1984).

Niem

and Niem (1985) show the distribution of the Hamlet

formation which includes the Sweet Home Creek member on
their compilation map of the Astoria Basin in northwestern
Oregon.

The best exposures of the Sweet Home Creek member in
the Rock Creek-Green Mountain area occur along Music Road
(sec. 27, T4N R6W) and along U.S. Highway 26 atop the
Coast Range summit (sec. 24, T4N R7W) (Plate 1).

The Sweet

Home Creek mudstones gradationally overlie the arkosic
sandstones of the Sunset Highway member.

Other exposures

can be found in the stream beds of the North Fork of Wolf
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Creek (sec. 35, T4N R6W) and Ginger Creek (sec. 1, T4N
R6W).

To the west of the thesis area the Sweet Home Creek

member overlies fine-grained basaltic sandstones and
siltstones of the Roy Creek member (Rarey, 1986; Niem and
Niem, 1985).

Due to its low resistance to erosion, the

mudstones typically form broad valleys with few exposures.

Lithology

Along Music Road over 120 meters of micaceous and
carbonaceous mudstone are exposed (figs. 36 and 37) (Plate
1).

The outcrop is located between irregular basaltic

intrusions of the upper Eocene Cole Mountain basalt.

The

lower 60 meters consists of structureless to thinly
laminated micro-micaceous and carbonaceous silty mudstones

with scattered, thin beds of fine-grained, graded arkosic
sandstone (fig. 38).

Coarse flakes of mica and

carbonaceous plant debris are concentrated along bedding
planes of the well laminated sandstone.

The mudstones

become more tuffaceous and less micaceous higher in the
section.

Finely disseminated carbonaceous plant debris is

still present.

The mudstones vary in color from dark gray

(N3) (fresh) to yellowish brown (1OYR6/6) flakes
(weathered).

Spheroidal calcareous concretions (2 to 4 cm

in diameter) occur throughout the unit.

The mudstones

contain arenaceous Foraminifera Cyclamina pacifica and
Bathysiphon eocenicus (fig. 37).
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Fig. 37.
Music Road measured section of the Sweet Home
Creek member of the Hamlet formation, sec. 27, T4N R6W.
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Thin laminated silty mudstone with thin parallel
laminated, fine-grained, micaceous arkosic sandstone
interbeds.
Mudstone weathers into friable chips and
flakes.
Music Road measured section, sec. 27, T4N R6W.
Fig. 38.
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Trace fossils, Chondrites and Helminthoida (Appendix
III) were identified by Dr. C. Kent Chamberlain of
University of Wisconsin (1983, personal communication).
These horizontal grazing traces and subhorizontal dwelling
structures typically dominate outer shelf to slope
siltstone and mudstone, although their habitats can range
from shelf to abyssal water depths (Chamberlain, 1983,
written communication).

Helmjnthoida burrows are thin,

hook-shaped or spiral, mud-filled grazing traces that are
distinguished by a dark gray color due to a higher
percentage of organic fecal debris than surrounding light
gray mudstone.

These trace fossils reflect low energy and

slow hemipelagic mud sedimentation allowing extensive
bioturbation by infauna.

Similar homogenized bioturbated

muds have been recovered on the outer Oregon continental
shelf and slope (Kulm and Scheidegger, 1979).
The thin, even-bedded micaceous arkosic sandstones,

which mainly occur within the lower part of the Sweet Home
Creek member, are 10 to 20 cm thick.

They contain sharp

basal contacts and gradational upper contacts with the
overlying mudstone which reflects storm wave-generated
transport and deposition.

Some sandstone beds appear

lensoida]. and are discontinuous over distances of 5 to 10
meters.

Sand grains are poorly to moderately sorted and

subangular to subrounded.
detrital clay matrix.

Sandstones contain abundant

Bedding is structureless or

parallel laminated to micro cross-laminated.

Scattered
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vertical burrows (escape traces) are well preserved and
bioturbation completely disrupts sandstone bedding in
places.

Rare gastropod and broken pelecypod shell

fragments, identified by Ellen Moore (1983, written
communication) as Calyptraea sp and Brachydontes
cowljtzensis (Weaver and Palmer), were recovered in the
arkosic sandstones.

Similar shallow marine faunas were

collected from the underlying arkosic sandstones of the
Sunset Highway member.

Their habitat ranges from

intertidal to 50 meters water depth (Ellen Moore, 1983,
written communication).

These disarticulated fauna were

apparently transported with the sand by storm-generated
currents from the shelf environment (eg. Sunset Highway
member) and redeposited as graded beds in deeper marine
mud environment below storm wave base.

No basaltic

sandstone interbeds were observed within this member in
the thesis area.

Overlying a 60 m thick mudstone unit is an approximately 25 meter-thick turbidite unit of the Sweet Home
Creek member (fig. 37).

This unit is best exposed in the

thesis area in roadcuts along Music Road (sec. 27, T4N
R6W) and along the North Fork of Wolf Creek Road (sec. 35,
T4N R6W).

Mumford (1988) measured a 6 meter section

exposed along U.S. Highway 26 (sec. 3, T4N R7W).

The

measured section along Music Road consists of rhythmically
interbedded, finely laminated, grayish black mudstones and
fine-grained micaceous and carbonaceous arkosic sandstones
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(fig. 39).

The basal contacts of the sandstones are sharp

and erosional.

Load casts and scour marks are present on

the base of some arkosic sandstones.

Water saturated muds

were apparently squeezed upward into the overlying
density-driven sandstones locally forming flame
structures.

The sandstones exhibit a sequence of internal

sedimentary structures ranging from plane parallel
laminations to overlying micro-cross laminations which
are, inturn, overlain by plane parallel lamination that
grades into the overlying silty mudstone.

This sequence

represents the B, C, and D divisions of turbidite
sandstone described by Bouma (1962).

Abundant mica and

carbonaceous plant debris are concentrated along bedding
planes.

The sandstone interbeds become thinner and less

abundant upsection and mudstone predominates higher in the
section.

Sandstone interbeds range from 1 to 20 cm thick

alternating with mudstone ranging from 3 to 30 cm thick
(fig. 37).

Although the sandstones appear to be locally

even bedded over a distance of a few meters, they are
lensoidal and discontinuous when traced over tens of
meters of exposure.

Petrography

The mudrocks are primarily composed of clay minerals.
Silt- and sand-size quartz, feldspar, and mica grains
increase in abundance above thin sandstone interbeds, but

Fig. 39.
Rhythmically interbedded carbonaceous and
micro-mjcaceous, fine-grained, arkosic sandstone and dark
gray carbonaceous mudstone. Arkosic sandstones are
parallel to micro cross-laminated with sharp basal
contacts (Bouma B, C, D sequence). Music Road measured
section sec. 27, T4N R6W.
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form less than 10% of the mudstones.

Because of the fine

grain size, relative mineral abundances were difficult to
estimate.

Scanning electron microscopy reveals that the

clay minerals consist of extremely finely crystalline
flakes and thin coatings on silt-size grains (fig. 40).
They have smooth irregular boundaries and are commonly
deformed between silt-size framework grains of quartz and
feldspar.

The clay minerals fill intergranular pore

spaces and partially to completely replace or coat
silt-size grains of mica and feldspar.

Semi-quantitative

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) illustrates the

clays consist predominantly of Si, Al, Fe, and lesser
amounts of Ca, K, Mg, and Ti.

The high iron content and

flakey clay morphology suggest that the clay mineral is
nontronite, a member of the smectite group.
Mumford (1988) determined from X-ray. diffraction

analysis of the clay-size fraction of the Sweet Home Creek
mudstone that the clay mineral assemblage consists

predominantly of expandable smectite and lesser amounts of
kaolinite and illite.

Smectites commonly fortn during

weathering of poorly drained soils developed on volcanic
bedrock in tropical and humid temperate climates
(Glasmann, 1982).

Kaolinite can develop during intense

weathering of basaltic to silicic volcanic terrains in
tropical and humid temperate climates.

Intense.weathering

of emergent upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics or Clarno

Volcanics in eastern Oregon could be in part the source
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Fig. 40.
Scanning electron photograph of smooth,
microcrystalline, thin-layered smectite clay coatings on
silt-sized grains of quartz and feldspar.
Note pyrite
cube.
Bar scale is 10 microns.
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for some of the smectite and kaolinite clay minerals.
Carbonized plant leaves identified also indicate a humid,
subtropical climate (Jackson, 1983).

Illite is thought to

be a detrital fine-grained mica derived from an acid
plutonic source area.

This supports an extrabasinal

source area from which fine mica flakes were transported
into a bathyal depositional basin.

Four thin sections of the Sweet Home Creek member
were examined petrographically.

Silt-size framework

minerals are petrographically similar to those of the
micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway member.

They consist of angular to subangular grains of monocrystalline quartz, albite-twinned plagioclase feldspar,

biotite, muscovite, opaque iron oxides, pyrite cubes, and
rare volcanic rock fragments (fig. 41).

Rare rock

fragments are similar texturally (eg. pilotaxitic flow
texture) and mineralogically to the Tillamook basaltic
rock fragments of the Roy Creek member.

Framework grains

are partially surrounded and replaced by sparry calcite
cement.

Many of the silt-size feldspars and micas have

been replaced by clay minerals.

Carbonaceous material

occurs in thin layers or lenses parallel to lamination.

Heavy minerals examined from the coarse silt and fine sand
fraction (3

to 4) include augite, biotite, muscovite,

epidote, zircon, and magnetite.

The mineralogy suggests

an extrabasinal granitic and high-rank metamorphic source
area via a Columbia River drainage system with minor
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Photomicrograph of angular to subrounded quartz,
feldspar, deformed biotite flakes, and dissemenated
Cyclamina
carbonaceous material (crossed nichols).
pacifica foraminifera are also present. Music Road
measured section, sec. 27, T4N R6W.
Fig. 41.
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mixing of locally intrabasinal volcanic detritus, mainly
derived from the Tillamook Volcanics.

Depositional Environment

Interpretation of the Sweet Home Creek depositional
environment is based on lithology, sedimentary structures,
and environmentally diagnostic foraminiferal assemblages.
The member consists predominantly of micaceous silty
mudstones.

Bedding is structureless to thinly laminated.

This is overlain by a thin sequence of interbedded
fine-grained turbidite sandstones and mudstones.

The

thick lower sequence of siltstones is lithologically
similar to the middle to upper slope deposits off the
present Oregon coast (Kuim and Scheidegger, 1979).

Modern

Oregon upper slope muds have variable textures and range
from clayey silts to silty clays and generally contain
less than 5% sand.
sedimentation.

They are deposited by slow hemipelagic

The mud facies may attain thicknesses of

more than 100 m (similar to the Sweet Home Creek
thickness) in continental slope basins.

The region off

the Oregon coast consists of steep escarpments and small
equidimensional hills and basins (Kulm and Scheidegger,
1979).

Muds ponded in basins behind the ridges or hills

eventually forming flat benches.

Some sand/silt layers

are interbedded with the muds.

The scattered, thinly laminated, graded fine-grained
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arkosic sandstones are compositionally similar to those
thick shelf sandstones of the Sunset Highway member and

may be a deeper, lateral equivalent facies of the shallow
marine Sunset Highway sandstone (Mumford, 1988).

They are

interpreted as storm-wave generated turbidity deposits.
Transport into outer shelf to upper slope environments was

due to backflowing gradient bottom currents generated
after storm wave build-up on the shelf.

The sediments

settled out of turbidity suspension clouds and were
deposited in slope basins below storm wave base.

Aigner

and Reineck (1982) interpreted similar laminated fine
sand/silt layers on the shelf as distal tempestites (storm
deposits). Turbidite-like features include sharp and
erosional basal contacts, parallel lamination, and
gradational upper surfaces.
rare.

Ripple cross-lamination is

The sands may contain small mud rip-ups plucked

from the cohesive underlying mud layers by the density
current.

The sand layers typically are gradationally

overlain by a mud blanket of unbioturbated mud.

Foraminifera collected from the unit indicate an
outer neritic to middle bathyal (150m to 1500m) depositional environment (Rau, 1983, written communication)
(Appendix II).

McDougall's bathymetric interpretations

indicate that the deepest fauna (upper middle bathyal)
occur in the middle part of the type Sweet Home Creek
member with shallower faunas at the base (upper bathyal)
and top (outer neritic to upper bathyal) (Rarey, 1986).
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The overlying sequence of alternating mudstones and
sandstones is also interpreted as turbidity current
deposits representing B, C, D divisions (Bouma, 1962;
Walker, 1984).

The turbidite is of limited lateral extent

and volume in the Sweet Home Creek member (eg. no fining
upward sequences typical of submarine fans were observed
(Walker, 1984).

Submarine canyon deposits contain the

majority of the sand and silt turbidites off the present
Oregon coast (Kulm and Scheidegger, 1979).

Todays high

stand of sea level prevents turbidites from flowing down
most portions of the slope.

As a result, hemipelagic

muds, from dilute suspension clouds or offshore from major
rivers such as the Columbia River, are mainly deposited on
the slope.

Winter storms may cause a temperary lowering

of wave base and an increase in the amount of coarse
sediment and niacrofossils transported by turbidity
currents or gravity-driven interf lows into lower energy
slope environments.

These gravity-driven currents were

confined into the slope basins by volcanic edifices or
fault blocks which prevented the spread over large areas
of the slope.

The lithology and sedimentary structures

(e.g. hummocky cross-stratification) of the adjacent

shallow marine facies of the underlying Sunset Highway
member supports an adjacent storm-dominated depositional
environment (Dott and Bourgeouis, 1982).

Further to the

west in the type area of the Sweet Home Creek member
(Rarey, 1986) in deeper water slope environments
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widespread hemipelagic mud sedimentation continued to
occur out of the range of locally-contained fine-grained
continental-derived turbidite sands.

Contact Relations

The lower contact of the Sweet Home Creek member is
conformable and gradational with the underlying Sunset
Highway member (SE 1/4 sec. 27, T4N R6W).

Arkosic

sandstones within the lower Sweet Home Creek member are

similar petrographically and contain the same molluscan
fossils to those found in the Sunset Highway member.

There is no significant change in bedding attitude (Plate
I) or age between the two units suggesting a conformable
contact.

The late Eocene transgression thus resulted in

deeper water sedimentation of dominantly silty mudstones

overlying the shallow marine arkosic sandstones of the
Sunset Highway member (fig. 14).

The upper contact is rarely exposed due to faulting
(sec. 23, T4N R7W), or basalt intrusives (sec. 33, T4N
R6W).

Along the McGregor Road (sec. 13, T4N R6W) the

contact appears to be gradational and conformable with the
overlying cross-bedded shelf arkosic sandstone of the
Cowlitz Formation.

The transitional interval within the

lower part of the Cowlitz Formation begins with an

increase in the percentage of thick arkosic sandstones to
mudstones and the appearance of large scale trough
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cross-bedding indicative of shallow water deposition.

The

Cowlitz Formation appears to have similar strikes and dips

with the Sweet Home Creek member and there does not appear
to be any difference in age (both are late Narizian).

Age and Correlation

Foraminifera collected from the micaceous Sweet Home

Creek mudstones were identified by Kristin McDougall of
the U.S Geological Survey and Weldon Rau, private
consultant (Appendix II).

Arenaceous foraminifera

Cyclamina pacifica and Bathysiphon eocenicus were very
common (McDougall, 1983, written communication).
Characteristic calcareous foraminif era in fresh samples

include Eggrella subconica

Dentalina consobrina

Lenticulina sp., Uvigerina garzaensis
Plectofrondicularia parkardi
pupoides

Guroidina soldanii

and Praeglobobulimina

Unfortunately most of these benthic species are

long ranging and live in a variety water depths.

Weldon

Rau interpreted an assemblage collected along Rock Creek
(sec. 19, T4N R6W) to be late Narizian in age.

Foraminifera collected from areas west of the thesis area
confirm the late Narizian age of the Sweet Home Creek
member (Mumford, 1988; Rarey, 1986).

These assemblages

were deposited at middle to upper bathyal (500m) or
greater water depths (McDougall, 1983, written
communication).
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Nine diatom samples were sent to John Barron of the
U.S. Geological Survey.

These samples contained fragments

of marine centric diatoms, either Coscinodiscus sp. or
Stephanopyxis sp.

(John Barron, 1983, written

communication) (Appendix II).

These siliceous

microfossils were not diagnostic of age or depositional
environment.

Coccoliths collected in the Sweet Home Creek
mudstones were sent to Dave Bukry of the U. S. Geological
Survey.

He identified coccoliths, Reticulofenestra

umbilica Levin, Lanternithus minutus Stradner, and Pemma
stradner Chang (Appendix II).

These microfossils

represent late middle Eocene to early late Eocene age
(Bukry, 1983, written communication).

This agrees with

calcareous nannofossils collected by Rarey (1986) in the
type Sweet Home Creek member which were assigned to
subzone CP-14a and CP14b, correlative to the middle to
late Narizian foraminifera stage (Armentrout, 1981).

The Sweet Home Creek member can be correlated to
portions of the Nestucca Formation of the central Oregon
Coast Range (Snavely et. al, 1980), the upper part of the
Cowlitz Formation in northwestern Oregon (Bruer et al.,
1984), and the Coaledo Formation of the southern Oregon
Coast Range (Baldwin, 1981).
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DIAGENESIS

Diagenetic alteration of "fresh" samples of fine- to
coarse-grained basaltic sandstone of the Roy Creek member
and micaceous arkosic sandstone of the Sunset Highway
member was studied using both the petrographic microscope
and the scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Qualitative

chemical analysis of selected framework grains was done on
the SEM using energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).

Fresh samples were obtained from stream beds and newly
exposed road cuts.

Deep surficial weathering in most

other outcrops of the sandstones resulted in oxidation of
pore-filling clays and iron-bearing framework minerals and
rock fragments to secondary iron oxides of hematite,

geothite, and limonite, and destruction of diagenetic
features.

The coarse-grained basaltic sandstones of the Roy
Creek member contain angular to subrounded basaltic rock
fragments, plagioclase feldspar, augite, and opaque
minerals.

They are poorly to moderately sorted.

Calcite,

chlorite, and iron oxide-stained smectitic clays cement
the sandstones.

SEM analysis illustrates the "dirty" well

cemented character of the basaltic sandstones (fig. 42).

Framework minerals are surrounded by clay rim cement which
has infilled most primary intergranular porosity.

In

contrast the arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway
member are relatively "clean" and porous (fig. 43).

Note
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Fig. 42.
Scanning electron photograph of poorly sorted,
coarse-grained basaltic sandstone of the Roy Creek member.
The rock consists of angular to subrounded basaltic rock
fragments and altered plagioclase grains that are coated

by thick, pore-filling clay cement which has filled most
intergranular porosity.
Bar scale is 100 microns. Sample
80, sec. 20, T4N R6W.
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Fig. 43.
Scanning electron photograph of moderately
sorted, micaceous arkosic sandstone of the Sunset Highway
member.
The rock consists of subrounded quartz, altered
plagioclase, muscovite, bjotjte, and heavy minerals. Note
the presence of primary intergranular porosity and open
pore throats. Bar scale is 100 microns. Sample 19, sec.
11, T4N R7W.
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the lack of well developed thick clay rim cement on the
subrounded quartz and feldspar grains; some primary
intergranular porosity is present and pore throats remain
open.

Most of the diagenetic features observed in thin

sections of the Hamlet formation are similar to those
described by Galloway (1974) and Burns and Ethridge (1977)
from the Paleocene to Eocene Umpqua Group lithic to
arkosic sandstones of southwest Oregon.

They recognized

that diagenetic features in these sandstones that resulted
in extensive porosity reduction can be divided into three
categories:

early authigenic cements, early compaction

features, and late stage replacement features.
Clay coats and clay rims are present on most of the
detrital grains in both the Roy Creek and Sunset Highway
sandstones.

Mineral paragenetic relationships observed in

thin section suggest that the development of clay coats
preceeded precipitation of calcite cement and occurred
before significant compaction.

Clay coats parallel grain

surfaces and locally bridge intergranular pore spaces.
SEM analysis shows that the clays have a flakey or
honeycomb morphology (fig. 42) similar to intergranular
authigenic smectite described by Welton (1984).

Thicker

clay pore-fillings observed in thin section commonly
consist of radiating flakes of chlorite oriented
perpendicular to the surface of the detrital grain (fig.
45).

In many samples the radiating chlorite flakes are

separated from the detrital grain by a thin clay coat of
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Scanning electron photograph of pore-filling
clay cement in basaltic sandstone of the Roy Creek member.
Honeycomb morphology is characteristic of authigenic
smectite (Welton, 1984).
EDX pattern of the clay shows
strong Si, Al, and Fe peaks indicative of nontonite. Bar
scale is 10 microns. Sample 08, sec. 11, T4N R7W.
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Fig. 45.
Photomicrograph of radiating chioritic
pore-filling cement between basaltic rock fragments in
coarse-grained basaltic sandstone of the Roy Creek member
(crossed nichols).
Sample 07, sec. 11, T4N R7W.
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smectite.

The lack of adequate interconnected pore space

for fluid flow due to large amounts of earlier formed
authigenic smectitic clays may have inhibited growth of
radiating chlorite crystals in some samples.

The outer

surface of clay coating is commonly stained by yellow

brown to dark brown iron oxide cement observed in thin
section.

Galloway's (1974) study of similar Eocene

forearc lithic sandstones shows that earlier clay rims and
clay coats form at shallow to intermediate depths of
burial (300 to 1300m).

Burns and Ethridge (1979) reported

similar early stage authigenic clay coats on volcani-

clastic sand grains formed at depths of a few meters below
the water-sediment interface soon after burial.

Authigenic pore-filling cements in forearc lithic and
arkosjc sandstones include calcite, phyllosilicates, iron
oxide, silicates, and zeolites (Galloway, 1974).

Local

sparry calcite pore-filling cement typically forms early
in the diagenetic history of these types of sandstones
soon after the development of thin clay coatings on the
surface of sand grains.

Calcite cement was observed only

in coarse-grained basaltic sandstones of the Roy Creek
member.

The cement forms well developed large clear

crystals which may partially to completely occlude the
remaining intergranular pore space.

Galloway (1974)

suggested that the local distribution of calcite-cemented
forearc sandstones is related to shallow marine
fossiliferous horizons.

Similarly, the locally tightly
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calcite-cemented Roy Creek sandstones are those with
abundant coarse-grained Tillamook volcanic rock fragments
and broken shallow marine molluscan shells.

This

relationship suggests that the calcium carbonate is
derived from dissolution by pore waters of more soluble
aragonite that forms the molluscan shells and/or the
alteration of the Ca-plagioclase-rich basalt.

The calcium

and carbonate ions are reprecipitated as less soluble,
coarse calcite crystals in adjacent intergranular pores.
Authigenic zeolites occur in

intergranular

pores in a

few of the coarse-grained Roy Creek basaltic sandstones.
In SEM photomicrograph (Mumford, 1988) these zeolites have
the characteristic coffin-shaped tabular crystals of
clinoptilolite-heulandite.

Clinoptilolite commonly forms

from devitrification of silicic volcanic glass (Hay,
1966).

Galloway (1979) suggested the development of

pore-filling zeolites in Pacific Northwest forearc
volcanic sandstones reflects a relatively advanced stage
of diagenesis that occured after precipitation of clay
rims and local calcite cement at intermediate depths of
burial (1000 to 3000 m)

Mechanical crushing of some ductile framework grains
(eg. micas and altered volcanic fragments) and framework
grain packing and reorientation due to compaction by the

weight of the overlying strata occurs throughout the
development of diagenetic cements of the Hamlet
sandstones.

It appears most responsible for loss of
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intergranular porosity prior to development of late stage
chioritic and quartz cements.

For example, authigenic

smectite clay coats are commonly compacted between
detrital framework grains, whereas undeformed, fibrous,

well-crystallized cloritic cements and minor quartz
overgrowths fill the remaining post-compaction
intergranular pore spaces.

Diagenetically altered

basaltic rock fragments in the Roy Creek basaltic
sandstone deform plastically creating long undulatory
grain to grain contacts.

Plagioclase grains in the Sunset

Highway sandstones fracture brittly.

Ductile biotite and

carbonaceous plant debris occur as a result of compaction
as thin contorted or crenulated layers between brittle
framework grains of quartz and feldspar.

With increasing depth of burial, remaining intergranular pore spaces may be filled by radiating chlorite,
smectite clays, or silica (Chan, 1985; Burns and Ethridge,
1979).

Surdam and Boles (1979) hypothesized that

formation of different diagenetic mineral phases depends
mostly on variations in the pore fluid chemistry.

A

sufficient amount of effective porosity must be present

after mechanical crushing, rearrangement of grains during
packing, and the formation of early diagenetic calcite
cement and clay coats to permit further fluid transfer of
ions to form chloritic or quartz pore-filling cements.

Galloway (1979) suggested that this final late stage
cementation in forearc lithic and arkosic sandstones
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occurs at intermediate depths of burial (1000 to 3000 m).
In most volcanic sandstones of the Roy Creek member late
stage radiating chlorite and smooth smectite clays almost
completely occlude the intergranular pore spaces leaving
only minor primary porosity.

The Sunset Highway micaceous

arkosic sandstones lack these well crystallized late stage
pore-fillings and more primary porosity remains.

This

suggests that sandstone composition may also be a

controlling agent over which cement forms and how abundant
these cements are.

The consolidation and complete

cementation of basaltic sandstone with a greater abundance
of chemically unstable volcanic rock fragments available
for pore water interaction is faster than more
compositionally mature arkosic sandstone.

Thus, the

Sunset Highway arkosic sandstone retain more intergranular
porosity than the Roy Creek sandstones.
Silica cements may precipitate as individual

hexagonal quartz crystals extending into pore spaces or as
massive quartz overgrowths.

In the Roy Creek basaltic

sandstone, detrital quartz grains are rare but some

dissolved silica from altered volcanic grains has been
reprecipitated in adjacent pore spaces as euhedral
hexagonal quartz prisms with pyramid termination (fig.
46).

Quartz overgrowths are absent in most samples.

Some

quartz grains in the Sunset Highway arkosic sandstones
have quartz overgrowths as a late stage pore-fill.

In

thin section and SEM photos the overgrowths have euhedral
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Fig. 46.
Scanning electron photograph of euhedral quartz
crystals in basaltic sandstone of the Roy Creek member.
EDX pattern shows a strong Si peak with minor peaks of Al
and Fe which may be caused by smectite clay coats adhering
to the quartz crystals.
Bar scale is 10 microns.
Sample
08, sec. 11, T4N R7W.
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crystal faces and are in optical continuity with the
framework detrital quartz grain.

Some quartz overgrowths

on grain surfaces are surrounded by lettuce-like clusters
of smectite clay that coats the rest of the detrital grain
surface (fig. 47).

Possible sources of silica for the

quartz overgrowths include decomposition of clay minerals,
diagenetic alteration of glassy volcanic rock fragments,
or dissolution of feldspars, siliceous microfossils such
as diatoms, and accessory minerals.

Galloway (1979) suggested that quartz cement is
precipitated at shallow depths of burial because the flow
rates of pore water at greater depth where permeability is
inhibited by the earlier clay and calcite cements are too
low to cement most sandstones with authigenic microcrystalline quartz.

The solubility of quartz rises very

slowly with increasing temperature, pH, and increasing
hydrostatic pressure; however, laboratory experiments show
the solubility of non-crystalline silica (eg. opal in
diatom, Radjolaria, and volcanic glass) increases rapidly
with increasing temperature.

With a slow. reduction in

temperature or hydrostatic pressure, high concentrations
of dissolved silica derived from opaline sources in pore

water would be supersaturated with respect to crystalline
quartz and overgrowths could be expected to be
precipitated from solution on detrital quartz grains.

Quartz overgrowths in the Sunset Highway member appear to
form late in the diagenetic history.

Uplift and erosion
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Fig. 47.

Scanning electron photograph looking into
micropore at large well developed euhedral crystal faces
of quartz overgrowths (darker foreground) and tiny
lettuce-like clusters of smectite clay coats separating
slender quartz crystals from the detrital grain. Bar
scale is 100 microns. Sample 192, sec. 1, T4N R6W.
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of the overlying Coast Range strata would result in
reduction of burial depth and reduced temperature.

In

contrast, more deeply buried arkosic sandstones would not

have well developed quartz overgrowths and could retain
higher primary porosity and permeability.

Diagenetic replacement features in Hamlet basaltic
and arkosic sandstones include chlorite and calcite
replacing plagioclase and volcanic rock fragments.

Chlorite occurs as pseudomorphs after biotite, replacing
it partially or completely, maintaining the original
lenticular or tabular grain shape with well developed
cleavage planes.

This could form in the Eocene weathering

zone before sediment transport and burial diagenesis.

Altered plagioclase grains in Sunset Highway arkosic
sandstones have ragged edges and a shredded appearance
along cleavage planes.

Calcite cement may form around

corroded grain rims and in the groundmass between lathes
of plagioclase grains in altered volcanic rock fragments.

Late stage, telogenetic oxidation of iron-bearing
clay minerals by surface weathering and deep circulating
meteoric groundwater results in masking and destruction of
previously formed diagenetic features in many sandstone
samples.

Olive green iron-rich smectite (nontronite) clay

coats are stained by finely disseminated opaque to dark
yellowish brown iron-oxide cements such as geothite and
limonite forming an overall yellowish brown cast to most
weathered outcrops of Sunset Highway sandstones.
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Galloway's (1979) study of similar Eocene forearc
sandstones showed that four stages of diagenetic

cementation, compaction, and grain alteration has produced
significant changes in average porosity and permeability
of potential reservoir sandstones with increasing burial
depth (fig. 48).

He estimated mechanical compaction of

ductile grains (eg. micas) and better grain packing and

reorientation results in a 10 to 50% reduction in primary
porosity.

Stage 1 development of local early calcite

pore-fill affects only a small volume of the total
stratigraphic section and results in a small porosity loss
(from 10 to 40%).

Stage 2 (shallow to moderate burial)

clay rims form and coat framework grains and may bridge
intergranular pore spaces.

Relatively high porosities (15

to 30%) remain, but significant permeability loss occurs
almost entirely during this stage.

The microscopic

smectite clay platelets and fibers clog the pore throats

between larger intergranular pores severely reducing
effective porosity and fluid movement from several darcys
to tens of millidarcys.

Coarse-grained, well sorted

sandstones experience less permeability loss than
fine-grained sandstones because pore throats are larger.
At intermediate to deep burial depths (stages 3 and 4)
formation of late stage chlorite or smectite (nontronite)
and zeolite cement nearly filling or occluding all
intergranular pores dramatically reduces porosity to an
average of only 10 percent.

Alteration and replacement
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Fig. 48. Comparison of the paragenetic sequence observed
in the Roy Creek and Sunset Highway members (thick lines)

to the sequence observed by Galloway (1979) in arc-derived
sandstones of the Pacific rim (thin lines).
Curve shows
the porosity decreases for sandstones in successive
diagenetic stages (figure Modified from Galloway (1979)
and Rarey (1986).
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reactions of the volcanic rock fragments and plagioclase
further reduce the already low porosity.

No secondary

porosity features such as dissolution of framework
feldspar grains (Schmidt, 1979) have been seen in
sandstones from the thesis area, but Mumford (1988)
reported some in Sunset Highway sandstones.

Galloway (1979) used the above sequence of diagenetic
cements and compaction to estimate burial depths of
arc-derived sandstones.

He contended that the degree of

heating is the primary control on the diagenetic stage
reached.

This is controlled by the geothermal gradient

and the depth of burial.

Other factors are the duration

of heating, composition of the sandstone, grain size and
sorting, and geochemisty of the pore fluids.

This

sequence applies to moderately well sorted, texturally

mature, initially porous, fine- to medium-grained volcanic
and arkosic sandstones.

I have observed an overall

similar order of diagenetic cements and compaction
features in the Hamlet volcanic and arkosic sandstones
(dark solid lines, fig. 48) but in a slightly different
order (eg. clay rim cement before calcite cement).

Rarey

(1986) and Mumford (1988) recognized a similar diagenetic
sequence in Hamlet sandstones.

I found that unstable basaltic rock fragments and

molluscan fossil shell fragments of the Roy Creek
sandstone are the first constituents to alter and form
smectite and chlorite clay coats on framework grains and
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local early sparry calcite intergranular pore-fill during
shallow burial (stages 1 and 2).

Some volcanic rock

fragments may also be altered to calcite and/or chlorite

during subaeial weathering prior to their transport and
burial.

During deeper and later burial, pore fluids

continue to precipitate calcite, smectite (nontronite),
chlorite, and zeolite (clinoptilolite-heulandite) cement
(stage 4) in primary intergranular pores.

The arkosic

sandstones contain fewer chemically unstable mineral

grains and fossil fragments and produced less extensive
phyllosilicate pore-fill cement than the more chemically
reactive basaltic sandstones.

Instead minor quartz

formed, but reduced porosity and permeability much less.

Mechanical compaction of ductile micas and carbonized
woody fragments (stage 3) occurred in both the basaltic
and arkosic sandstones during shallow to intermediated
burial.

Using Galloway's depth criteria for similar sequences

of Tertiary sandstones of the Pacific Rim, the Roy Creek
basaltic sandstone with its chioritic pore-filling was
buried to a depth of 1000 to 1500 m.

The Sunset Highway

member was buried to slightly shallower depths of 700 to
1000 m due to the absence of major phyllosilicate porefillings and the presence of more primary intergranular
porosity.

These burial depths are in agreement with the

present thickness of the overlying Tertiary stratigraphic
section from the deepest portion of the Astoria basin
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estimated from stratigraphic and structural well data
(Niem and Niem, 1985).

The more extensive pore-filling cements in the Roy
Creek basaltic sandstone suggest that this unit would not
have reservoir potential unless a later fracture porosity
was produced in the subsurface.

The presence of minor

clay coats in the Sunset Highway arkosic sandstone has

probably significantly reduced permeability; however, with
only minor amounts of pore-filling clays some primary
porosity remains.

Only minor development of quartz

overgrowths in these sandstones also suggests that the

Sunset Highway member may have good reservoir potential at
depth to the northeast where it may equate to the
Clatskanie sandstone at the Mist Gas Field.
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COLE MOUNTAIN BASALT

Nomenclature and Distribution

The Cole Mountain basalt was informally proposed by
Rarey (1986) and Mumford (1988) for a 210 to 250 rn-thick

sequence of upper Eocene basaltic and andesitic intrusives
and less common submarine volcanics.

The proposed type

section is at Cole Mountain along an unnamed logging road
in the extreme southwest corner of section 12, T4N R9W,
and northernmost part of section 13, T4N R9W.

A principal

reference section is located along the bed of the North
Fork of the Nehalem River (SE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 25, T4N R9W)
(Rarey, 1986)

In the thesis area the Cole Mountain basalt occurs as
upper Eocene basalt dikes and sills in the central and
southern parts of the area.

The Cole Mountain basalt has

been previously mapped in the thesis area as Tillamook
Volcanics or Gable Volcanics (Newton and Van Atta, 1976).
Detailed mapping, biostratigraphic analysis, petrographic
work, and geochemical analyses by Rarey (1986), Mumford
(1988) and this study clearly show that the Cole Mountain
basalt is younger than and distinct from the Tillamook
Volcanics.

The Cole Mountain basalts intrude and overlie

the Hamlet formation which, in turn overlies the Tillamook
Volcanics (fig. 14).

The best exposures of the Cole Mountain basalt occur
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along U.S. Highway 26 near the Quartz Creek bridge (sec.
11, T4N R7W), along Military Creek Road (secs. 12, 13, and
18, T4N R6W) and along Music Road (sec. 34, T4N R6W).

Isolated fresh exposures of thin basalt dikes occur in
Rock Creek (secs. 19 and 20, T4N R6W).

The basalt dikes

are more resistant to physical weathering than the
sediment in which they intrude.

They commonly weather

into spheroidal blocks with crumbley exteriors around
solid basalt cores.

Lithology

The Cole Mountain basalt in the thesis area consists
of dikes and thick irregular-shaped sills.

Porphyritic,

vesicular to amygdoloidal basaltic andesite and andesite
are the dominant lithologies (Cox et al., 1979).
samples are light to medium gray (N4 to N5).

Hand

Vesicles and

amygdules are oval-shaped, from 2 to 10 mm in diameter,
and comprise up to 25% of some samples.

Amygdules consist

of secondary calcite, silica, and rarely zeolites.
Phenocyrsts of plagioclase and less commonly augite
comprise from 35% to 60% of the rock.

The plagioclase

phenocrysts range from 2 to 25 mm in length and are
commonly weathered to green chloritic and smectitic clays.
At some locations the rock may be completely weathered to
coarse-grained, sandy detritus with a few spheroidallyweathered blocks of resistant basalt.
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The basaltic dikes range from 1.5 meters to 15 meters
thick and have sharp linear contacts with the arkosic
sandstones and mudstones of the Sunset Highway and Sweet
Home Creek members.

Baked contacts with the mudstones are

thin ranging from 2 to 4 cm.

The dikes have crude

subhorizontal columns and weather into spheroidal blocks.
A well-exposed east-west-trending basalt dike occurs at
locality 17 east of the Quartz Creek bridge along U.S.
Highway 26 (sec. 11, T4N R7W).
the Quartz Creek fault.

The dike is truncated by

Numerous smaller faults or

fractures are exposed in the outcrop.

The majority of the Cole Mountain basalt intrudes the
upper part of the Sweet Home Creek member.

bodies have highly irregular contacts.

The sill-like

Rarey (1986)

mapped two distinct layers of basalt separated by
approximately 60 m of Sweet Home Creek mudstone.

He

described the lower level as being denser, less vesicular,
and less porphyritic than the upper level.

In the thesis

area the sill-like bodies are microgabbroic to gabbroic.
Many of the clinopyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts has
been altered to clay minerals.

Contacts with the

mudstones of the Sweet Home Creek member are irregular
with thin (2 to 4 cm) baked zones.

Small irregular masses

of mudstone are locally present within the basalt.

Rare

pillows were observed near the basal contact along Music
Road (sec. 34, T4N R6W).

The pillows are up to 1 meter in

diameter, have glassy rinds and irregular fractures.
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Petrography

Basaltic andesite samples from 4 localities were
analyzed petrographically.

Cole Mountain basalt samples

are rnicrogabbroic to gabbroic with phenocrysts of

plagioclase and augite in an intersertal to hyalopilitic
groundmass (fig. 49).

Albite-twinned plagioclase

phenocrysts are euhedral to subhedral from 1 to 2.5 mm in
length and range in composition from An58to An68.
comprise from 40 to 60% of the sample.
present on some labradorite phenocrysts.

They

Normal zonation is
Augite

glomerocrysts are euhedral to subhedral and form 2 to 5%
of the rock.

Plagioclase and augite phenocrysts are

commonly partially altered to greenish chloritic clays.
The chloritic clays have a radiating fibrous habit.
The groundmass consists of labradorite, augite,
opaque minerals, chloritic clay, and basaltic glass.
Secondary sparry calcite cement forms up to 50% of the
rock in some samples (sec. 11, T4N R7W).

The basaltic

glass (tachylite) is dark brown and partially devitrified
forming orangish palagonite.

Chloritic alteration of the

groundmass can be rather extensive filling in between
altered plagioclase phenocrysts.

Vesicles and amygdules are relatively common in
outcrop, but are rarely observed in thin-section.
Amygdules are lined with chlorite, calcite, silica, or
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Fig. 49.
Photomicrograph of gabbroic Cole Mountain Basalt
with phenocrysts of plagioclase and augite in an
intersertal groundmass (crossed nichols).
Sample 351,
sec. 19, T4N R6W.
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zeolites.

Rarey (1986) , using X-ray diffraction analysis,

identified the fibrous zeolite, thomsonite, as the
dominant zeolite in the unit.

Geochemistry

The Cole Mountain basalt in the thesis area is
characterized by intermediate Si02 values, ranging from
54.03% to 56.87%, low Ti02%, and low total alkalies (fig.
11; Appendix X).
percentages.

They have high MgO and moderate CaO

They are chemically distinct from the middle

to. upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics of the thesis area.

On the plot of Si02 vs. Na20 and K20 of Irvine and Baragar
(1971)

(fig. 12A), the Cole Mountain basalt samples plot

well within the subalkaline field.
(1979)

On the plot of Taylor

(fig. 12B) used to separate tholeiitic and

caic-alkaline fields, the Cole Mountain basalts plot along
the caic-alkaline series.

Similar results were obtained

by Rarey (1986) using additional discriminatory plots for
basalt samples from adjacent thesis areas.

Several

gabbroic basalt samples have anomalous chemistries when
compared to samples collected by Rarey (1986) from the
type Cole Mountain basalt.

He interpreted this to be due

to surficial weathering and the resulting FeO and Ti02
enrichment, or possibly deuteric alteration during slow
cooling and crystalization of the basalt (Rarey, 1984,
personal communication).

Rarey (1986) also showed using
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diagrams by Pearce et al.

(1977) that the Cole Mountain

basalts plot in the island arc (orogenic) field.
Rarey (1986) presented an extensive explanation of
the mode of emplacement and setting of the Cole MOuntain
basalt (fig. 50).

He interpreted the Cole Mountain

basalts to have been shallow submarine intrusives into
wet, semiconsolidated sediments and erupted on the sea
floor in a forearc setting on the upper continental slope
or outer slope.

The Cole Mountain basalt could have

formed a small submarine topographic high in an upper
continental slope basin.

Magnetos tratigraphy

The polarity of 6 basaltic andesite samples was
determined in the field using a fluxgate magnetometer.
Corrections were made for structural orientation and
regional tectonic rotations.
normal polarity.

All of the localities showed

Nelson (1985) also determined a normal

polarity using a spinner magnetometer in the laboratory.
Rarey (1986) assigned the Cole Mountain basalts to normal
magnetic epochs 16 or 17 of Ness et al. (1980).

Age and Contact Relations

The Cole Mountain basalts intrude the upper Eocene
(Narizian) Hamlet formation.

Small pillows, soft sediment
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features, and irregular basal contacts of the sill-like
bodies suggest that the sediments were wet and
unconsolidated during intrusion of the basalt (Rarey,
1986).

Dikes have linear contacts suggesting intrusion

along fault traces or fractures within the sediments.
Baked zones in the mudstones are thin (2 to 4 cm).

The

upper contact was not observed in the thesis area.

Rarey

(1986) identified the upper contact occuring at a fixed
stratigraphic level on a regional basis.

He mapped the

Cole Mountain basalt as directly overlain by lower
Refugian glauconitic tuffaceous siltstones of the Keasey
Formation.

The earliest Refugian to latest Narizian age

of the Keasey Formation has been well documented (Rarey,
1986; Nelson, 1985; Newton and Van Atta, 1976).

Thus,

biostratigraphic data tightly constrains the age of the
Cole Mountain basalt to the latest Narizian or the
earliest Refugian (Rarey, 1986).

The Cole Mountain basalt has been correlated to the
type Goble Volcanics (Rarey, 1986).

This is based on

geochemical similarities between the two units and
stratigraphic correlation.

Wilkinson et al.

(1945)

considered the type area Goble Volcanics along the
Columbia River to be conformable upon and intercalated
with upper Narizian sedimentary rocks.
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COWLITZ FORMATION

Nomenclature and Distribution

The Cowlitz Formation has been restricted by Bruer et
al.

(1984), Niem and Niem (1985), Rarey (1986), Mumford

(1988), and this study to a sandstone-dominated unit
(Clark and Wilson sandstone).

The Clark and Wilson

sandstone is the reservoir rock in the Mist Gas Field 16
km to the northeast of the thesis area.

This unit has

been previously mapped as the upper sandstone unit of the
Cowlitz Formation (TC5 of Olbinski, 1983) and sandstone
lithofacies of the Cowlitz Formation (Jackson, 1983)

to

the north and southeast of the thesis area.
Isolated exposures of the Cowlitz Formation occur
along the eastern border of the thesis area (Plate I).
The best exposure is along the Ginger Creek Road in the
northeast corner of the thesis area (sec. 36, T5N R6W).

Lithology

The Cowlitz Formation unconformably overlies the
Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet formation.

It

consists of friable, very fine- to rnedium-grained

micaceous arkosic sandstone.

Bedding is parallel

laminated to trough cross-laminated to hummocky crosslaminated (figs. 51 and 52).

Trough cross-laminations are
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Parallel to hummocky cross-laminated, micaceous
and carbonaceous arkosic sandstone of the Cowlitz
The arkosic sandstone is well sorted and
Formation.
extremely friable (sec. 36, T5N R6W).
Fig. 51.
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Fig. 52.
Large scale trough cross-laminations and
hurnmocky cross-stratification in the arkosic sandstone of

the Cowlitz Formation indicate paleocurrent transport was
N50W to N5OE.
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steeply dipping and indicate paleocurrent transport was
N50W to N5OE.

Finely comminuted carbonaceous plant debris

and fine flakes of mica are abundant along the
laminations.

Bioturbation and molluscan fossils are rare.

The Cowlitz Formation is approximately 200 m thick
near the Clatsop-Columbia County line, but thins and
pinches out into deep marine mudstones of the Sweet Home
Creek member of the Hamlet formation to the west in the
eastern part of Clatsop County (Niem and Niem, 1985;
Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985; Mumford, 1988)

Petrography

Due to the friable nature of the arkosic sandstones
in the field area, thin section petrography was difficult
to do.

Six grain mounts were analyzed to determine the

mineralogy and heavy mineral assemblage.

The arkosic

sandstones are composed of moderate to well sorted,
subrounded grains of quartz, plagioclase feldspar, alkali
feldspar, and biotite and muscovite micas.
basaltic rock fragments are rare.

Plutonic and

On the classification

diagram of Folk (1980) these samples would classify as
arkoses.

Heavy minerals consist predominately of epidote with
lesser amounts of zircon, garnet, hornblende, tourmaline,
and apatite.

Provenance is similar to that of the

granitic and high rank metamorphic source rocks of the
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underlying Sunset Highway member of the Hamlet formation.

Contact Relations

The lower and upper contacts of the Cowlitz Formation
are not exposed in the thesis area.

The lower contact may

be represented by a gradual change in the upper part of
the Sweet Home Creek member from mudstone into interlaminiated, cross-laminated, and ripple laminated arkosic
sandstone and mudstone.

This suggests a change from

deeper water mud sedimentation into shallower water
deposition with influence from storm waves and currents.

Depositional Environment

The limited exposure of the Cowlitz Formation in the
thesis area makes depositional environment interpretation
difficult.

The parallel laminations, trough cross-

laminations, and hummocky cross-stratification suggests
deposition occurred in a high energy, storm-dominated,
inner to middle shelf environment.

Paleocurrent

measurements indicate transport direction were to the west
and northwest (prior to 45° clockwise tectonic rotation)

by seaward moving return flow after storm wave buildup
onto the shoreface.

The high degree of rounding and

sorting and low degree of bioturbation indicates rapid
deposition and constant reworking by storm waves.

The
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Cowlitz Formation can be described as a sheet sand that
prograded over the deeper marine mudstones of the Sweet
Home Creek member, which continued to be deposited further
offshore to the west.

The Cowlitz Formation is similar to

the storm sheet sands that are found off the high energy,
storm-dominated, modern Oregon coast descibed by Kumar and
Sanders (1974)

Age and Correlation

No age-diagnostic molluscan or microfossils were
collected from the Cowlitz Formation in the thesis area.
Age dates from the underlying micaceous mudstones of the
Sweet Home Creek member were late Eocene (late Narizian)
(Rau, 1983, personal communication).

This was also

confirmed by calcareous nannofossils collected by Rarey
(1986) to the west of the thesis area.

Foraminifera

collected from the Keasey Formation which overlies the
Cowlitz Formation to the north of the thesis area, have
been age dated as late Narizian to early Refugian
(McDougall, 1975).

This restricts the arkosic sandstones

of the Cowlitz Formation to a late Narizian age.
The Cowljtz Formation can be correlated with parts of
the Coledo Formation along the Oregon coast and the
Spenser Formation of the Willamette Valley (Baldwin,
1981)
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QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

Quaternary deposits in the study area consist of two
types:

(1) recent stream deposits (Qal) and (2) rock

fall/landslide deposits (Qis)

(Plate 1).

Thick (3 to 5 m)

alluvial stream deposits occur along Rock Creek and along
other major, low gradient streams in the study area.

The

best exposures are along Rock Creek below Camp McGregor in
sections 11 and 12, T4N R6W.

The stream alluvial material

is composed of poorly sorted, subangular to subrounded
Tillamook basalt cobbles and pebbles in a coarse arkosic
sand and mud matrix.

Weathered basalt pebbles and cobbles

appear to be derived from adjacent subaerial Tillamook
basalt flows and Cole Mountain intrusions.

In places, the

pebbles display imbrication and crude normal graded
bedding.

The grading was probably formed as the stream

gradually deposited its bedload after major storm runoff.

Rock fall/landslide debris is present along the south
side of Quartz Creek south of U.S. Highway 26 (sec. 11, T4N
R7W)

(Plate I).

The chaotic debris is composed of

micaceous and carbonaceous mudstone and siltstone of the
Sweet Home Creek member.

The detritus is derived from the

downthrown block of the Quartz Creek fault.

The movement

of the slide appears to be recent due to the trees leaning
along the slope, the lack of vegetation on the landslide
deposit, the hummocky topography of the slide, and the
present constriction of Quartz Creek south of the Quartz
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Creek bridge.

Turbulent rapids, 20 to 30 meters long, have

formed where the creek flows over subaerial upper Tillamook
lava flows instead of cutting through the less resistant
unconsolidated landslide debris.
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STRUCTURE

Regional Structure

The regional structure of the northern Oregon Coast
Range consists of a gentle, northward-plunging structural
high or upwarp.

The core of the uplift is composed of

middle to upper Eocene Tillamook Volcanics pillow lavas,
subaerial basalt flows, and breccias which form the
Tillamook Highlands.

An elongate, north-northeast-

trending Bouguer gravity anomaly in northeast Clatsop and
northwest Columbia counties delineates the presence of the
Tillamook volcanic-basement in the subsurface to the
Columbia River (fig. 53) (Bromery and Snavely, 1964; Berg
et al., 1967).

This gravity high forms a saddle (Nehalem

arch) between the volcanic highlands of the Tillamook

Volcanics to the south and the correlative Eocene Crescent
Volcanics of the Willapa Hills, southwest Washington
(Wells, 1981; Armentrout and Suek, 1985).

The structural

high is flanked on the east and west by upper Eocene to
middle Miocene basaltic conglomerates, basaltic and
arkosic sandstones, and mudstones of the Willamette and
Astoria basins respectively (fig. 53).

Mapping by

Olbinski (1983) , Nelson (1985) , Rarey (1986) , Mumford

(1988), and this study indicate the presence of numerous

high-angle normal and reverse faults cutting the basement
high, many with oblique-slip movement.
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Fig. 53. Elongate northeast-trending Bouguer gravity
anamaly delineating the presence of the Tillamook
Volcanics in the subsurface. Mist Gas Field located on
the saddle between the two volcanic highlands,
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The NE-SW axis of the structural high is located in
the central part of the thesis area (fig. 53).

A

northward plunge of 100 to 20° is suggested by regional

gentle dips of Eocene and Oligocene sedimentary rocks
(Niem and Niem, 1985; Newton and Van Atta, 1976; Warren et
al., 1945).

Discontinuous periods of underthrusting of the
Farallon oceanic plate beneath the North American
continental plate during the middle late Eocene and, the

Juan de Fuca plate from Oligocene until Pleistocene time
may have created in the adjacent forearc high-angle
northwest-southeast and subordinate northeast-southwesttrending normal and reverse conjugate faults, many with
oblique-slip components (Snavely et al., 1980; Niem and
Niem, 1985).

East-west compression associated with

subduction also produced broad north-south trending
anticlinal and synclinal folds on the Oregon and southern
Washington continental shelf in the late middle Miocene.
During the late middle to early late Eocene a transcurrent
-

fault with up to 200 km of dextral slip formed the
boundary between the Farallon oceanic plate and the North
American continental plate (Snavely et al., 1980).
Extensional opening of the Basin and Range in late middle
Miocene caused clockwise rotation and normal faulting in
the Coast Range, Cascade Range, and Kiarnath Mountains

blocks (Snavely et al., 1980; Wells and Heller, 1988).
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Thesis Area Structure

The Rock Creek-Green Mountain area is located on the
nose of the northern Oregon Coast Range uplift on the
Nehalem arch.

Generally strata dip gently north to

northeast at 100 to 200

(Plate I).

may have been caused by

intrusions

Some anomaloUs dips

high-angle conjugate northeast- and

or slumping.

Numerous

northwest-trending,

oblique-slip faults and large east-west-trending faults
have created a complex regional fault pattern disrupting
the regional dip (fig. 54)

(Plate 1).

A similar

structural pattern occurs north and west of the study area
(Olbinski, 1983; Mumford, 1988; Rarey, 1986; Niem and
Niem, 1985).

Small drag folds in the sedimentary rocks

are commonly associated with the conjugate faults.

Within the thesis area there are two major fault
patterns (fig. 55):

(1) a set of east-west-trending

high-angle normal faults;

(2)

a younger set of northwest-

and. northeast-trending conjugate shears with oblique

right- and oblique left-lateral motion respectively.
There are four major east-west-trending faults
recognized within the thesis area.

East-west-trending

faults have also been mapped to the north of the thesis
area (Olbinski, 1983) and to the west (Mumford, 1988).
The largest and best exposed east-west fault occurs along
Quartz Creek (Plate I) (fig. 55).

The east-west trend can
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Fig. 54. Regional fault pattern in the Astoria Basin.
Thesis area outlined in southeast corner. Hamlet
formation downdropped in a pull-apart depression.
Modified from Niem and Niem (1985).
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be traced as lineations on low altitude aerial
photographs, U-2 infrared photos, and topographic maps.
The east-west trend is offset by several younger,
northwest-trending, right-lateral oblique-slip faults.
The fault trace curves to the southwest as you trace it to
the west where it is covered by recent landslide deposits
(Plate I).

The fault continues westward into the thesis

area of Mumford (1988).

The fault is best exposed below

the U.S. Highway 26 bridge which crosses the North Fork of
Quartz Creek (sec. 11, T4N R7W).

At this locality sheared

volcanic breccia of the Tillamook Volcanics is well
exposed near the junction of the south and north forks of
Quartz Creek.

Angular clast compositions within the

breccia include porphyritic, vesicular, and aphanitic
basalt and basaltic andesite altered to pyrite and green
smectite (nontronite) clays.

The sheared breccia is cut

by numerous closely spaced fractures, in places filled by
vein quartz and pyrite mineralization.

Subhorizontal slickensides within a ten meter-wide
fault gouge in the sheared breccia trend from N32W to
east-west.

The fault plane dips 80° to the south.

Most

recent fault movement was oblique-slip which uplifted on
the west the upper part of the Tillamook Volcanics and the
Roy Creek and Sunset Highway members of the Hamlet
formation exposed along U.S. Highway 26.

The attitudes of

the sedimentary rocks along the highway range from N5W to
N3OE dipping 10

to the southwest to northwest, departing
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from the gentle northeast reqional dip.

The Quartz Creek

fault is also exposed 2.4 km to the east in the northwest
1/4 of section 12, T4N R7W.

At this locality, boulder

conglomerate of the Roy Creek member of the Hamlet
formation dips steeply 450 to the north.

Blocks of

Tillamook basalt up to 0.75 meters in diameter and coarse
Roy Creek grits are sheared and fractured in a one meterthick gouge zone.

In section 8, T4N R6W, the Quartz Creek

fault appears to offset a vertical dike of the Cole
Mountain basalt (Plate I).

The amount of horizontal

separation can be determined using the dike as a piercing
plane.

Left-lateral horizontal displacement is estimated

to be approximately 300 meters.

Dip separation of the

Quartz Creek fault is difficult to estimate.

The sense of

vertical displacement changes along the trace of the fault
indicating significant strike-slip movement.

With

juxtaposition of Tillamook Volcanics and the Sunset
Highway member, a minimum of 30 to 100 meters of vertical
displacement is suggested.

Other east-west-trending faults occur along Military
Creek (SE 1/4 sec. 20, T4N R6W) and along McGregor Road
(NW 1/4 sec. 27, T4N R6W)

(fig. 55).

The Military Creek

fault uplifts subaerial basalt flows and breccias of the
Tillamook Volcanics against arkosic sandstones of the
Sunset Highway member.
the creek bed.

The fault trace is not exposed in

The McGregor Road fault cuts subaerial

flows of the Tillamook Volcanics, but is in turn truncated
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by younger northwest-trending oblique-slip faults.

The

fault trace is recognizable by linear strike valleys on
low altitude aerial photographs.

The northeast-northwest conjugate fault pattern
consists of predominantly northwest-southeast-trending,
right-lateral, oblique-slip faults with secondary
northeast-southwest-trending, left-lateral, oblique-slip
faults (fig. 55).

Near vertical fault planes generally

dip steeply to the northeast or southwest.

Fault trends

can be traced as lineations on aerial photographs and
topographic maps.

These lineations were field checked

where possible to identify faults.

Juxtaposition of

subaerial volcanic flows and upper Eocene marine
sedimentary rocks and anomalous strikes and dips were used
to interpret the sense of faulting.

Motion on the northwest-southeast faults is recorded
by subhorizontal slickensides.

Recent motion was

right-lateral oblique-slip with tens to hundreds of meters
of vertical displacement as deduced from juxtaposition of
stratigraphic units.

Horizontal separation is difficult

to determine due to the lack of offset of vertical dikes
or other piercing planes.
plunging 1O

Slickensides are subhorizontal,

to 40° from the horizontal.

Slickensides are

commonly associated with five centimeter- to 2 meter-wide
fault gouge zones.

Fault gouges are best exposed in

quarries of Tillamook Volcanics (NE 114 sec. 4, T3N R6W;
SE 1/4 sec. 35, T4N R6W; NW 1/4 sec. 27, T4N R6W).
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The northwest-trending Gales Creek fault which cuts
across the southwest corner of the thesis area (fig. 55)
can be traced to the southeast (Jackson, 1983) and to the
northwest (Mumford, 1988).

The fault is best exposed in

the thesis area along the Salmonberry River Road (SW 1/4
sec. 6, T3N R7W).

A two meter-thick gouge zone with

numerous subhorizonta]. slickensides is exposed in

subaerial flows of the Tillamook Volcanics in outcrop.
The fault plane dips steeply to the northeast and
slickensides plunge 25

and trend southeast (Plate I).

Recent motion determined by slickensides was right-lateral
oblique-slip.

Two kilometers to the north another major

northwest-trending, right-lateral, oblique-slip fault
displaces the Tillamook Volcanics against the Sweet Home
Creek member of the Hamlet formation (fig. 55)

(Plate I).

Several other northwest-trending faults parallel this
trend.

In the Wheeler Road quarry (SE 1/4 sec. 4, T3N

R6W) numerous slickerisides and meter-thick gouge zones are

present (Plate I).
northeast.

The fault plane dips steeply to the

The Cow Creek fault to the north displaces the

Sunset Highway arkosic sandstone against Tillamook
Volcanics of the Green Mountain outlier (fig. 55) (Plate
I).

Mumford (1988) traced this fault to the northwest.

It also truncates a large gabbroic sill of the Cole
Mountain basalt.

These series of northwest-trending,

oblique-slip faults downdrop the Hamlet formation between
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the Green Mountain outlier and the Tillamook Highlands
forming a pull-apart depression (fig. 54).
Along McGregor Road (secs. 27 and 28, T4N R6W) an
upthrown block of Tillamook Volcanics is surrounded by
deep marine sedimentary rocks of the Hamlet formation
(figs. 55 and 56)

(Plate I).

The turbidite unit of the

Sweet Home Creek member dips steeply (18°

to 25°) to the

north into the subaerial volcanic flows.

This relation-

ship was previously interpreted as interfingering between
the sedimentary rocks and the volcanics (Newton and Van
Atta, 1976).

The fault plane dips 60° to the southwest

and slickensides plunge 10

trending to the southeast.

Conjugate northeast-trending, oblique-slip faults are
less extensive and are commonly bounded by northwesttrending faults.

A northeast-trending fault along Rock

Creek (NW 1/4 sec. 21, T4N R6W) near the Camp McGregor

measured section truncates a Cole Mountain gabbro sill and
downdrops the Sunset Highway sandstone in a pull-apart
depression between older uplifted subaerial Tillamook
flows (fig. 55)

(Plate I).

Along Weed Creek (fig. 55)

(SE

1/4 sec. 9, T4N R6W) several northeast-trending faults cut
the volcanjcs and contain subhorizontal slickerxsjdes which
indicate left-lateral oblique-slip movement.
This complex pattern of conjugate NW and NE and E-W
faulting in the thesis area may be explained by wrench
fault tectonics.
include:

Typical characteristics of wrench faults

(1) en echelon fold and fault patterns;

(2)
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Fig. 56.
Photograph of subaerial flows of the Tillamook
Volcanics with conjugate northwest- and northeast-trending
oblique-slip faults. The white surface is sheared and
contains subhorizontal slickensides indicating rightlateral and left-lateral motion respectively.
Outcrop
171, sec. 22, T4N R6W.
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laterally offset fold axes and fold flanks;

(3) horizontal

slickensides; (4) juxtaposed dissimilar stratigraphies;

and (5) variable nature of the fault zone.

Basins

(pull-aparts) and uplifts develop where wrench faults are
bent or have en echelon segments.

Basins develop at

releasing bends where divergence occurs, and uplifts
develop at restraining bends where convergence occurs.
The shape of the uplift is controlled by the length of the
synthetic faults, distance between them, and the number of
faults involved.

This may explain the origin of the

Hamlet pull-apart depression (Plate I).

It was formed

between the right-lateral, oblique-slip, northwesttrending faults which uplifted the Tillamook Highlands and
the Green Mountain outlier of Tillamook Volcanics and
downdropped the Hamlet formation in the pull-apart
depression.

The McGregor Road fault block may have been

uplifted between offset northwest-trending oblique-slip
faults.

The Astoria basin can be interpreted to be in a major
zone of distributed north-south shear between two major
basement uplifts, the Tillamook Highlands of northwest
Oregon and the Willipa Hills of southwest Washington.
Paleomagnetic measurements by Magill et al. (1981), show
450 of clockwise tectonic rotation for the Tillamook

Volcanics, and only 200 of clockwise rotation for
equivalent Eocene volcanics of southwest Washington (Wells
and Coe, 1985), suggesting differential shear shear
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between the two differently rotated blocks.

Wrench

faulting has further broken up the basin into smaller
blocks.

The northwest- and northeast-trending faults

exposed in the Rock Creek-Green Mountain area are a
conjugate shear set and maybe related to a throughgoing
wrench fault system.

The east-west-trending high angle

faults have been reactivated and generally show recent
left-lateral oblique-slip motion.

This type of wrench faulting may mimic the subsurface
fault block pattern of the Mist Gas Field (Alger, 1985).
Kadri (1982), after mapping the fault pattern near the

Mist Gas Field in western Columbia County, postulated that
fault motion was generally vertical basement uplifts and
downwarps.

This is supported by the general low dip of

upper Eocene strata, lack of regional folds, the
juxtaposition of high-angle faults, and lack of thrust
faults.

Much of the vertical offset may be related to

volcanic basement block faulting during the northern
Oregon Coast Range uplift in the late Eocene; however,
subhorjzorita]. slickensides in fault zones offsetting

middle Miocerie dikes (Niem and Niem, 1985; Nelson, 1985)

indicate that recent movement was oblique-slip along the

earlier fault zones and was probably related to the wrench
fault system during the late middle Miocene uplift of the
Oregon Coast Range.
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Tectonic History

During the Tertiary, there apparently were variations
in the northeastward convergence rate of the Farallon
oceanic plate with the North American continental plate,

and variations in the age of the subducting slab which may
have caused episodic changes in the stress patterns of the
Pacific Northwest.

These changing stress orientations are

reflected in the type and timing of volcanism and
deformation in Oregon according to Wells et al.

(1984).

Several plate tectonic models have been proposed to
explain the origin of the Coast Range basement.

Based on

major element geochemistry and field studies, MacLeod and
Snavely (1973) have shown that the lower to middle Eocene
Siletz River Volcanics of the Coast Range basement are
oceanic basalt.

Duncan (1982) interpreted the basaltic

basement to be seamounts formed on an oceanic plate as it
moved over the Yellowstone hotspot.

The wide range in

compositions from tholeiitic to alkalic basalt suggests an
island chain origin for the basalts (Snavely et al., 1968;
Duncan, 1982).

Simpson and Cox (1977) believed from

paleomagnetic evidence the seamount chain on the Farallon
plate was rotated clockwise in the middle Eocene during
collision and accretion with the North American plate.
Reinterpreted plate models by Wells et al.

(1984),

however, disagree with the proposed southeast trend of the
seamount chains and the age progression of the accreted
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remnants of Duncan (1982).

They suggest that

reorganization and a decrease in spreading rate on the
Kula - Farallon ridge would produce leaky transform
faults, ridge jumps, propagating rifts, and small plates

with clockwise rotation during adjustment to a new
spreading direction.

Thus the Coast Range basalts could

have erupted in situ as seamounts and volcanic ridges
along transform faults (Menard and Atwater, 1968; Plumley,
1980) or fracture zones during the readjustment of
spreading directions.

During the early Eocene, the Farallon-Kula oceanic

plates were obliquely subducted beneath the North American
continental plate.

The trench was located east of the

Willamette-Puget lowland and coincided with the present
axis of the Cascade Range (Niem and Niem, 1984).
Emplacement of the basalt basement is not well documented.
The lower middle Eocene deltaic-turbidite sequence of the
Tyee-Flournoy formations overlies the exposed imbricate
thrust boundary between the southern Oregon Coast Range
and the Mesozoic Klamath Mountains.

This requires

suturing by at least 50 m.y.B.P. (Magill et al., 1981;
Heller and Ryberg, 1983).

Simpson and Cox (1977) determined that the Paleocene
to middle Eocene submarine basalts of the Oregon Coast
Range had rotated clockwise 50° prior to accretion to the
North American continent.

They attributed this mainly to

mióroplate rotation of an originally northwest-trending
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oceanic ridge during oblique collision with the continent.
The pivot point would be located near the Kiamath
Mountains.

In the middle Eocene, the subduction zone between the
Farallon and North American plates became clogged with a
thick, bouyant piece of the Farallon plate.

Therefore,

the subduction zone shifted westward from the Challis-

Absaroka trench to the Cascade trench in its present
position beneath the outer continental shelf (Snavely et
al., 1980, 1981).

This change may have occurred as a

progressive southwestward migration of the volcanic front
or as a discrete step from the Challis axis to the Cascade
axis (Snyder et al., 1976; Dickinson, 1976; Armstrong,
1978).

Renewed subsidence east of the subduction zone,

possibly due to basalt cooling, formed a deep marginal or
forearc basin on the Coast Range oceanic crust by late
middle Eocene.

During the late middle to late Eocene the

Farallon plate and overlying trench strata were thrusted
beneath the continental slope of the Oregon continental
shelf (Snavely et al., 1980).

Northwest-trending folds

(Bruer, 1980) and normal faulting segmented the forearc
basin into several smaller basins.

The underthrusting was

accompanied by volcanism forming a thick sequence of
subaerial basaltic andesites, andesites, and debris flows
that formed a cap on the oceanic island complex in the
northern Oregon Coast Range (Wells et al., 1982; Magill et
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al., 1981).

Widespread extensional volcanism of the

Tillamook Volcanics in the forearc may be related to
decreasing horizontal compressive stresses in the North
American plate as the slab flexure stepped westward (Wells
and Coe, 1985).

The 50° clockwise rotation of the

Tillamook Volcanics probably resulted from interarc
extension and from dextral shear in the forearc during
late Eocene oblique subduction (Wells and Coe, 1985).
Uplift of the forearc basin resulted in a regional
unconformity at the base of the upper middle Eocene.

This

unconformity occurs between the Tillammok Volcanics and
the overlying basaltic conglomerate unit of the Roy Creek
member of the Hamlet formation.

In the middle to late Eocene (Narizian) the Hamlet
formation was deposited during a marine transgression of
the forearc basin.

This would equate to Vail and

Mitchum's TE3 eustatic sea level rise during the latest
Eocene (fig. 57).

Alternatively, thermal subsidence of

the Tillamook Volcanic crust could have caused this
transgression (Rarey, 1986).

Overlying the Roy Creek

basaltic conglomerate unit, shallow marine basaltic
sandstones were deposited in the basin followed by
interfingering inner to middle shelf basaltic and
micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Sunset Highway member.

As the transgression progressed the sandstones were
onlapped by deeper marine (continental shelf to slope)
mudstones and an arkosic turbidite unit of the Sweet Home
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Eustatic sea level curves for the Tertiary from
Fig. 57.
Vail and Mitchum (1979). The Hamlet formation was
deposited during cycle TE3 of supercycle Tc in the late
Eocene.
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Creek member.

This is unconformably overlain by a thick,

progradational, trough cross-bedded, micaceous arkosic
sandstone of the Cowlitz Formation.

A regional unconformity separates the Cowlitz
Formation and the overlying upper Eocene deep marine
(bathyal) mudstones of the Keasey Formation.

This is

supported by field mapping (Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985)
and by seismic reflection records and subsurface well
correlations (Bruer et al., 1984).

In seismic reflection

records high angle faults offset the Cowlitz and older
rock units, but not the overlying Keasey Formation,
reflecting a major late Eocene (late Narizian) tectonic
episode on the north Oregon Coast Range.
Partial melting of the subducting Farallon plate

beneath the North American plate resulted in calcalkaline
volcanism and plutonism in the latest Eocene (Refugian)
and Oligocene (Zemorrian) to form the Western Cascades arc
of Oregon and Washington (Hammond, 1979, 1980; Dickinson,
1979; Vance, 1982).

tinderthrusting and segmentation of

the Farallon plate continued into the Oligocene
(Zemorrian) deforming the Oregon Coast Range forearc basin
and the Western Cascades (Snavely et al., 1980).

Another major unconformity exists between the upper
Eocene to lower Oligocene Smuggler Cove formation and the
overlying lower to middle Miocene Astoria Formation
(Cooper, 1981; Peterson, 1983).

During the early to

middle Miocene, regional extension and calcalkaline
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volcanism and plutonism continued to occur in the Western
Cascade arc as the Astoria Formation was being deposited
(Cooper, 1981; Cressy, 1974; Smith, 1975; Niem and Niem,
1985.)

During the late Miocene-Pliocene, bouyant sedimentary
slope and trench facies were subducted beneath the Oregon-

Washington forearc basin and probably isostatically
uplifted the Oregon Coast Range (Wells et al., 1985; Niem
and Niem, 1984).

Broad north-south subsidence maintained

the Willamette-Puget Lowland and created a deep synclinal

basin on the inner continental shelf off Oregon and
Washington (Snavely et al., 1977).

Middle Miocene

Columbia River Basalts were erupted on the Columbia
Plateau and apparently flowed westward through an
ancestral Columbia River gorge into the Astoria basin
(Beeson et al., 1979; Wells and Niem, 1987), to locally

form thick piles of pillow lavas, breccias, and associated
invasive sill and dikes (Wells and Niem, 1987; Niem and
Niem, 1985)

Clockwise rotations of 25° to 30° occurred since the
Eocene in the Oregon and Washington Cascades.

This has

been interpreted by some authors as a rigid microplate
consisting of western Oregon and southwest Washington that
is rotated clockwise in response to the middle Miocene
opening of the Basin and Range (Wells and Coe, 1985;
Magill et al., 1981, 1982; Wells and Heller, 1988).
pivot point would be located in southwest Washington.

The
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Between 5 and 10 m.y.B.P. transform faults split the
Farallon plate into the Gorda plate, Juan de Fuca plate,
and the Explorer plate (Newton, 1980; Atwater, 1970).

The

northeast- and northwest-trending conjugate faults

developed during the post-late Miocene may suggest an
alternative mechanism to the rotation of a rigid
microplate as a result of backarc spreading in the Basin
and Range.

In western Oregon and Washington, Sheriff and

Bentley (1980) have proposed that Neogene rotations are
the result of distributed shear acting on closely spaced
right-lateral faults of small displacement. The pattern is
similar to one described by Freund (1974) and has been
adapted to southwest Washington by Wells and Coe (1985).

North-south compression forms conjugate faults for regions
caught in a shear couple along transcurrent fault zones.
In the model of Wells and Coe (1985), the simple shear

would be produced by partial coupling of the forearc
region with the obliquely subducting Juan de Fuca plate
beneath it.

Tectonic behavior of western Oregon and Washington
during the Tertiary can probably best be described as a
composite of the oblique plate subduction, rigid plate,
and small block shear rotation models.

These may change

from one to another with time and place as the North
American plate tectonically responds to changes in
Farallon and later Juan de Fuca plate motions (Wells and
Coe, 1985).
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Crushed Rock

Basaltic andesite from subaerial flows of the
Tillamook Volcanics and Cole Mountain intrusives is
actively quarried from several locations in the thesis area
(Plate I).

Basaltic rock fragments are suitable for road

aggregate for the many logging roads that cut through the
area.

Fresh samples of Cole Mountain basalt make better

aggregate than weathered Tillamook flows.

Due to high

transportation costs, the gravel and coarse rip-rap
material must come from areas close to the intended use.

The quarries atop Green Mountain (sec. 35, T5N R6W) and
Wheeler Road (sec. 4, T3N R6W) are the most actively used.

Others are located along Rock Creek, Wolf Creek, and
McGregor, and Music roads.

Newly-made roads are generally

very rough, but with use by heavy logging equipment, the
coarse road material is crushed and travel is easier.

No

deposits of alluvial sand and gravel suitable for cement or
concrete occur in the thesis area.

Mineral Resources

A 40 m long adit is located beneath the Quartz Creek
bridge on U.S. Highway 26, NW 1/4 sec. 11, T4N R7W (Plate
I).

The location is marked by tailings overgrown by dense
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vegetation and a mine shaft that extends into the creek
valley.

Much of the floor is strewn with fallen roof beams

and supports.

The South Fork of Quartz Creek flows over a

small waterfall near the opening.

Subaerial basalt debris

flows of Tillamook Volcanics are sheared and brecciated by
the east-west-trending Quartz Creek fault.

Angular blocks

of altered chioritized basalt are surrounded by veins of
quartz and pyrite mineralization.
Samples of the mineralization were sent to Specomp
Services, Denver, for semiquantitative spectrographic
analysis.

Their findings indicate that there are

undetectable amounts of gold, silver, zinc, molybdenum,
tin, or antimony.

Twenty parts per million (ppm) of

copper, 10 ppm of lead, 50 to 70 ppm of barium, and up to
1000 ppm of manganese were detected.
from 3% to 5% and magnesium 0.3%.

Iron was measured

The iron, manganese,

magnesium, and barium may result from the alteration of
pyroxenes and plagioclase to smectite clays in the basalt.

The presence of pyrite and chalcopyrite accounts for the
measurable iron and copper amounts.

The mine was

unprofitable and abandoned.

No known commercial quantities of mineral resources
are present in the thesis area.
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Hydrocarbon Potential

In 1978 Diamond Shamrock, Reichhold Energy Corp., and
Northwest Natural Gas announced Oregon's first commercial
natural gas discovery in the upper Eocene (Narizian)
Cowlitz Formation in the Nehalem River Basin near Mist,
Oregon.

The Mist Gas Field is located in townships 6 and 7

north, ranges 4 and 5 west in Columbia County (fig. 55), 16
kilometers northeast of the thesis area.

It lies on the

southeast flank of the Nehalem arch which forms a
subsurface divide between the Astoria basin on the west and
the Willamette basin on the southeast (fig. 50).

The

producing interval, the Clark and Wilson sandstone, is a

thick, shallow marine, clean and friable micaceous arkosic
sandstone.

Porosity ranges from 18 to 32%, averaging 25%,

and permeability ranges from 19 md to greater than 1500 md,
averaging 200 md (Armentrout and Suek, 1985).

The

structural trap is a highly faulted, northwest-trending
anticlinal structure which is capped by impermeable Cowlitz
mudstone and Keasey tuffaceous mudstone (Alger, 1985).

The

faults are truncated at the base of the Keasey Formation
indicating that they formed as part of early late Eocene
deformation (Bruer et al., 1984; Alger, 1985).

Production

is from 500 to 1000 meters below the surface in isolated
fault blocks.
field:
pool.

There are three principal pools of the Mist

the Bruer pool, the Newton pool, and the Flora

The areal extent of the pools is small, from 40 to
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less than 160 acres (Alger, 1985).
gas column is 67.5 meters.

The thickness of the

Gas production in 1987 was 10

to l2MMcf per day; total production 3.8 billion cubic feet
(Wermie]. and Olmstead, 1987).

The gas is predominantly methane (92.8%), nitrogen
(6.9%), and butane (0.26%)

(Bruer, 1980).

Gas wetness and

C values indicate the gas has a thermogenic origin from a
mature basin (Bruer, 1980; Armentrout and Suek, 1985).

Vitrjnjte reflectance values of the terrestrial organic
matter in the source rocks surrounding the gas field,
however, are thermally immature (Armentrout and Suek,
1985).

Possible depositional centers downdip of the field

for this level of maturation are the 3000 meter deep

Astoria Basin to the west and the 6000 meter deep Tualatin

Basin or northern Willamette basinto the southeast of the
Mist Gas Field (Bruer, 1980; Armentrout and Suek, 1985).
In Clatsop County, nine exploration wells have been drilled
during the period from 1979 to 1985 (Niem and Niem, 1985).
The locations of these wells are listed in Appendix IX.
Some of the wells had gas shows, but none were of
commercial quantity.

The main factors for evaluation of the oil and gas
potential of an area are:

(1) reservoir rock measured by

porosity and permeability;

(2) source rock measured by

total organic carbon;

vitrinite reflectance;

(3) thermal maturation measured by
(4) trap - structural or

stratigraphic; and (5) timing of the above.

The
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sedimentary rocks in the thesis area are breached by
erosion and comprise a thin sequence underlain by a very
thick sequence of Tillamook Volcanics.

Therefore, these

rocks have little or no potential of yielding commercial
quantities of hydrocarbons.

They do serve as models to

sample potential reservoir, source rock, and thermal
maturity that could be applied elsewhere in Clatsop and

Columbia counties where thicker overlying sedimentary
sequences occur.

The most promising reservoir target in northeastern
and central eastern Clatsop County is the thick, friable,
micaceous arkosic sandstone of the upper Eocene Cowlitz
Formation.

The relative absence of chemically unstable

volcaniclastjc grains results in less susceptiblity to
development of pore-filling authigenic smectite clays and
zeolites which reduce porosity and permeability.

The

Cowlitz Formation rapidly thins across the Nehalem arch
from 250 meters in the Mist Gas Field (Bruer, 1980) into

bathyal Sweet Home Creek mudstcne northwest of the thesis
area (Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985; Niem and Niem, 1985).

The structural high appears to have also controlled
dispersal of the Cowljtz sandstones in southwest Washington
(Wells, 1981).

Three sandstone samples were analyzed by Amoco
Production Company, Denver, using magnetic resonance method
to determine porosity and permeability (Terry Mitchell,
1983, written communication) (Table I).
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Table I

Samples

Total Porosity

2ES19-1

27.3%

2ES280-1

14.15%

2ES192-1

18.3%

Effective Porosity

Permeability

17.6%

34.62 md

3.4%

0.18 md

18.3%

36.00 md

Total porosity refers to the total amount of pore
space within the rock.

Effective porosity is a measure of

the percent of interconnected pores.

It is the effective

porosity that is important in determining the permeability,

or the amount of fluid that can pass through the sample in
a given amount of time.
Permeability (md)

= Effective Porosity * 1.4 log e

for a clean sandstone;
Permeability (md)

= Effective porosity * 0.03 log e

for a shaley sandstone.

These formulas were derived from experimental data and
calibrated to measured permeabilities from conventional
methods.

The effect of lithologic composition and matrix

on these calculations cannot always be determined.

Thus

the results are considered only as approximations (Terry
Mitchell, 1983, written communication).
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Sample 2ES19-1 is from the Sunset Highway member of
the Hamlet formation (sec. 11, T4N R7W).

The sample is a

clean, fine-grained, micaceous and carbonaceous, arkosic
sandstone.

The sandstone was deposited in a shallow

marine, storm wave-dominated depositional environment as
indicated by diasarticulated molluscan fossils and hummocky
cross-stratification.

Sample 2ES280-1 is from the turbidite unit of the
Sweet Home Creek member (sec. 27, T4N R6W).

The sample is

from a thin bed of fine-grained, silty, micaceous arkosic
turbidite sandstone interbedded with silty mudstones.

The

graded sandstone is parallel laminated to
micro-cross-laminated.

Sample 2ES192-1 is from the Cowlitz Formation (sec.
36, T5N R6W).

The sample is a clean, fine-grained,

micaeous arkosic sandstone.

The sandstone is friable and

poorly indurated in outcrop.

Low angle planar and trough

cross-bedding exposed in outcrop represent hummocky
cross-stratification formed by storm deposition.

This

sandstone probably equates to the gas-producing unit in the
Mist Gas Field 16 km to the northeast of the thesis area.

The good effective porosity and permeability of the
Cowlitz sandstone sample indicates why it is an attractive
reservoir rock in northwest Oregon.

Poor consolidation and

lack of pore-filling authigenic smectite clays (Olbinski,
1983) allows for total porosity to be involved in the
movement of fluids.

Permeability is low to moderate (36.00
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md), but in the Mist Gas Field it is up to 200 md
(Armentrout and Suek, 1985).

The high smectite clay content in sample 2ES280-1

causes a much lower effective porosity and permeability
resulting in this sandstone being a poor reservoir rock.
The turbidite sandstones are also much thinner bedded and

more discontinuous than those stratigraphically above and
below and would not be a likely reservoir.

Arkosic sandstone samples from the Sunset Highway
member of the Hamlet formation have high total porosity and
moderate effective porosity.

They are composed of

moderately well sorted quartz, feldspar, and assorted heavy
minerals.

The presence of minor volcanic debris and their

diagenesis to smectite clay rim cement that clogs some pore
throats causes the slightly lower effective porosity.
These stratigraphically lower sandstones also have moderate

to low permeabilities compared to the Clark and Wilson
sandstones in the Mist Gas Field, but may represent another
attractive reservoir rock.

However, these sandstones are

thinner than the C and W sandstone and are restricted to
the southeast part of the Astoria basin (Rarey, 1986;
Mumford, 1988).

They also do not overlie a potential thick

source rock like the Cowlitz Formation does.

They overlie

the Roy Creek basaltic sandstone and Tillamook Volcanics.
They do laterally interfinger with potential source rocks
of the Sweet Home Creek mudstone to the west (Rarey, 1986;
Mumford, 1988; Niem and Niem, 1985).
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The well-indurated basaltic sandstones of the Roy Creek
member of the Hamlet formation contain abundant
pore-filling chioritic and smectitic cement (see diagenesis
section).

These cements have reduced porosity to only a

few percent in thin section making it of poor reservoir
quality.

Possible source rocks include carbonaceous siltstone

and mudstone of the Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet
formation which underlies and interfingers with the Clark
and Wilson sandstone.

Three mudstone samples were analyzed

by Jill Schlaefer (1983, written communication) of Amoco
Production Company, Denver, for source rock geochemistry.

Thermal maturity of the mudstone samples was primarily
determined from vitrinite reflectance (VR % Ro).
Chromatograms were made on some of the samples.

They are

summarized in Table II.

Sample 2ES18, from the Sunset Highway member of the
Hamlet formation (sec. 11, T4N R7W), is a basaltic
siltstone with abundant carbonized plant material, but the
total organic carbon percentage is low (marginal source).

Based on vitrinite reflectance values (2.18), it
demonstrates an advanced stage of maturity.

Chromatogram

character, however, indicates that the sample is more
immature.

The chromatogram signature suggests that some of

the kerogen in the sample is reworked (Jill Schlaefer,
1983, written communication).

This would support a

nearshore, storm-dominated depositional environment.
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Table II:
Source rock analysis of the Sunset Highway
and the Sweet Home Creek members of the Hamlet formation.

Sample
No.

% TOC

V.R.
% Ro

2ES18

0.5

2.18

A

Unknown

Marginal

Unknown

2ES30

1.3

1.68

M

Unknown

Good

Peak gas

2ES29

1.2

0.77

M

Gas

NonSource

Early peak
Gas

Visual Kerogen
Kerogen Type
Type*

Generation Stage of
Rating
Diagenesis

* A = Amorphous, S = Structured, M = Mixed
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Samples 2ES29 and 2ES30, from the Sweet Home Creek
member of the Hamlet formation (NE 1/4 sec. 24, T4N R7W),

are classified as silty mudstone, and are dark brown to
black in color.

Total organic carbon (TOC) in these

samples is good (1.2 - 1.3%) and could serve as source
rock.

Visual kerogen is mixed terrestrial and aquatic

organic matter and could act as a source for both oil and
Sample 2ES30 shows consistency between vitrinite

gas.

reflectance and chromatogram character indicating peak gas
stage of diagenesis (Jill Schlaefér, 1983, written
communication).

On the diagram of Dow (1978) which

illustrates zones of petroleum generation, the vitrinite
reflectance of this sample (1.68) plots in the range of
wet-gas generation and is supermature (fig. 57).

Sample

2ES29 plots above this zone and is thermally mature.

According to Harward (1977), when deposited under reducing
conditions, some forms of terrestrial organic matter will
yield wet gas.

The presence of a nearby Cole Mountain

intrusion could have caused the higher thermal maturity of
sample 2ES30.

This could account for the difference in the

stage of diagenesis between the two samples.

All three

samples are thermally mature to supermature based upon

vitinite reflectance values which is unusual since most
equivalent age Eocene mudstone in the Mist Gas Field and in
Clatsop County wells are thermally immmature (eg. V.R.
0.45).

Armentrout and Suek (1985) have suggested that the gas
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in the Mist field is thermogenic in origin but did not know
the source of the gas.

According to Reverdatta and

Melenevskii (1983), intrusion of numerous basalt dikes and
sills into thermally immature mudstone can generate
"significant" amounts of thermogenic gas.

The abundance of

upper Eocene Cole Mountain and middle Miocene Columbia
River basalt intrusions in Clatsop County may have

generated small, localized pools of thermogenic gas (Niem
and Niem, 1985; this study).

This could make the Sweet

Home Creek member a marginally potential source rock in the
subsurface where there is an abundance of Cole Mountain
intrusions.

In summary, the three critical requirements for
accumulation and production of hydrocarbons from upper

Eocene marine sedimentary rocks could occur in the
subsurface to the west and in eastern Clatsop County and
Columbia County.

Carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone in

the Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet formation are
potential thermally mature source rocks.

Porous and

permeable, clean, friable arkosic sandstones in the Cowlitz
Formation and the Sunset Highway member of the Hamlet
formation could serve as attractive reservoirs in the
subsurface.

The upper Eocene Keasey mudstones and the

Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet formation could act
as potential stratigraphic traps and would provide adequate
seals.

The conjugate pattern of numerous northwest-,

northeast-, and east-west-trending oblique-slip faults
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could create structural traps in the subsurface at Mist and
elsewhere in Clatsop and Columbia counties subsurface.
These would be recognizable by detailed seismic reflection
methods.
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Appendix I:

Molluscan Fossils of the Hamlet formation

Sample Number:

Pelecypods
Brachydontes cowlitzensis
Spisula sp.
Macrocallista williamson
Pitar californiana
Solen sp.
Gastropods
Calyptraea sp.

14

31

37

X

X

X

195

313

X
X

X
x
X

X
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Appendix II:

Microfossils of the Hamlet Formation

Sample Number:

Cyclammina pacifica
Bathsiphon eocenicus
Eggerella subconica
Lenticulina inorntata
Gyroidina soldanii
Dentalina consobrina
Plectofrondicularja
packardi
Praeblobobulimjna
pupôides
Uvigerina garzaensis
Karreriella washingtonensis
Pseudonodosaria inflata
Orthomorphina rohri
Valvulineria jacksonensis
welcomensis
Planktic foraminifers
Fish debris

29

RC

X
X

X

260 281 302 306
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

Diatoms

Sample Number

302

306

Coscinodiscus
Stephanopyxis

X

X
X

X
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Appendix III:

Sample Number:

Teichichnus
Planolites
Helminthoidja
Thai lasonojdes

Trace Fossils of the Hamlet formation

14

260

280

x
x

313

321

x
x
x
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Appendix IV:

Fossil Localities

Sample Number

Location

Member

08
14
31
37
29

11-4N-7W
1l-4N-7W
32-4N-6W
7-4N-6W
24-4N-7W
19-4N-6W
32-4N-6W
28-4N-6W
27-4N-6W
26-4N-6W
36-4N-6W
26-4N-6W
35-4N-6W

Sunset Highway member

RC
195
260
281
302
306
313
321

Roy Creek member

Sweet Home Creek member
Sunset Highway member
Sweet Home Creek member

Major Oxide Values for Volcanic Rocks in the Rock Creek-Green Mountain Area
Plot No. Si02 Al203 T102 Fe203 FeO MnO CaO MgO K20 Na20 P205
Tillamook Highlands
2ESSP1
53.57 16.04
2ESRR2
52.64 15.16
2ESWCQ
52.78 14.97
2ES228
52.80 14.64
2ES206
51.18 14.62
2ES241
53.40 15.60
2ES270
58.44 14.97

Green Mountain Outlier
2ES54
2ES78
2ES 86
2ES 93

2ES108
2ES 109

2ES114
2ES 138
2ES 225
2ES 258

2ES353

54.47
54.99
53.29
50.23
66.18
50.08
60.86
58.02
48.92
49.24
52.40

14.73
15.55
16.22
17.69
15.74
16.27
15.58
15.94
17.46
15.80
15.37

2.63
2.73
2.67
3.34
3.54
2.65
1.74

5.08
5.60
5.39
5.57
5.90
5.18
4.86

5.82
6.41
6.17
6.38
6.75
5.94
5.56

0.26
0.20
0.21
0.20
0.17
0.26
0.20

7.75
7.75
7.65
8.32
8.76
7.54
5.56

3.36
3.64
3.40
3.51
4.25
2.63
1.83

1.35
1.40
1.52
1.18
1.02
1.52
2.12

3.38
3.59
3.71
3.40
3.21
3.86
4.01

0.76
0.90
1.54
0.66
0.60
1.43
0.69

2.79
2.23
2.40
3.36
0.79
3.32
1.31
1.73
2.79
3.36
2.81

5.24
5.15
5.22
5.19
2.66
5.78
4.27
4.50
5.47
5.92
5.66

6.00
5.90
5.98
5.95
3.04
6.62
4.89
5.15
6.26
6.78
6.49

0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.14
0.18
0.16
0.19

7.71
6.91
7.89
9.80
3.05
9.71
4.60
6.30

0.19
0.20

9.86
8.07

3.25
3.00
3.29
3.06
0.13
3.48
1.18
1.78
4.52
4.29
3.43

1.80
1.53
1.20
0.90
3.38
0.92
2.38
1.43
0.63
0.85
1.17

3.08
3.65
3.54
3.10
4.73
3.02
4.32
4.29
2.66
3.16
3.51

0.75
0.88
0.74
0.49
0.17
0.62
0.45
0.67
0.37
0.56
0.89

0.19 10.73

Plot No.

S102

Al203

Ti02

Fe203

FeO

MnO

CaO

MgO

K20

Na20

P205

16.37
14.89
15.00

1.16
2.72
2.40

2.90
5.50
5.55

3.32
6.30
6.36

0.15
0.23
0.21

3.50
7.64
0.31

0.85
3.63
3.25

2.85
1.41
1.39

5.16
3.65
3.96

0.34
1.49
1.26

2.39
1.66
1.71
2.16
1.38
2.38
1.46
2.10

5.55
4.99
4.88
5.40
4.47
6.00
4.67
5.39

6.36
5.72
5.59
6.18
5.12
6.87
5.35
6.17

0.23
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.11
0.13
0.16
0.17

7.48
9.11
8.45
6.61
6.59
6.08
6.59
5.56

3.44
4.77
4.70
3.62
4.65
4.65
3.79
2.82

0.96
0.62
0.49
0.96
1.50
1.02
0.79
1.22

3.08
2.74
3.39
2.91
3.23
3.00
3.75
3.18

0.83
0.31
0.28
0.72
0.23
0.97
0.23
1.07

Conglomerate Clasts From the Roy Creek Member
2ESPB1
53.51 16.01 3.31
4.79 5.48 0.17
2ESPB2
59.96 15.91 1.31
4.35 4.98 0.16
2ESPB3
54.00 14.62 2.76
5.38 6.16 0.19

7.44
4.74
7.67

1.63
1.26
3.34

1.59
2.39
1.92

4.16
4.47
3.18

1.91
0.44
0.771

Faulted Blocks
2ES30
2ES181
2ES266

63.41
52.54
53.32

Cole Mountain Volcanics
2ESO4

2ES17
2ES21
2ES23
2ES26
2ES61
2ES277
2ES351

54.62
54.03
54.30
56.75
55.91
54.86
56.87
58.76

15.05
15.89
16.06
14.54
16.81
14.03
16.34
13.56
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Appendix VI:

Location of Geochemical Samples

Outcrop No.

Field Location

2ESSP1
2ESRR2
2ESWCQ

4-3N-6w
5-3N-6w
35-4N-6w
36-4N-7W
31-4N-6W
32-4N-6W
4-3N-6w

Formation
Tillamook Volcanics

2ES228
2ES236
2ES241
2ES270
2ES54
2ES78
2ES86
2ES93
2ES108
2ES109
2E5114
2ES138
2ES225
2ES258
2ES353
2ES30
2ES181
2ES206
2ES266

30-4N-6w
26-4N-6w
36-4N-7w
27-4N-6w

Uplifted Tillamook
Volcanics

2ESO4

11-4N-7w

Cole Mountain Volcanics

2ES17
2ES21
2ES23
2ES26
2ES61
2ES277

2E5351
2ESPB1
2ESPB2
2ESPB3

6-4N-6W

16-4N-6w

Tillamook Volcanics of
the Green Mountain Outlier

8-4N--6W

4-4N-6w
9-4N-6W
9-4N-6W
1O-4N-6w
12-4N-6W
33-4N-6W
13-4N--6W

20-4N-6W

11-4N-7W
11-4N-7W
11-4N-7W

26-4N-7w
19-4N-6W
34-4N-6W
19-4N-6W

32-4N-6w

1O-4N-6W
7-4N-6W

Roy Creek member of
Hamlet formation
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Appendix VII:

Basalt Polarity and Locations

Location

Polarity

Tillamook Volcanics
31-5N-6w
34-5N-6W

R
N
N
R
R
N
N

11-4N--7W

NW 1/4 6-4N-6W
SE 1/4 6-4N-6W
4-4N-6W
SW 8-4N-6W (2)
NW 8-4N-6W
NW 1/4 9-4N-6W
SE 1/4 9-4N-6W
12-4N-6W
30-4N-6W
26-4N-6W
16-4N-6W

N
N
N
R

N
N
N

Cole Mountain Basalt

NW 1/4 11-4N-7W
Center 11-4N-7W
14-4N--7W

SW 1/4 19-4N-6W
NW 1/4 19-4N-6W

(2)

N
N
N
N
N
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Appendix VIII:
Sample No.

Heavy Minerals of the Hamlet formation
14

19

80

4.2

3.9

0

.4
.9

.3
.6

.1

.5

.4

.1

.5
.5

.9
.4

1.1
.5

.5
.4

1.2

1.9

1.7

1.2

81.8

81.0

82.9

83.2

Zircon

2.6

4.9

3.2

3.4

Tourmaline

1.2

.3

.7

.9

Garnet

3.2

1.4

1.6

2.8

Kyanite

0

0

.3

.2

Monazite

0

0

0

0

Rutile

1.8

.7

.9

1.2

Apatite

6.8

2.2

1.9

5.9

Amphiboles
Hornblende
Green
Brown
Tremolite
Pyroxenes
Augite
Micas
Biotite
Muscovite
Chioritic
Alteration

Epidote

Opaques
Magnetite
Hematite
Leucoxene
Pyrite

.2
.1

192

.1
.1
0
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Appendix IX: Wells Drilled in Clatsop County
(as of December, 1986)

Diamond Shamrock Corp
Boise Cascade 11-14

1981

7,864 ft.

T.

Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Crown Zellerbach 11-28

1981

5,700 ft.

NW 1/4 sec. 28
T. 5 N., R. 9 W.

Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Crown Zellerbach 31-17

1981

6,095

T.

Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Watzek 22-19

1983

5,190

NW 1/4 sec. 19
T. 6 N., R. 6 W.

Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Clatsop Count 33-11

1983

4,223

T.

Standard
Hoagland Unit #1

1955

7,101

SE 1/4 sec. 11
T. 7 N., R.10 W.

Quintana Petroleum Corp.
Watzek et al. 30-1

1981

7,068

NW 1/4 sec. 14
7 N., R.

7 W.

NE 1/4 sec. 17
6 N., R. 8 W.

SE 1/4 sec. 11
6 N., R.

6 W.

NW 1/4 sec. 30
T.

6 N., R. 6 W.

Oregon Natural Gas Development Corp
Johnson 33-33
1982 10,006

SE 1/4 sec. 33

Oregon Natural Gas Development Corp.
Patton 32-9
1982
10,159

NE 1/4 sec. 9

Lower Columbia Oil Co.

NW 1/4 sec. 25

1922

4,808

T.

8 N., R. 8 W.

T.7 N., R. 8 W.
T.

8 N., R.

8 W.

Mehama Weagant Energy Corp.
1985

3,190

SW 1/4 sec. 25
T. 8 N., R.10 W.

